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KABUL: URBAN LAND IN CRISIS 

A Policy Note 

INTRODUCTION 
 Afghanistan is one of the poorest and longest suffering countries among members 
of the World Bank, and has been ravaged by chronic conflict and political instability. 
Afghanistan’s infrastructure has been destroyed or degraded; its human resource base 
severely depleted; and its social capital eroded.  Despite existing public administration 
structures, the majority of state institutions are only beginning to function effectively, and 
the economy and society have become fragmented.   
 

Despite being hampered by limited capacity and a difficult security situation in 
many parts of the country, the Government has improved the quality of governance and 
decision-making both at the center and in the provinces.  It has gained widespread 
international recognition and national legitimacy.  The Islamic Republic of Afghanistan 
(IRA) has put forward a compelling vision and strategy for national reconstruction 
embodied in its “Securing Afghanistan’s Future – Accomplishments and the Strategic 
Path Forward” (2004). 
 

One of the most challenging issues with which the IRA is coping is that of the 
urban sector, characterized by rapid urban growth owing to natural population increase 
and an enormous influx of returning refugees and displaced people.  The country’s total 
population of 22 million is growing at an overall growth rate of close to 3 per cent per 
year.  Recent annual rates of urban growth are close to 13% with an expectation that this 
will decline to 5% with improving political stability.  Associated shortages of urban 
services abound.  The challenge is all the more daunting as a result of the backlog of land 
and housing needs caused by a combination of years of turmoil, a deteriorated housing 
stock, and a rigid master planning system.  
 

The purpose of this report is to provide policy guidance to the Government on 
how to manage three of the most important aspects of urban land management:  i) 
development of urban areas using contemporary techniques of planning and regulation, , 
and ii) the regularization of tenure in informal areas and iii) land rights dispute resolution.  
All three issues are intertwined since the regularization of tenure depends, in part, on the 
capacity to resolve land rights disputes, and the implementation of a realistic and 
affordable urban development plan requires a stable legal framework to establish land use 
rights.  The rectification of the three issues is a necessary but not sufficient remedy for 
creating well function land and housing markets, a topic beyond the scope of this report. 
 

The main field work for the study was preceded by a scoping mission to Kabul in 
April 2004 during which a stakeholder workshop was held to identify the key issues 
facing the lives of Afghan urban dwellers.  The findings of the workshop confirmed the 
importance of secure access to urban land, ability to resolve land disputes and the need 
for improved basic urban services provided within a rational urban development 
framework. 
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This report was prepared by a team composed of Robin Rajack, Liz Wily and 
Alain Bertaud, under the leadership of Richard Beardmore during a field visit to 
Afghanistan on January 8-26, 2005.  Peer review comments were provided by John W. 
Bruce and Klaus Deininger.  Useful comments were also provided by William Byrd and 
Sam Maimbo.  A background paper was prepared by the Afghanistan Research and 
Evaluation Unit (AREU) on urban governance, urban management, and vulnerability in 
three provincial towns. Soraya Goga participated in the field missions and oversaw the 
preparation of the AREU study.  The review of urban planning issues was carried out in 
discussions with the Government, the municipality of Kabul, UN Habitat and technical 
consultants supporting the implementation of several IDA-funded infrastructure projects.  
Jayashree Srinivasa assisted with report processing. 
 

The review of land dispute resolution focused on Kabul City.  Agencies 
contributing to property dispute resolution were identified and discussions were held with 
the Maintenance and Shelter Departments of the Ministry of Urban Development and 
Housing, which allocates government-built apartments and has a special commission 
(Commission Barrasi) responding to complaints and disputes; the Property and 
Distribution Departments of the Municipality, which both allocates building plots in 
Kabul and addresses disputes arising; the Kabul Province Attorney-General’s Office 
(Saranwali), which keeps an eye on the legality of allocations; and the Special Property 
Disputes Court. This was first established in 2002 and expanded in November 2003 to 
resolve specific property disputes affecting returnees and IDPs.  
 

Meetings were also held with the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) which runs 
two Legal Aid Centers in Kabul. More than two thirds of the cases brought to these 
centers relate to property matters. NRC facilitates resolution, either directly with 
disputants, through informal means or through assisting clients to submit their cases to 
the courts. Most of their clients are returnees or IDPs and the cases are accordingly 
directed to the Special Court.   
 

The review of land tenure arrangements was carried out in discussions with the 
Judicial Reform Commission, the Afghanistan Geodesy and Cartographic Head Office, 
Kabul municipality and donor-funded consultants involved in land titling and registration 
in primarily rural areas. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Kabul Urban Development: a City in Crisis 
 
The Current Urban Special Structure 

i. The city of Kabul, with a population estimated at about 3 million people, has 
grown over the last 10 years at an exceptionally fast pace, reaching a rate of demographic 
growth of about 17% p.a. over several years. The city has grown mostly through the 
construction of informal, largely unserviced settlements, which now shelter about 80% of 
Kabul’s population and represent a private investment in fixed capital of US$ 1.3 billion 
(not including land value). To the extent that the stability of the country improves in the 
future, the rate of demographic growth is likely to slow..  Nevertheless, it is likely to stay 
at around 5% (about 3% natural growth plus 2% migration) for some years to come.  This 
“reduced” growth rate will represent a yearly increase of about 150,000 people or about 
20,000 households. 
 
ii. Kabul has grown in two adjacent valleys separated by a mountain spine. (Figure 
1)  The city center (red dot) is close to the mountain spine.  The central hill spine 
reinforces the function of the city center, as direct communication between suburbs – 
without passing though the city center – is made difficult because of the contours of the 
terrain.  The current chronic traffic jam around the city center is explained by the peculiar 
topography of Kabul: whereby the only roads joining the two parts of the city pass 
through the current city center.  Because of its topography, Kabul is likely to stay 
dominantly monocentric and to develop around one dominant center, as the current city 
center is the only location easily accessible from all parts of the city. Important sub-
centers are unlikely to develop in the future. 

 
iii. With a built-up area of 140 km2, Kabul has an average built-up density of about 
215 persons/ha.  This is a high density by world standards but a normal density for a large 
city of Asia (similar to the density of Bangalore or Hyderabad).  Population densities in 
informal areas are higher than in formal areas and most informal areas are farther from 
the center than formal areas.  As a result, the population of Kabul is rather more dispersed 
(in spite of the high density) than in other cities of Asia with similar built-up densities 
(dispersion index of 1.13, as compared to 0.99 in Bangalore and 1.03 in Hyderabad1)

iv. The mountains surrounding Kabul and the central spine limit the spatial 
expansion of Kabul to the North and West. There is still a large amount of undeveloped 
land to the East of the city.   In the very long run, the only real possibility of expansion 
for the city is on a plateau to the North of the city, on the other side of the mountain range 
limiting the current built-up area to the North. But an expansion of the city into this area 
now would be premature, given the large densification potential and the ease of 
expansion of the existing built-up area. 

1 The lower the dispersion index, the lower the dispersion, i.e the shorter the average distance per person to 
the city center controlling for differences in city’s built-up area.  In other words, the average distance per 
person to the city center in Kabul is significantly longer than in other cities with a similar built-up area.   
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Figure 1: The built up area of Kabul and the constraints represented by topography 

Informal residential settlements 

v.  Given the extraordinary rapid rate of demographic growth and the extreme 
hardship and destruction caused by war and political upheaval in the last 20 years, it is 
remarkable that most households have been able to find access to land and to build 
mostly solid and well-designed houses (see Cover).  Many cities of the world growing at 
a rate lower than Kabul have been faced with rapid expansion of large shantytowns made 
of temporary materials and with extremely unsanitary conditions. In Kabul, by contrast, 
while the majority of informal neighborhoods completely lack even basic infrastructure, 
the houses themselves are made of durable materials providing adequate and permanent 
shelter to their inhabitants   The historical record shows that trying to discourage 
migration by demolishing informal housing, by withholding formal property rights, or by 
depriving new informal settlements from elementary services, is not only ineffective at 
slowing down migration, but significantly contributes to the creation of large permanent 
slums with intractable environmental and social problems.  
vi. The informal system of developing land is not without drawbacks:  First, property 
rights have been often violated.  Second, the informal process in most cases does not 
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allow enough land for roads, infrastructure or community facilities.  Third, the quality of 
the physical environment is often poor owing to almost total lack of solid and human 
waste management. While the informal land development process has been often messy, 
the overall outcome is certainly positive if one considers that the only possible alternative 
to informal land development would have been for migrants to live in temporary shelters 
in refugee camps waiting for the Government’s orderly resettlement plans to materialize. 
The advantage of the informal land delivery system has been its ability to distribute land 
quickly to households who were then able to convert their own labor into capital by 
building sturdy houses.  The current informal housing stock, providing adequate shelter 
to 80% of the population, is here to stay and should be provided with regular tenure, 
infrastructure and community facilities. 
 
vii.  Any new land development process should not only be orderly but it should be 
fast and affordable to new migrants. Such a system will have to rely on market forces and 
let the private sector take a leading role.  The role of Government in providing land and 
shelter should be restricted to small and well-defined target groups like destitute 
households, invalids, and other social cases.  There are simply no credible alternatives to 
letting the private sector develop land on a large scale –  formally this time rather than 
informally as it did in the past.  The planning office of the municipality of Kabul 
Municipal or the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development just do not have sufficient 
skilled staff and budget to allocate land in a timely manner to about 20,000 households a 
year, while at the same time developing infrastructure in the neighborhoods that are 
lacking it. 
 

Opportunities and liabilities are in informal residential settlements 

viii. The map below (Figure 2) shows the extent of informal settlements in Kabul.  
Beyond the formal and informal categories, the residential housing stock of Kabul has 
been divided into five types depending on the dwelling design: apartments, townhouses, 
detached houses, courtyard houses, and houses built on slopes.  Informal residential 
settlements can be found in all parts of the city, but they are more heavily concentrated in 
the South West part. The typology shows that courtyard design is dominant in the 
informal sector, while detached houses are the most common form of housing in the 
formal sector. Apartments and townhouses, with a little more than 3% of the population, 
constitute a very small part of the housing stock.  The population living in informal 
houses built on steep slopes represents about 12% of the total residential population; 
however most of this population is strategically located close from the city center and 
from the major employment zones. 
 
ix.  The traditional courtyard house design reflects demand and is efficient in 
terms of land use and subsequent incremental growth. Zoning and regulations should 
allow the extensive construction of courtyard houses. The existing residential plots can 
accommodate an additional population of about 300,000 people by building additional 
rooms. Undeveloped areas immediately adjacent to the existing built-up areas can 
accommodate an additional 1,000,000 people. 
x.  Plots in informal settlements are not very different from plots in formal 
settlements. On the left of the segment of the satellite image shown in Figure 3 can be 
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seen a few blocks of formal detached houses and on the rest of the image, the typical 
informal courtyard houses most common in informal settlements.  Because the settlement 
shown below is not fully densified, the process of development: plots boundaries follow 
agricultural field boundaries and so do streets. This suggests that in this case, land has 
been purchased from farmers with mutual agreement between buyer and seller.  The plot 
size in the courtyard houses varies from 200 to 350 m2, built areas vary from 25% to 
 
Figure 2: Kabul – Map of formal and informal residential settlements 

 
65% of plot area, which allows – in the case of a single story house – floor space from 
50m2 to 225 m2 per house.  The courtyard design, typical of the informal houses of 
Kabul, allows high plot coverage while keeping good standards of light and ventilation. 
The number of houses per hectare varies between  20 and 28, denser than the formal 
detached houses which in most schemes do not go above 22 house per ha.  

xi.   Informal settlements built on slopes are different from the settlements 
shown in the aerial photo below.  Many houses have no vehicular access and plots on the 
steeper slopes are smaller.  Moreover, settlements built on slopes are much smaller in 
area and are usually linear, i.e. they are usually not very far from vehicular access. The 
provision of water and sewerage on the steeper slopes would prove to be initially costly. 
It is probable that an upgrading policy should be developed with lower standards – for 
instance a public tap for, say, 20 households – in order to keep down upgrading costs. 
However, informal settlements on slopes constitute an important part of the housing stock 
of Kabul, and they provide cheap housing at a walking distance from most centers of 
employment. The difficulty of access and the lower standards of infrastructure would 
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guarantee low rents in the future. These settlements would be ideal for recent migrants 
who have few resources and whose priority is to find employment.  
 

Figure 3: Example of informal settlement developed on agricultural land 
 

xii.   It has been argued that the hills on which many of the informal settlements 
are built should be reserved for a green belt to be used for the recreation of the people of 
Kabul. Steep rocky hills are not well suited for tree planting or for recreation (although 
some trees have indeed already been planted around the crest of Kohi Asamayi Hill). 
Rather than developing green areas on hills which are difficult to plant and difficult to 
access, it would be better to develop the banks of the three rivers which are crossing 
Kabul. Presently, Kabul river banks are being used as a dumping ground. The 
redevelopment of the embankments of Kabul rivers could provide about 180 ha of linear 
park within easy walking distance of a large part of Kabul population. 
 

xiii. The points developed above concerning the spatial structure of Kabul can be 
summarized as follows: 

• The majority of the population live in informal areas, and these informal areas 
should be considered permanent and should be gradually improved; 
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• The average density of Kabul is high but “normal” for an Asian city: current land 
use is relatively efficient and does not consume more space per inhabitant than 
other cities of Asia; 

• Topography is a significant constraint limiting the expansion of the city and 
dividing the city into two parts, communicating only through the city center; and 

• The network of primary roads with an adequate right of way covers most of the 
city. Linking the North East part of the city with the South Western part will be 
costly and difficult. Removing the chronic traffic jams in the city center would 
probably require – in addition of traffic management measures –the creation of a 
ring road. 

 

Action Plan for the Development of Kabul 

xiv.  The extraordinary demographic growth and local circumstances suggest that 
Kabul’s urban strategy should be designed around three principles:  
 

• Most of the new housing built by new migrants and the expanding population will 
have to be self-built and informal. Infrastructure, therefore, will have to be 
developed incrementally after most houses have been already built (there is no 
point in developing infrastructure in vacant areas when most already built houses 
have no infrastructure at all).  However, the right of ways of a grid of primary and 
secondary roads in new areas to be developed should be marked and preserved 
from encroachments. 

• The Government should concentrate its limited resources on providing basic 
infrastructure and community services to the existing population and on providing 
an orderly legal framework for the development of new land to accommodate 
population growth. 

• The Government does not have the financial and human resources to engage in 
developing land and/or building houses on a large scale. 

 

xv.  An urban development strategy for Kabul would consist of three main 
components: 

• Upgrading progressively the infrastructure of existing settlements and legalizing 
tenure; 

• Developing an adequate primary infrastructure network which would 
accommodate the growth of Kabul in the future; and 

• Allowing land to be developed legally in a timely manner to accommodate new 
households in areas adjacent to the present urbanized area. 

 

xvi.  The spatial framework of this program would be contained in a new structure 
plan for Kabul to be prepared jointly by MUDH and the municipality of Kabul. The 
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major outputs of this plan will include a) a definition of central and local government 
objectives for urban development in the next five years , including a definition of the role 
of the Government land private sector in urban development; b) constant monitoring of 
formal and informal sector building activities and developing indicators on real estate 
prices; c) a zoning map showing the land where the city expansion will take place and 
what uses and standards are expected in each respective area; d) a set of land 
development regulations reflecting market demand, the housing design traditions of 
Afghanistan and the affordability of housing for various socioeconomic groups; and e) a 
program for resource mobilization based on user fees, impact fees and eventually 
property taxes.  While beyond the scope of this study, the need to develop a strategy for 
municipal revenue generations is paramount and should be the subject of a separate and 
priority task. 
 
xvii.  The new structure plan of Kabul should promote a new approach to planning. 
This approach relies heavily on the initiative of the private sector in developing land and 
building houses and other structures. The role of government should focus on providing 
an infrastructure network, which would allow the city to grow in an orderly manner, 
community facilities, and the legal framework within which private developers and 
individual builders-households would operate.  The development of the structure plan 
will not be a “once in 20 years” effort, but on the contrary will be a continuous and 
permanent effort to adjust the plan to changing supply and demand situations. The 
Structure Plan staff should monitor constantly the growth of the city, including the 
variations in land prices, rents and construction costs, and constantly adjust the plan to 
meet new demand emerging from changing economic conditions. 
 
Land Tenure Regularization in Informal Settlements in Kabul: 
 
Priority Need for Informal Settlements 
 
xviii. Approximately 80 percent of Kabul’s households face some level of irregularity 
in land tenure, with varying degrees of tenure insecurity including limitations on the 
utility of land and house as an asset. . Given the extent of informal settlement and the 
rapid growth of such areas particularly on account of the accelerated return of refugees, 
the issue of informal settlement upgrading, including land tenure regularization, was 
highlighted by the Government as a key issue at the Workshop hosted by the Ministry of 
Urban Development and Housing to launch the analytical work in April 2004. The 
prominence of this issue was also reiterated in a June 2004 Issues Paper prepared by the 
Bank as well as through inputs of various Bank staff involved in the review process for 
this work. 

 
xix. As the Government attempts to decide on the appropriate strategy for regularizing 
land tenure in urban informal settlements, more data will be needed on the nature and 
extent of land tenure insecurity and irregularity in this environment, as well as on the 
informal systems of land administration and property claims dynamics that already exist. 
This perspective is strongly shared by the Judicial Reform Commission. 
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xx. The first data collection effort has led to a mostly qualitative analysis of land tenure 
insecurity as a source of vulnerability in the form of a recently completed study on Urban 
Governance, Urban Management and Vulnerability carried out by AREU with World 
Bank funding.  A proposed second stage of work would be through quantitative data 
collection piggybacked on the upcoming National Urban/Rural Vulnerability Assessment 
(NUVA). 

 
xxi. NUVA offers a valuable opportunity to systematically capture qualitative and 
quantitative representative data on many aspects of urban land tenure relevant to the issue 
of regularization.  These include the distribution of tenure classes in these settlements; the 
types of property documents available; specifics of tenure (how is land acquired, 
allocated, defended, alienated, leveraged and protected); specific aspects and causes of 
tenure insecurity; the proportion of households facing property disputes; the share of 
these typically resolved at the community level, official levels etc.; the proportion of 
these and other informal decisions that are usually recorded and the form and level of 
such records; the number of times households have moved; the average share of income 
on housing; and other areas of interest. A proposed follow-up activity, to be carried out 
under the KURP project (see below), will analyze the NUVA data and outline a road map 
for legalizing tenure in Kabul’s informal areas. 
 
Urban Land Tenure Initiatives 

xxii. There are several initiatives that have occurred within recent times that 
demonstrate an active consideration on the part of Government to actively address urban 
land tenure issues, some directly purporting to address regularization of land tenure in 
informal settlements. These are summarized below: 

 

• Kabul Urban Reconstruction Project (KURP) 

• Land Titling and Economic Reconstruction in Afghanistan (LTERA) 

• UN-HABITAT Upgrading 

• Judicial Reform    

• Urbanization Commission 

• Land Commission 

 

Issues in Tenure Regularization 

xxiii. There are various dimensions to a program of tenure regularization in informal 
settlements which inform its design.  Making the appropriate choices depends on 
adequate profile data of the targeted communities (along the lines described above); 
careful clarification of the desired outcomes; realistic assessment of financial and 
manpower constraints; socio-political analysis; stipulations of the existing legal 
framework and the ease with which it can be modified; and an assessment of the level of 
available technology among other things. A range of design elements are outlined below. 
Future analysis of the NUVA data would also allow for a less neutral discussion of the 
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options in the Afghan context. Land tenure is associated with varying mixtures of 
property freedoms each of which can be experienced to different degrees.  For residential 
plots, these usually include the freedoms to occupy, use, improve, leverage, alienate and 
bequeath the land. Regularization programs can target any subset of these freedoms for 
enhancement. 
 

• Instruments of Tenure:  Depending on existing constraints and on which freedoms 
are targeted for enhancement, there are a variety of tenure instruments which can 
be employed to convey those rights or freedoms.

• Eligibility:  A tenure regularization program needs to have a clear and acceptable 
basis for determining eligibility. Criteria that are typical include a subset of the 
following:  a cut-off date , geography – limits the regions of the city or even 
identifies the specific settlements in a Schedule; topography – sometimes used to 
exclude regularization of settlements on untenable land;  proximity to 
infrastructure;  ownership – often regularization policy applies only to State/ 
Municipal or State Owned Enterprise land;  environmental sustainability;  public 
purpose;  and poverty – settlements that are better off financially are sometimes 
excluded on the basis that they should not receive subsidies inherent in 
regularization.   

 
• Dispute Resolution: regularization programs need to determine the modes through 

which land related disputes would be addressed in the program. Some programs 
rely on the conventional courts. Others create devoted Land Tribunals such as the 
Special Property Court recently established in Afghanistan.  

 
• Legal regimes: In Afghanistan the choice is complicated by multiple layers of law 

including Islamic law, customary law and civil and statutory law. The recent JRC 
initiative to integrate the informal justice system with the formal system whereby 
decisions made in the former would be eligible to be recorded in the latter 
(providing that the decisions were consistent with Islamic and civil law) would be 
an important development of relevance to dispute resolution in the context of 
regularization.  

 
• Mapping and Surveying:  The formalization of property claims usually requires 

some spatial referencing of the parcels of land to which the claims or freedoms 
apply. To this end some level of mapping and bounding description (surveying) 
system is required.   

 
• Registration and Land Administration:  Once property rights or freedoms are 

assigned to particular parcels of land through tenure regularization, some form of 
registration and administration of these rights is necessary. Here, the level of 
sophistication depends on the instrument of tenure used, the level of detail of the 
parcel description and the capacity that can be sustainably deployed toward this 
exercise. 
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xxiv. As can be seen from the above discussion, implementation of a tenure 
regularization program is a complex and multi-faceted operation. Given its legal 
ramifications, consistency of approach is also paramount. The functions go beyond 
registration and updating of rights but also include mapping, community mobilization and 
engagement, surveying and dispute resolution among others. Moreover, tenure 
regularization is often one component of a broader upgrading program involving 
complimentary interventions in infrastructure improvements requiring expertise in 
physical planning, engineering and community participation among other disciplines.   A 
later edition of this report will provide recommendations on the appropriate approach to 
be taken to regularize tenure in informal areas of Kabul  
 
Resolution of Property Rights Disputes in Urban Areas: Rethinking the 
Orthodoxies 

xxv. Formal property disputes in Kabul are numerous, but not as numerous as might be 
expected.  Disputes that have been presented for formal resolution (i.e. to the Courts or 
institutional commissions) since December 2001 number no more than several thousand, 
a tiny proportion in a city of around three million people. Less than two thousand cases 
have been brought to the Special Land Disputes Court set up to address returnee and IDP 
complaints. No more than 10,000 property disputes are formally addressed in the courts 
nationally, also a comparatively low figure for a population of more than 20 million 
people.    
 
xxvi.  A significant proportion of property disputes in Kabul pertain to high-value 
properties owned by wealthier persons or public figures, and it is this rather than volume 
of cases that promotes the high-profile surrounding conflicts. The much larger sector of 
privately-owned middle income and small homes and premises has broadly escaped 
issues of formally contested ownership and occupation, both during and following 1978-
2001. Conflicts over real property exist in these sectors, but are mainly among family 
members or relating to conventional boundary and similar issues.  Resolution is broadly 
contained within the household and related informal social domain (neighborhood). 
Reasons for these differences are elaborated later in this chapter.  

xxvii. Notwithstanding the above, the potential for significant contestation over property 
in Kabul City is enormous. These relate in different ways to the massive and still-
expanding informal settlement sector and where de facto home-owners number at least 
one million.  In general, these people rarely actively contest property rights, either 
formally in the courts or even informally, but live in a state of suspended tenure 
insecurity. A second large group of conflicts relate to contested legal ownership and 
generally affect better-off households. Three years after Bonn, the number of property 
cases being brought to the Courts is still rising. By no means all property disputes in 
Kabul or other cities reach the courts; it is possible that these comprise the minority.  
However, even within the normal court system property cases are rising both in number 
and as a proportion of total cases. 
 
xxvii. The focus of urban property dispute is the family home.  Over half the cases 
brought to the Special Court concern private homes. This is less strongly the case in 
respect of clients assisted by NRC in Kabul, among whom are just as many who bring 
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disputes concerning open land or building plots in the city. Commercial buildings, 
individual shop premises, car parks and public buildings are also the subject of dispute, 
but at much lower levels.  
 
xxx. The outstanding issue at dispute is contested ownership of the property. The most 
common case is where a returnee finds his home, apartment or building plot occupied by 
another, and who may be the third or more in a line of owners. Wrongful occupancy or 
other disputes relating to ownership are not limited to persons unknown to each other. 
Intra-family disputes over ownership are common, and account for 36 percent of all NRC 
cases. This compares with the 29 percent of inheritance and pre-emption cases in the 
courts nationally. Often the trigger to these disputes is the suddenly heightened value of 
the property, in which siblings of descendants wish to access a share.  
 
xxxi. The frequency and nature of property dispute correlates with socio-economic 
status. In general terms, this review found that - 

• formal property disputes are the privilege of the rich, and chronic insecurity of 
tenancy, the fate of the poor;  

• the more valuable the property, the more vulnerable it is to wrongful occupancy 
and transfer by both State and private parties, and eventual dispute as to its owner; 
and while disputes as to the rights of family members to shares or ownership of 
inherited property afflict all classes, it appears to be the case that the more 
valuable the property/wealthier the owners, the higher the likelihood of disputes. 

 
xxxii. Alleged corruption and related governance ills lie at the heart of many property 
cases.  Alleged malfeasance is reported to be commonly at play in cases in the Special 
Disputes Court referred to the many cases where relatives or private persons have 
allegedly falsified both documents and identifies, claiming to be returnees, heirs of 
absentee or deceased persons, or those acting on behalf of absentees, presenting 
themselves as holding notarized power of attorney.   
 
xxxiii. The broadest distinction in disputes relating to real property in Kabul is between 
those which inhabit private and public land.  Insecurity of tenure is mainly the issue 
confronting the latter, while private owners may be dogged by a range of disputes 
relating to wrongful occupancy while absent, contested ownership among family 
members, disputes relating to purchases and sales and payments, and disputes relating to 
the position of boundaries. 

xxxiv. A high proportion of property disputes are caused or facilitated by poor 
governance or alleged corruption on the part of civil servants. Although in different ways 
from those found in rural areas, the hand of officialdom in urban property disputes is 
highly evident. This occurs first in the legacy of policies of the conflict period 1978-
2001. This ranges from expropriation of the urban estates of wealthy persons during the 
Communist administration during the 1980s (such as the subdivision of one of a royal 
estate in the city into building plots, now under restitution claim), to unconsidered speedy 
cancellation of both building plot allocations and especially provisional apartment 
ownership by absentee owners during the Taliban.  
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xxxv. The Special Property Disputes Court was instituted specifically to deal with 
property restitution claims of returnees and important changes have been made to its 
operation since it was instituted by the Supreme Court in 2002.  The Special Court is not 
dealing swiftly or effectively with claims.  Overall, progress is very slow. In the first 
instance, immediate access to the court is limited with most grievances being first 
addressed or investigated by other agencies, including the police.. Surprisingly few cases 
are brought to the court directly, but pass through other official. 
 
xxxvi. Customary norms provide an excellent platform upon which to build accountable,
reliable and trusted systems of evidencing ownership and which will be more readily 
available to the mass of urban owners. The majority of city-dwellers are living today on 
Government land and therefore have no legal surety of tenure (by customary evidence or 
rightful acquisition or otherwise). It does not necessarily follow that this surety may only 
be granted through acquisition of either court prepared entitlements or the conduct of 
expensive cadastrally-based survey and registration of house plots. Practically speaking, 
the scope for advancing cheaper and more localized community-based systems for the 
issue and maintenance of evidence is very high. Such a system could build upon the 
existing customary traditions of evidencing. An essential feature of its modernization 
would be to retain the centre of evidencing at the local, community level and involving 
community actors. This could not only heighten reliability and accountability of records 
but enable thousands of families to secure their occupancy cheaply and in relatively short 
periods. 

 
xxxvii. Community level dispute resolution is preferred.  Although the brevity of this 
review meant that interviews directly with disputants were extremely limited, the 
reported balance of favor is upon localized, informal resolution of property disputes. 
Upcoming conduct of the National Urban Vulnerability Assessment (NUVA) should 
provide a statistically sound assessment of this. The most common relate simply to 
questions of time, cost, trust and enforceability. Poorer people usually lack the 
knowledge, time, connections, confidence and funds (to pay anticipated fees or bribes) to 
bring grievances to formal institutions, or the courts. Nor are they confident that case will 
necessarily be fairly heard and adjudged, or the decision enforced. In addition, those who 
lose the case are highly likely to appeal. 

 
xxxviii. The following actions would help limit property disputes: 

• Limit further informal occupation of Government lands in Kabul City; 

• Regularize existing occupancy as swiftly as possible, at least in those areas where 
environmental damage is not excessive by regularizing security of tenure as 
discussed above; 

• Strengthen the practice and raise the legal status and support for informal 
machinery for resolving disputes; 

• Support and reform the judiciary in ways which dramatically speed up the 
resolution of property disputes and enhance public confidence in decisions; 

• Encourage provision of autonomous legal aid services; 
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• Reform of policies and procedures in the public sector which now allow pro-rich 
injustices in housing and land allocations, and private speculation  in public 
property (Government lands) to continue unabated; and  

• Impose new transparency measures to reduce opportunities for corruption and 
collusion on the part of decision-makers in the property and housing sector, 
including formal procedures for routine accounting in the public domain. 

 
xxxix. Government is not in a position to pursue all desirable interventions 
simultaneously, but a limited number of modest but solid interventions will lay a 
foundation for incremental improvements. The following are suggested as priority 
actions: 

• Target the Special Property Disputes Court for concentrated improvement and 
expansion. 

• Help limit the number of disputes entering the courts, through providing public 
and practical support to informal mechanisms.  

• Assist the new post-election leadership and staffing of the Ministry of Urban 
Development and Housing to take action to tighten up and monitor the 
implementation of social housing policy with targeted subsidies which disallow 
any individual to acquire more than one government-built or Municipal-allocated 
housing plot. 

 
Conclusions 
 
xl. This report outlines the problems and challenges that the Government faces in 
advancing the management of urban land in Kabul, and by extension, in other urban areas 
of the country.  The challenges are formidable given the lack of capacity in the concerned 
institutions and the vested interests which will pursue the maintenance of the status quo. 
 
xli. The chief challenges include modernizing attitudes and behaviors to the way 
urban land is managed.  This means moving away from centralized urban planning to 
more dynamic approaches involving careful monitoring of the land and housing market to 
determine the direction in which urban development should evolve.  It means confirming 
the economic and social value of existing informal residential settlements and to build on 
these assets to create improved standards of living through the provision of basic 
infrastructure services.  It means creating a more conducive institutional environment to 
encourage the private sector to both service land and construct economic housing in the 
city, leaving the provision of social housing to the public sector.  It means creating a 
regulatory system operated at the municipal level which ensures that quality of 
construction is adequate. 
 
xlii. The challenge extends to the subject of creating appropriate systems for secure 
tenure in informal residential areas.  Data pertaining to the nature and extent of land 
tenure insecurity and irregularity need to be collected and analyzed.  The lessons learned 
should be used to design appropriate systems of land tilting which are cost effective and 
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inspire trust in the Government institutions responsible for land matters.  The overall 
system of land management must include reaffirming informal methods of property rights 
dispute resolution and the strengthening as well as improving the efficiency of formal 
court systems.  Standards of transparency and accountability need to be raised in both 
fora.  Advances in these three areas should be seen as precursors to further action 
required to improve land and housing markets.  
 
xlv. The achievement of the reform agenda is a large and complex undertaking that 
will require a resolve by all parties to make the changes which, in the long term, will 
serve to make Afghanistan’s urban areas better engines of economic growth and healthier 
places for the growing proportion of the country’s population choosing to dwell in cities 
and towns. 
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Chapter 1: Kabul Urban Development: City in Crisis 
 

A.   Current Urban Special Structure 

1.1. Demographic Growth. Kabul’s current urban special structure, dominated by 
informal settlements, is the result of exceptionally rapid demographic growth.  Kabul’s 
population is currently estimated to be about 3 million people.  The population has grown 
by about 17% per year between 1999 and 2002.  If returnees are excluded from the 
growth calculation, the population has still grown by a staggering 13% per year over the 
same period.  While the rate of demographic growth is likely to slow down in the future 
because of the improving stability of the country, it is likely to stay at around 5% (about 
3% natural growth plus 2% migration) for some years to come.  This “reduced” growth 
rate will represent a yearly increase of about 150,000 people or about 20,000 households.  

1.2. The relentless influx of hundreds of thousands of people every year has shaped 
Kabul in a particular way and will continue to shape the spatial development of Kabul for 
many years into the future.  No municipality in the world, faced year after year with such 
a large number of poor migrants, would have managed to organize the delivery of land, 
housing and services in an orderly manner.  In Kabul, the informal development of land 
and housing has been the most effective way of quickly delivering the sturdy shelters 
which are necessary to survive Kabul’s winter. Not surprisingly, land developed 
informally represents about 70% of all residential areas and provides shelter to about 
80% of the population of Kabul.2 The total capital value of the informal housing stock of 
Kabul in 2004 (not including land value) is estimated at around US$2.5 billion (see 
detailed calculation in Annex 1).  

1.3. During the last 20 years, because of the enormous rate of migration there was no 
realistic alternative to letting migrants develop land informally. The only alternative 
would have consisted of sheltering migrants in temporary refugee camps until the 
Government would have had time and resources to develop land formally. If the 
Government had adopted this “orderly” solution, the country would have lost the US$2.5 
billion value contributed by the migrants building their own houses in Kabul alone 
(Annex 1). Refugees living in temporary camps do not contribute to capital formation, 
and their labor potential is usually wasted. 

1.4. Impact of Migration. Given the extraordinary rapid rate of demographic growth 
and the extreme hardship and destruction caused by war and political upheaval in the last 
20 years, it is remarkable that most households have been able to find access to land and 
to build mostly solid and well-designed houses.  Many cities of the world growing at a 
rate lower than Kabul have been faced with rapid expansion of large shantytowns made 
of temporary materials and with extremely unsanitary conditions. In Kabul, by contrast, 
while the majority of informal neighborhoods completely lack even basic infrastructure, 

2 The population and land use estimates contained in this report are derived from a preliminary study of the 
Ikonos satellite image of Kabul taken in 2004. The details of this study, in particular the detailed housing 
typology are  presented in Annex 1. 
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the houses themselves are made of durable materials providing adequate and permanent 
shelter to their inhabitants.     

1.5. Only a small portion of Kabul’s population could not find shelter through the 
construction of housing made of permanent materials. The population living in tents is 
estimated at 10,000 people or about 4,000 households. An additional 5,000 people are 
thought to be living in the ruins of destroyed buildings.  Given the extraordinary number 
of people migrating to Kabul over the years, and taking into account the past political 
instability of the country, it is remarkable that only about 0.5% of the population is 
currently living in temporary shelters.  While the informal land development process has 
been often messy, the overall outcome is certainly positive if one considers that the only 
possible alternative to informal land development would have been for migrants to live in 
temporary shelters in refugee camps waiting for the Government’s orderly resettlement 
plans to materialize. The advantage of the informal land delivery system has been its 
ability to distribute land quickly to households who were then able to convert their own 
labor into capital by building sturdy houses. Because the labor of recent migrants has had 
very little opportunity cost, the informal land development process has been a boon to the 
Afghan economy.  This is in large part due to the exceptional skill of Afghan rural 
migrants in building sturdy houses out of local materials.   

1.6. Impact of Informal Settlements. While many in Government deplore that the 
expansion of the city has occurred outside of any legal or regulatory framework, it is 
nevertheless true that the ad hoc informal development of the city has prevented a worse 
disaster in the form of homeless families roaming the streets of Kabul and having to be 
sheltered in temporary refugee camps. The construction of permanent houses built mostly 
by laborers who had no alternative employment opportunities has contributed to the 
growth of fixed capital in the city and constitutes an important asset rather than a liability.  
While some individuals illegally profited from the informal expansion of the city by 
selling land which didn’t belong to them, the households who purchased land from them 
should not be penalized as they had no alternative for shelter and many probably 
purchased land in good faith.  The final outcome of the informal settlement development 
process of Kabul has been largely positive. 

1.7. The informal system of developing land is not without drawbacks:  First, property 
rights have been often violated.  Second, the informal process in most cases does not 
allow enough land for roads, infrastructure or community facilities. The task of the 
Government in the years to come is to remedy a posteriori the problems created by the 
informal land development process, by (i) legalizing the titles of  households who built 
houses, eventually compensating some land owners, and (ii) developing infrastructure in 
informal areas. Simultaneously, the Government should allow a fast and efficient 
development process for new land for the 150, 000 new migrants expected every year 
(although quite a number of them could find accommodation in the areas already 
developed, as will be seen below).  The current “waiting list” system for land, in its 
present form, does not seem to provide a satisfactory answer to the demand for land and 
shelter. 

1.8. The new land development process should not only be orderly but it should be 
fast and affordable to new migrants. Such a system will have to rely on market forces and 
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let the private sector take a leading role.  The role of Government in providing land and 
shelter should be restricted to small and well-defined target groups like destitute 
households, invalids, and other social cases.  There are simply no credible alternatives to 
letting the private sector develop land on a large scale – formally this time rather than 
informally as it did in the past.  The planning office of the Kabul Municipal government 
or the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development just to no have sufficient skilled staff 
and budget to allocate land in a timely manner to about 20,000 households a year, while 
at the same time developing infrastructure in the neighborhoods that are lacking it. 

1.9. Role of Government.  The role of the Government in the new formal land 
development process is important. In areas close to the existing built-up areas, where 
there is obvious demand for new plots, the municipal government should design and 
mark on the ground a grid of primary and secondary roads at about 400 meters distance 
from each others. This new network will branch on the existing primary road network.  
The grid network should take into account topography and, when possible, property 
boundaries in agricultural areas where boundary lines are visible and well known.  The 
most important task is to mark the right of way boundaries of the road network on the 
ground and publicize it. There is no need to acquire the land. The process should be 
considered a simplified form of land readjustment scheme. The development of new plots 
within the grid should follow the current process, i.e. plot size and street pattern and 
width should result from the interaction of neighbors and informal developers.  action and 
control should concentrate on preventing the primary and secondary grid network from 
being encroached. Eventually, after a sufficient number of plots have been delimited and 
built, the municipal government could envisage leveling and even surfacing the roads of 
the grid, with or without financial contribution from the households being served.  

1.10. This approach to land development contrasts with the current approach of 
concentrating the entire effort of the Government on the detailed design and development 
of small areas of land that can cater to only a small fraction of the annual demand. While 
the Government develops its own land development schemes, the informal sector is 
developing large tracts of land without any guidance for the provision of primary and 
secondary right of ways, which will be crucial in providing an infrastructure network in 
the future. 

1.11. In defining an urban strategy for Kabul, it is important to consider informal 
settlements as legitimate, and to deal with their shortcomings, rather than trying to turn 
back the clock and attempting to rebuild the city according to obsolete and utopian 
concepts. Government officials have to accept that migrants are here to stay, that their 
houses are an asset, that many more migrants are going to come in the future, and that the 
city should be able to distribute land and services in a more orderly manner than has been 
the case in the past.     

1.12. Many Government officials faced with the problems created by large-scale 
migration wish that somehow migration could be discouraged to provide some “breathing 
time” to develop plans to allow a more orderly development. Kabul Government officials 
should take into account the experience of many cities in Asia and Latin America that 
had to face large influxes of migrants in the past.  Initially, many of these cities tried to 
develop policies focused on discouraging migration rather than on facilitating the orderly 
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settlements of large number of new migrants. India, for instance, had a policy of 
investing in “backward areas” to prevent migration toward cities. India is now trying to 
find cheaper ways to develop land to accommodate its migrant population coming from 
rural areas. The historical record shows that trying to discourage migration by 
demolishing informal housing, by withholding formal property rights, or by depriving 
new informal settlements from elementary services, is not only ineffective at slowing 
down migration, but significantly contributes to create large permanent slums with 
intractable environmental and social problems.  

1.13. Post World War II Germany provides a not very well known precedent of a policy 
encouraging any investors to build quickly all kinds of structures, offices, shops or 
houses to replace destroyed properties. In the German cities between 1945 and up to 
around 1955, investors were allowed to build without waiting for new master plans or for 
a new set of urban regulations; limitations on land use where substantially removed, with 
a few exceptions. The following graph (Figure 1.1) extracted from ongoing research by 
Olga Kaganova (Urban Institute 2000) illustrates the policy followed by German cities 
just after the end of World War II in particular in the city of Stuttgart: the priority was to 
get displaced persons and businesses to build as soon as possible. The local government 
practically waved most land use regulations during this period. Later, when Germany 
became affluent again, the Government tightened regulations. 

1.14. Kaganova’s graph illustrates the changes in the ratio of costs to benefits of 
regulations as national income increases. When national income is low, the costs of 
regulations are higher than their benefits, while at higher levels of income the benefits of 
regulations become higher than their costs. Many low income countries make the mistake 
of over-regulating land use, slowing down the growth of their national income as a 
consequence. 

Figure 1.1: Regulations and National Income  
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1.15. Accept Reality of Informal Development. Therefore, the best policy is to 
confront the reality of rapid demographic growth by concentrating scarce Government 
resources in investments where they will be the most effective in integrating rapidly the 
influx of migrants into a productive urban workforce.  The experience of other countries 
has shown that allowing new migrants to have elementary property rights and access to 
basic infrastructure service does not accelerate migration. Migration is largely an 
exogenous phenomenon, there is not much that the Government can do to stop it or slow 
it down. While in the short run, migration toward cities causes growing pains for 
municipalities, in the long run the wealth of a city is proportional to its number of 
inhabitants, with larger cities producing a larger share of the national wealth than smaller 
cities. This, in the long run, will also be true in Afghanistan. 

1.16. Before discussing in more detail a plan of action for the development of Kabul, it 
is necessary to review the opportunities and the problems inherent to the informal 
developments that dominate Kabul land use. In the following section the peculiarities of 
the informal settlements and the resulting spatial structure of Kabul are analyzed.  In a 
later section, the components of a land development strategy that would take into account 
the specificity of the situation in Kabul will be described. 
 
Opportunities and liabilities in informal residential settlements 

 
1.17. The map in Figure 1.2 shows the extent of informal settlements in Kabul.  Beyond 
the formal and informal categories, the residential housing stock of Kabul has been 
divided into five types depending on the dwelling design: apartments, townhouses, 
detached houses, courtyard houses, and houses built on slopes.  The distribution of land 
and population among the housing types is shown on Table 1.1.

Table 1.1 Distribution of the Housing Stock by Type 
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1.18. Informal residential settlements can be found in all parts of the city, but they are 
more heavily concentrated in the South West part. The typology shows that courtyard 
design is dominant in the informal sector, while detached houses are the most common 
form of housing in the formal sector. Apartments and townhouses, with a little more than 
3% of the population, constitute a very small part of the housing stock.  The population 
living in informal houses built on steep slopes represents about 12% of the total 
residential population; however most of this population is strategically located close from 
the city center and from the major employment zones. 

Figure 1.2: Kabul – Map of Formal and informal residential settlements 

 

Plot sizes, plot coverage, and densities in informal settlements 
 
1.19. Plots in informal settlements are not very different from plots in formal 
settlements. On the segment of satellite image shown on Figure 1.3 on the left can be 
seen a few blocks of formal detached houses and on the rest of the image the typical 
informal courtyard houses most common in informal settlements.  Because the settlement 
shown on Figure 1.3 is not fully densified, we can see the process of development: plots 
boundaries are following agricultural field boundaries and so do streets. This suggests 
that in this case, land has been purchased from farmers with mutual agreement between 
buyer and seller.    
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1.20. The plot size in the courtyard houses varies from 200 to 350 m2; built areas vary 
from 25 to 65% of plot area, which allows – in the case of a single story house – floor 
space from 50 to 225 m2 per house.  In the future, when some second floor would have 
been built, the floor space per informal house could reach 400 m2.  The courtyard design, 
typical of the informal houses of Kabul, allows high plot coverage while keeping good 
standards of light and ventilation (see the section below on land use regulation). The 
number of houses per hectare varies between  20 and 28, denser than the formal detached 
houses which in most schemes do not go above 22 house per ha.  

Figure 1.3: Example of Informal settlement developed on agricultural land 

 
1.21. Plot sizes in informal settlements are not smaller than in formal settlements and in 
many cases are larger (this is a peculiarity of Kabul informal settlements, as in most other 
cities of the world informal plots are typically much smaller than formal plots.).  Surveys 
(UN Habitat) are indicating on average about 2.2 households per plot in informal 
settlements, with an average household size of 7.5 persons. These figures come from ad 
hoc surveys and are not necessarily representative of the whole universe of the informal 
housing in Kabul. However, in the absence of better data it has to be assumed that these 
figures are close to reality. If these figures are considered accurate, then the average 
density in a fully built informal settlement could reach 400 people per hectare.  

Street pattern and road width 
 
1.22. As seen in Figure 1.2, most roads in informal settlements are very narrow, from 4 
to 6 m wide, which is enough to get a vehicle through on an emergency or to give access 
to a few plots, but not enough for normal vehicular traffic to flow through neighborhoods. 
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The major problem is not so much the narrow streets but the lack of street hierarchy. 
There is no network of primary and secondary streets.  Large informal settlements like 
the one shown on Figure 1.3 are viable if vehicular traffic is kept at a very low level 
within each settlement and if vehicles do not use the street as parking. Refuse disposal 
would require a community system whereby solid waste is collected by the community 
and brought to collection points located on the primary or secondary road network where 
it can be collected by municipal trucks.  

1.23. The provision of water, sewerage, and storm drainage should not be very difficult 
in existing settlements as the streets, while narrow, are well marked and mostly straight.  
The UN Habitat upgrading project already under way should provide realistic unit costs. 

Space for community facilities 
 
1.24. The informal development process normally does not leave any space for 
community facilities like schools, clinics, police stations, etc. This would have to be 
provided, either by acquiring already developed plots, or by locating in still vacant 
adjacent areas.  

Informal settlements built on slopes 
 
1.25. Informal settlements built on slopes are different from the settlements shown in 
Figure 1.3. Many houses have no vehicular access and plots on the steeper slopes are 
smaller.  Moreover, settlements built on slopes are much smaller in area and are usually 
linear, i.e. they are usually not very far from vehicular access. The provision of water and 
sewerage on the steeper slopes would prove to be initially costly. It is probable that an 
upgrading policy should be developed with lower standards – for instance a public tap 
for, say, 20 households – in order to keep down upgrading costs. However, informal 
settlements on slopes constitute an important part of the housing stock of Kabul, and they 
provide cheap housing at a walking distance from most centers of employment. The 
difficulty of access and the lower standards of infrastructure would guarantee low rents in 
the future. These settlements would be ideal for recent migrants who have few resources 
and whose priority is to find employment.  

1.26. It has been argued that the hills on which many of the informal settlements are 
built should be reserved for a green belt to be used for the recreation of the people of 
Kabul. Steep rocky hills are not well suited for tree planting or for recreation (although 
some trees have indeed already been planted around the crest of Kohi Asamayi Hill). 
Rather than developing green areas on hills which are difficult to plant and difficult to 
access, it would be better to develop the banks of the three rivers which are crossing 
Kabul. Presently, Kabul river banks are being used as a dumping ground. The 
redevelopment of the embankments of Kabul rivers could provide about 180 ha of linear 
park within easy walking distance of a large part of Kabul population. 

1.27. Linear parks are the most efficient, in terms of land use, accessibility, security, 
and maintenance.  There are many examples of urban linear parks, from the city of 
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Chandigarh in India to the bunds of Lahore and Shanghai and including even Washington 
DC’s Rock Creek Park.  

Summary assessment of informal settlements in Kabul  
 
1.28. While the informal settlements of Kabul present some difficulties for vehicular 
traffic, they constitute an important and valuable part of the housing stock. These 
settlements should be upgraded over time with water supply, sewers, and storm drainage 
and refuse disposal. Eventually, as part of a second stage of upgrading, a network of 
secondary streets from 8 to 12 m wide would have to be created following a grid about 
800 m wide.  The impossibility of having individual car access to each house is not 
necessarily a liability in a city as dense as Kabul. However, a reliable and efficient public 
transport system would have to be developed in the future.  

The spatial structure of Kabul 
 
1.29. Kabul has grown in two adjacent valleys separated by a mountain spine as can be 
seen on Figure 1.43. The city center (represented by a red dot on Figure 1.4 ) is close to 
the mountain spine separating the 2 valleys.  The central hill spine separating the parts of 
Kabul reinforces the function of the city center, as direct communication between 
suburbs – without passing though the city center – are made difficult because of the 
topography. The current chronic traffic jam around the city center is explained by the 
peculiar topography of Kabul: because of the mountain spine dividing the North East 
from the South West, the only roads joining the two parts of the city pass through the 
current city center. Traffic around and in the city center could be reduced in the short run 
by better traffic management and, in the longer run,  by providing alternate routes 
between the two parts of the city, as suggested in the Action Plan proposed in section B 
below. 

1.30. Because of its topography, Kabul is likely to stay dominantly monocentric and to 
develop around one dominant center, as the current city center is the only location easily 
accessible from all parts of the city. Important sub-centers are unlikely to develop in the 
future. We will see below the implications of this monocentricity for future land use and 
transport. 

1.31. The network of primary roads radiating from the city center is adequate. 
Fortunately, the growth of informal settlements has not encroached significantly on the 
right of ways of the network of primary roads linking different parts of the city to the 
center.  The right of way available on most of the primary network is at least 30 meters, 
sometime more than 50 meters.  The only exception is the road giving access to the dense 
residential areas of District 13 (south west of the city) that has an average right of way of 
only around 8 meters.  

 

3 Figure 1.4 was obtained by superimposing a Landsat 2000 image with a map of the built-up area of Kabul 
obtained by digitizing an Ikonos satellite image taken in 2004. 
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Figure1.4: The built-up area of Kabul and the constraints represented by 
topography 

1.32. The mountains surrounding Kabul and the central spine limit the spatial 
expansion of Kabul to the North and West. There is still a large amount of undeveloped 
land to the East of the city.   In the very long run, the only real possibility of expansion 
for the city is on a plateau to the North of the city, on the other side of the mountain range 
limiting the current built-up area to the North. But an expansion of the city into this area 
now would be premature, given the large densification potential and the ease of 
expansion of the existing built-up area. 

1.33. With a built-up area of 140 km2, Kabul has an average built-up density of about 
215 persons/ha.  This is a high density by world standards but a normal density for a large 
city of Asia (similar to the density of Bangalore or Hyderabad, see Figure 1.5)

1.34. Population densities in informal areas are higher than in formal areas and most 
informal areas are farther from the center than formal areas (Figure 1.6).  As a result the 
population of Kabul is rather more dispersed (in spite of the high density) than in other 
cities of Asia with similar built-up densities (dispersion index of 1.13, as compared to 
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0.99 in Bangalore and 1.03 in Hyderabad4) This dispersion is apparent on the density 
profile of Kabul (Figure 1.7), which does not follow the usual negatively sloped 
exponential profile found in dominantly monocentric cities.  The large amount of land 
used by institutions and the Government in the center tend to lower the density of the 
center and contribute to the dispersion of the population. One of the consequences of high 
spatial dispersion is increased costs urban transport and infrastructure.  

Figure 1.5: Kabul average built-up density compared to other cities of the world 

 
1.35. In spite of the relatively high density, the additional absorption capacity of 
existing neighborhoods, in particular informal neighborhoods, remains high. Many plots 
in some informal settlements are not yet built, and most plots have only a ground floor 
where the large size of plots would allow an additional floor.  From a preliminary 
calculation based on the interpretation of Ikonos 2004, it appears that the existing built-up 
area could accommodate an additional 300,000 population, just by filling up existing 
vacant plots at current densities (see annex 1 for detailed assumptions and calculation). 

1.36. Because of the city’s topography, Kabul city center is uniquely accessible from 
the various districts. This unique accessibility of the existing CBD will reinforce with 
time the monocentric character of the city, making public transport more efficient than 
private cars.  It is therefore important to review land use in the center to make it more 
efficient and business oriented. 

4 The lower the dispersion index, the lower the dispersion, i.e the shorter the average distance per person to 
the city center controlling for differences in city’s built-up area.  In other words, the average distance per 
person to the city center in Kabul is significantly longer than in other cities with a similar built-up area.   
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Figure 1.6: Kabul - Map of population densities 

The potential and constraints of Kabul’s current spatial structure  

 
1.37. The points developed above concerning the spatial structure of Kabul can be 
summarized as follows: 

• The majority of the population live in informal areas, and these informal areas 
should be considered permanent and should be gradually improved; 

• The average density of Kabul is high but “normal” for an Asian city: current land 
use is relatively efficient and does not consume more space per inhabitant than 
other cities of Asia; 

• Topography is a significant constraint limiting the expansion of the city and 
dividing the city into two parts, communicating only through the city center; 

• The network of primary roads with an adequate right of way covers most of the 
city (with the exception of District 13). Linking the North East part of the city 
with the South Western part will be costly and difficult. Removing the chronic 
traffic jams in the city center would probably require – in addition of traffic 
management measures –  the creation of a ring road; and 

• Because of the city’s topography, Kabul city center is uniquely accessible from 
the various districts; this unique accessibility of the existing CBD will reinforce 
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with time the monocentric character of the city, making public transport more 
essential to make it more efficient and business oriented. 

Figure 1.7: Kabul - Density Profile in built-up areas 

 

B.   Action Plan of for the Development of Kabul 

1.38. The preceding sections of this paper have shown the constraints and opportunities 
facing the development of Kabul.  The following section outlines an action plan that 
takes into accounts the constraints and opportunities of Kabul as they appear in 2005. 

1.39. The extraordinary demographic growth and local circumstances suggest that 
Kabul’s urban strategy should be designed around three principles:  

• Most of the new housing built by new migrants and the expanding population will 
have to be self-built and informal. Infrastructure, therefore, will have to be 
developed incrementally after most houses have been already built (there is no 
point in developing infrastructure in vacant areas when most already built houses 
have no infrastructure at all).  However, the right of ways of a grid of primary and 
secondary roads in new areas to be developed should be marked and preserved 
from encroachments. 

• The Government should concentrate its limited resources on providing basic 
infrastructure and community services to the existing population and on providing 
an orderly legal framework for the development of new land to accommodate 
population growth. 
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• The Government does not have the financial and human resources to engage in 
developing land and/or building houses on a large scale. 

 
1.40. In the context of Kabul, the Government has only three tools at its disposal to 
shape urban development: 

• Registration and guarantee of property rights 

• Land use regulations 

• Investments in infrastructure 
 
Defining the role of Government in urban development  
 
1.41. Why can’t the Government take a more direct lead in shaping urban 
development? For instance, why shouldn’t the Government develop in advance large 
tracts of land and build large housing projects, or even develop satellite towns? 
 
1.42. The Government faces several serious problems when acting as a land developer:  

• Timeliness and quantity of land developed: as we have seen, the demand for land 
is probably around 20,000 plots per year. Responding to demand would require 
the Government to acquire quickly large amounts of land, to design and build 
infrastructure, and more importantly to price and allocate plots to households in a 
timely manner and at a price corresponding to demand.  The Government – local 
or central – does not have the capacity or flexibility to rapidly accomplish any of 
these tasks. The political process will interfere constantly in the awarding of 
contracts, the recruitment of consultants and even more in the allocation and 
pricing of plots. 

• Lack of cash resources: land development requires having access to a steady 
stream of capital. The uncertainty of budget allocations does not allow the 
Government to finance land development in a timely manner, resulting in 
extended negative cash flows draining budgets without apparent benefits. 

• Conflict of interest between the Government’s role as regulator of markets and its 
role as developer. The Government when acting as a land developer is often 
tempted to act also as a monopolist and to use its regulatory power to prevent 
competition from the private sector. The outcome is scarcer and more expensive 
housing.  The Delhi Development Authority in India is a good example of 
Government acting as a monopolist land developer, resulting in expensive and 
scarce housing, hurting the poorest part of the population in the process.   

 
1.43. Building satellite towns in new areas might be tempting, as it might seems to 
constitute a solution to avoid the entangled property rights issues prevalent in the current 
city. Starting with a blank slate seems to be an attractive solution. The government should 
resist this temptation.  
 
1.44. Building satellite towns or large land development projects outside the existing 
urban areas presents two main problems: 
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• Enormous initial capital cost, causing negative cash flows to be carried for many 
years as infrastructure in new areas has to be developed long in advance of actual 
plot occupation by households, and 

• Very large transport costs because of the spatial diseconomy caused by satellite 
towns which are never self-sufficient in terms of jobs and housing.  

 
1.45. Projects to build satellite towns or new cities quickly slow down after a few years 
because of financial shortfalls. In addition, plots sold in new towns require large 
subsidies to make the remote location attractive to buyers. It is hard to justify sinking 
large capital investments into empty areas while the existing population in the built-up 
areas suffers from inadequate infrastructure. In Kabul, building a separate new town on 
the Northern plateau would prove extremely costly. Huge investments in infrastructure 
will have to be made many years before the first inhabitants settle there, while 80% of 
Kabul’s already settled population has practically no infrastructure. At the same time, a 
new primary network of roads will have to be built to link the new city with Kabul. 
Transport between Kabul and the new city will have to be heavily subsidized to attract 
households and business.     
 
1.46. The experience of these last few years has shown that the Government has 
insufficient human and financial resources to simultaneously develop land, regulate its 
use and guarantee property rights. The ever-longer waiting lists for obtaining a plot of 
land show that the Government cannot possibly fulfill the role of developer and regulator 
at the same time.  

Developing an urban development strategy 
 
1.47. An urban development strategy for Kabul would consist of three main 
components: 

• Upgrading progressively the infrastructure of existing settlements and legalizing 
tenure; 

• Developing an adequate primary infrastructure network which would 
accommodate the growth of Kabul in the future; and 

• Allowing land to be developed legally in a timely manner to accommodate new 
households in areas adjacent to the present urbanized area. 

 
1.48. The spatial framework of this program will be contained in a new structure plan 
for Kabul to be prepared jointly by MUDH and the municipality of Kabul. (The detailed 
terms of reference for the preparation of this plan are provided in Annex 2.)  The major 
outputs of this plan will be: 

• A definition of central and local Government objectives for urban development in 
the next five years, including a definition of the role of the Government land 
private sector in urban development; 

• Terms of reference for a team of urban planners at the central and local level. This 
will include constant monitoring of formal and informal sector building activities 
and developing indicators on real estate prices; 
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• A zoning map showing the land where the city expansion will take place and what 
uses and standards are expected in each respective area; 

• A set of land development regulations reflecting (i) market demand, (ii) the 
housing design traditions of Afghanistan and, (iii) the affordability of housing for 
various socioeconomic groups; 

• A procedure for quickly providing building permits and land subdivision permits; 

• A program of progressive neighborhood infrastructure upgrading and the role of 
Government, community and private contractors in implementing this program; 

• A program of construction for a primary infrastructure network allowing the 
projected expansion of the city and the opening of new adjacent areas for 
development; 

• The demographic and spatial framework for the development of adequate 
coverage for social facilities; and 

• A program for resource mobilization based on user fees, impact fees and 
eventually property taxes. 

1.49. The new structure plan of Kabul should promote a new approach to planning. 
This approach relies heavily on the initiative of the private sector in developing land and 
building houses and other structures. The role of Government should focus on providing 
(i) an infrastructure network, which would allow the city to grow in an orderly manner, 
(ii) community facilities, and (iii) the legal framework within which private developers 
and individual builders-households would operate.  

1.50 The development of the structure plan will not be a “once in 20 years” effort, 
but on the contrary, will be a continuous and permanent effort to adjust the plan to 
changing supply and demand situations. The Structure Plan staff should monitor 
constantly the growth of the city, including the variations in land prices, rents and 
construction costs, and constantly adjust the plan to meet new demand emerging from 
changing economic conditions. 
 
C.  The need for a new approach to Planning and Regulations  
Master plans and development plans 
 
1.51 Traditional master plans – including the master plan developed for Kabul in 
1978 – are based on a detailed design reflecting the vision of a few experts who cannot 
possibly have the foreknowledge of future changing economic conditions.  For this 
reason such plans rapidly become obsolete.  By contrast, an analysis of the real city on 
the ground, including its assets and its liabilities, constitutes the starting point of realistic 
development plans. Development plans propose gradual changes to improve perceived 
shortcomings at a pace consistent with the economic resources of households, private 
firms and Government. For instance, housing policies contained in development plans 
should be based on demand for different type of housing as demand changes over time.  
 
1.52 Development plans should establish a process to monitor real estate prices as 
signals to increase or decrease the amount and type of housing that is allowed to be built. 
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For instance, determining the area of land to be zoned for flats should not be based on the 
arbitrary decision of a technocrat in charge of the plan but on the monitoring of rents and 
sale prices of apartments. Market price variations are sending signals to planners and 
developers that there is strong demand for a specific type of housing and less for another.  
This demand-driven approach allows different socio-economic income groups to find the 
type of housing they prefer, rather that the type of housing which is selected in their name 
by an urban planner. 
 
Zoning 
 
1.53 A zoning plan is a legal document which establishes the types of construction that 
can be built in specific parts of the city.  Different zones with different characteristics 
(minimum plot sizes, set backs, floor area ratio, maximum number of floors, etc.) 
accommodate different city functions and different income groups. Land use standards in 
residential areas should therefore be related to the price of land in various areas, to the 
cost of construction, and to households’ income. The population which cannot afford the 
minimum standards specified in zoning regulations is forced to build illegally.  For this 
reason, it is essential that the urban planning staff monitor on a permanent basis the 
evolution of households’ income and land and construction prices. Land use standards 
contained in zoning laws should be closely related to income and land and construction 
prices. They should in no case be based on arbitrary norms imported from outside the 
country.  
 
1.54 The land use standards specified in zoning plans for residential areas should also 
reflect cultural values specific to different socioeconomic groups. For instance, in Kabul 
there are mainly three housing types: flats in walk-up apartments of 5 floors, detached 
houses built on the middle of the plot, and houses built around a walled compound 
leaving the center of the plot as an open courtyard.  Each type of house corresponds to 
demand from different socioeconomic groups. Zoning regulations, therefore, should be 
able to allow the three types of houses.  It should be recognized that the third type, the 
house built around a central courtyard, is the most efficient in terms of land use and in 
term of use flexibility. Zoning regulations in areas where this type of housing is allowed 
should therefore allow building on property boundaries and no set back should be 
required. 
 
1.55 The design of housing reflects consumer preferences; there is no optimal house 
design. However, some designs preferred by consumers make particularly efficient use of 
land, while others do not happens that the courtyard design selected by about 80% of 
informal households is particularly land-efficient.  The sketch of Figure 8 illustrates this 
point. 
 
1.56 In Figure 1.8, the use of land on two identical plots of 390 m2 is compared: the 
first one contains a typical detached house on a plot 15m X 26m typical of formal 
subdivisions; the second plot type is nearly square (19.5 m X 20 m) and is typical of 
courtyard houses found in informal subdivisions. The design of the detached house leaves 
only two small front and back yards for a ground floor area of 165 m2. By contrast, the 
courtyard design, shown on the second plot, allows a large courtyard of 10m by 14 m and 
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a much larger built area of 250 m2.  An additional advantage of the courtyard house is 
that it can be easily subdivided between several households and is easily upgraded over 
time.  
 
1.57 Land regulations should reflect consumer preferences. It will therefore be 
essential that the new Kabul land use regulations allow both types of houses. In practical 
terms, it means that regulations in courtyard areas should not require setbacks from the 
property line (as is usual in Europe and the US or, unfortunately, in many other countries 
which have imported their model from former colonial powers). Households should be 
able to built right on the limit of their property, with the requirement that a minimum of, 
say, 30% of the land be left open, without defining where this opening might be. 
 
1.58 Importance of regularizing tenure and resolving land conflicts for the future 
development of Kabul The regularization of tenure and resolution of conflicting land 
claims is essential for the efficient use of urban land. Land parcels which cannot be 
traded because of uncertainty about land titles get by-passed by development and soon 
constitute enclaves of underused or vacant land, obliging the city to expand infrastructure 
further than what would have been necessary if the land had been freely traded. In the 
case of Kabul the uncertainty of tenure of many land parcels and buildings constitutes a 
major hindrance to the future land use efficiency.  It will be essential to allocate sufficient 
resources in the years to come to resolve land conflicts as soon as possible. This would 
have a major positive impact on the quality and cost of housing produced in the future 

Figure 1.8: Comparison between the land use efficiency of a detached house and a 
courtyard house 
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Chapter 2: Land Tenure Regularization in Informal Settlements of Kabul 

A.  Background and Objectives 

 
2.1 It is estimated that 70% of Kabul’s 3 million inhabitants live in informal 
settlements. Most of these households are likely to have some measure of irregularity in 
land tenure with varying degrees of tenure insecurity including limitations on the utility 
of land and house as an asset. This paper explores the issue of regularization of land 
tenure in these areas. It is part of a broader piece of analytical work ‘Kabul: Urban Land 
in Crisis’ being carried out by the World Bank in which complimentary analyses firstly of 
city structure, land use planning and regulation and secondly of the nature and potential 
mechanisms for resolving urban land disputes, are also undertaken. 

2.2 Given the extent of informal settlement and the rapid growth of such areas 
particularly on account of the accelerated return of refugees, the issue of informal 
settlement upgrading including land tenure regularization was highlighted by the 
Government as a focal issue at the Workshop hosted by the Ministry of Urban 
Development and Housing to launch the analytical work in April 2004. The prominence 
of this issue was also reiterated in a June 2004 Issues Paper prepared by the Bank as well 
as through inputs of various Bank staff involved in the review process for this work. 

2.3  The overarching objective of this chapter is to facilitate an enhanced policy 
dialogue on land tenure regularization in informal settlements with particular reference to 
Kabul. Toward this end, this Report aims to: 

• Describe and analyze the current status of policy on tenure regularization in 
informal settlements. 

• Summarize various current initiatives related to urban land tenure particularly as 
they pertain to regularization. 

• Describe and analyze the nature and extent of tenure insecurity and tenure 
irregularity in informal settlements. 

• Identify and discuss policy and methodological options relevant to tenure 
regularization in informal settlements. 

 

B.  The Current Policy Stance 

2.4  As in many developing countries, informal settlement in Kabul took place in the 
context of inadequate formal supply of affordable land to those segments of the 
population who desire to be located within convenient reach of the city’s amenities and 
income earning opportunities, but who are of lesser economic means. In Kabul, the 
relative security of the capital’s hillsides at a time of conflict also appears to have been a 
motivational factor in households’ locational choices. As is also typical of many 
developing countries, such mass informal settlement took place against the backdrop of a 
‘dejure’ policy that branded as illegal and carded for demolition, all development that 
took place without formal planning sanction particularly that which was inconsistent with 
the city’s Master Plan. The ‘defacto’ policy, was however one of tolerance in which the 
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rule of law was only occasionally and perhaps symbolically enforced. Such enforcement 
by way of demolition, continues to this day but at a scale that is of minimal impact on the 
vast extent of informal settlement. 

2.5  In 2003 the President of the IRA issued a Decree which stated that informal 
settlements are to be regularized. The Ministry of Urban Development and Housing 
(MUDH) has owned this agenda in a substantive way and championed the new policy in 
various fora. In particular, the MUDH co-hosted two Workshops on urban land issues in 
the last year, the first with the World Bank and the second with UN-HABITAT, in which 
it reiterated its stance in favor of regularization.   

2.6  On the other hand, Kabul Municipality (KM) has expressed considerable 
reservation about regularizing informal settlements particularly on the hillsides and 
continues to carry out the occasional demolition. There arguments are based on various 
grounds which may be summarized as follows: 

• Priority of Financial Investments – The Municipality contends that scarce 
financial resources should be prioritized for areas of the city that have been 
subject to formal development. 

• High Infrastructure Servicing Costs – Moreover, it is contended that servicing 
hillside communities with hard infrastructure, especially those areas in the upper 
reaches, is very costly and at times inappropriate because of the untenability of 
the land for settlement. 

• Environmental – It is argued that the city is in desperate need of green areas and 
that the hillsides where most of the informal settlement is located were originally 
earmarked for greenery to enhance the quality of life in the city, reduce its 
environmental risks and enhance its aesthetic appeal as the capital. 

• Orderly Development – The Municipality is concerned about the aesthetic appeal 
of the capital and about the challenges and strains that informal settlements create 
for the systematic expansion of city infrastructure and amenities. 

• Development Standards – Informal settlements are characterized by numerous 
contraventions of development standards for infrastructure (road widths, adequate 
provisions for sewage disposal and drainage etc.) as well as inconsistencies with 
the regulations for small buildings (plot sizes, set-backs, room sizes etc.). These 
may translate into greater public health and safety risks. 

 
2.7  Most of these arguments are discussed in Chapter 1 of this paper focusing on city 
structure, land use planning and regulation. In summary, the counter position to these 
concerns is that the planning and regulation of built development in the city needs to be 
reconciled with the economic rational that informs the locational choices of the city 
inhabitants, particularly those of lesser income. The informal settlements reflect a rational 
economic locational choice of the settlers who priorities proximity to income earning 
opportunities and amenities. Their dense settlement which compares to the density of the 
high-rise apartment blocks built during the Soviet regime reflects an efficient use of land 
and reduces per unit costs of infrastructure even if per hectare costs are relatively higher 
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than average due to the number of households and the steepness of the terrain. It is also 
questionable the extent to which the hillsides can sustain substantial vegetation cover 
given their rocky nature, suggesting that alternative green areas such as river banks may 
be worth considering.  
 
2.8  But perhaps most of all, the untenability of relocating an estimated 2 million 
informal settlers suggests that upgrading including land tenure regularization ought to be 
given substantial consideration as a policy response to informal settlement. It appears that 
the Government as a whole including the MUDH and KM is coming to such a 
recognition. This perception is reinforced by the initiatives described in the next section.  

C.  Urban Land Tenure Initiatives 

2.9  There are several initiatives that have occurred within recent times that 
demonstrate an active consideration on the part of Government to actively address urban 
land tenure issues, some directly purporting to address regularization of land tenure in 
informal settlements. These are summarized below: 

Kabul Urban Reconstruction Project (KURP) 

2.10 In July 2004 the World Bank approved a US$25 million loan to the Government for 
the KURP. The project aims to upgrade basic infrastructure facilities in selected 
neighborhoods, pilot a land tenure regularization initiative in a subset of these mostly 
informal settlements, support structure planning and road improvement and provide 
management support to KM.   

2.11 The land tenure regularization component (approx US$0.7 million) aims to develop 
an appropriate methodology (or methodologies) and capacity to regularize urban land 
tenure in Kabul and by expansion, urban Afghanistan. The process and competencies to 
be developed and tested include systematic, site-wide approaches to community 
mobilization, adjudication and dispute resolution, cadastral surveying, mapping, 
registration and subsequent administration. Staff of the Afghan Geodesy and Cartography 
Head office (AGCHO) is to be trained to participate in the pilots and to sustain the 
process after it is fully designed and approved. The aim is to better understand the 
complexities and informal arrangements that govern present land tenure arrangements 
and devise, test and refine appropriate principles, methods, technologies and instruments 
for all aspects of tenure regularization which can form the basis of a scaled up 
programmed for urban Afghanistan. In that regard, this project component will also set 
out to create an action plan for scaling up tenure regularization for all of Kabul. Appendix 
1 contains the TORS for consultants to support this undertaking. 

Land Titling and Economic Reconstruction in Afghanistan (LTERA) 

2.12 In 2003 the Government entered into an agreement with USAID who in September 
of that year awarded a three-year contract to the Emerging Markets Group, Ltd. (EMG) 
concerning land titling and registration (component 1) and economic restructuring 
(component 2) in Afghanistan. The total initial investment targeted for these two 
components is US$30 million at least half of which may be allocated to the land titling 
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and registration component. According to EMG’s December 31st 2004 Detailed Work 
Plan, this component is to be executed by five project teams: Registration Team; Spatial 
Information Team; Titling Team; Legal Team; and Afghan Capacity Building and 
Outreach Team. 

2.13 The EMG is particularly concerned with titling and registration of urban land and so 
will inevitably be exploring solutions to these issues in informal settlements. In this 
respect their Work Plan for calendar year 2005 aims among many other things to: 

• Assess land tenure issues in Kabul, particularly in informal settlements where 
UN-HABITAT is working including political and legal issues with respect to 
issuing titles in such locations. 

• Build the political will and legal framework for granting of titles in pilot areas 
once the residents have met the criteria for formal titling. 

• Hire train and deploy four two person teams to selected pilot areas to assess 
the issues and help resolve resident’s titling problems. 

• Conduct legal analysis of laws, regulations and customary practices related to 
resolving land and property related problems in urban informal settlements in 
Kabul and select provinces. 

• Research customary law and dispute resolution practices in Kabul’s informal 
settlements. 

• Host a conference on land tenure issues and informal settlements in Kabul. 
 
UN-HABITAT Upgrading 
 

2.14 Over the last few years UN-HABITAT has been executing a European Union 
funded upgrading program in various districts of Kabul. This program has focused on 
community planning and mobilization coupled with investments primarily in drainage 
and access ways. While there is currently no component directly addressing land tenure 
regularization, the investments in infrastructure have enhanced the security of tenure of 
the settlers in those communities making formalization of tenure a logical undertaking in 
the future. Towards this end, the EMG titling pilots are likely to target a subset of these 
communities. 

Judicial Reform  
 
2.15 The Judicial Reform Commission (JRC) has been engaged on issues related to land 
on several fronts. Although none of these explicitly address tenure regularization in 
informal settlements, they are part of the broader, building momentum for reforms that 
may later facilitate that process. These activities include proposals to simplify the 
recording process associated with title registration; the drafting of a replacement 
Registration of Deeds Act currently before the Ministry of Justice (MoJ); and conduct of 
a survey on the efficacy of informal justice systems in 11 provinces including Kabul out 
of which two draft laws, a Structure Law and a Functioning Law were produced. The 
JRC is soon to be dissolved, however a very recent Presidential Decree established an 
Advisory Legal Board which includes several existing JRC members and which is likely 
to subsume the functions of the JRC. 
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Urbanization Commission 
 
2.16 In 2003 an Urbanization Commission was established comprising representation 
from various Ministries including the Ministries of Finance, Justice, Urban Development 
and Housing, Agriculture and Livestock, Commerce, Light Industries and Interior as well 
as Kabul Municipality and AGCHO was charged to give oversight on urban 
development. Its position on informal settlements was the one favoring regularization and 
its mandate included monitoring of existing settlements and containment of expansion. 
Since the inauguration of the post-election Government, this Commission has not met 
and its status is now uncertain Land Commission. 

2.17 In 2004 a Land Commission was established with an Inter-Ministerial Working 
Group chaired by the Deputy Minister of Agriculture and Livestock. This initiative was 
undertaken in the context of an Asian Development Bank Technical Assistance program 
for capacity building in land policy and administration reform. The Commission and its 
work is currently also being supported by the Department for International Development 
(DFID) of the UK. Although this loan and Commission are predominantly focused on 
rural land, several of the proposed initiatives relate to drawing from local practices, an 
approach that’s relevant to tenure regularization in urban areas.  

D.  The Nature and Extent of Urban Land Tenure Insecurity and 
Irregularity 

2.18  As the Government attempts to decide on the appropriate strategy for regularizing 
land tenure in urban informal settlements, more data will be needed on the nature and 
extent of land tenure insecurity and irregularity in this environment as well as the 
informal systems of land administration and property claims dynamics that already exist. 
This perspective is strongly shared by the Judicial Reform Commission.  

2.19 The current policy dialogue on land tenure regularization of which this paper is a 
part, aims to help fill this data gap in at least two ways. The first calls for a qualitative 
analysis of land tenure insecurity as a source of vulnerability in the form of a recently 
completed study on Urban Governance, Urban Management and Vulnerability sponsored 
by the World Bank. The second way is through piggybacking on the upcoming National 
Urban Vulnerability Assessment (NUVA) scheduled to be executed around July 2005 by 
suggesting specific questions related to this theme for inclusion in the questionnaire and 
then conducting a preliminary analysis of that subset of data.  

2.20  With respect to the recently completed Urban Governance5 study, the 
methodology employed was semi-structured interviews with some ninety key informants 
and some seventy households. One of the key findings was that insecurity and 
inaccessibility of tenure are widespread causes of vulnerability. It was also noted that 
renters were particularly vulnerable to rapidly rising rents and often moved on multiple 
occasions. Land grabbing by influential members of society, occasional demolitions and 
examples of land legislation being overruled were also causes of insecurity.  The Study 
also found that customary and informal systems were potentially useful for settling 

5 AREU, Urban Governance, Urban Management, and Vulnerability, mimeo, Kabul, 2005. 
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disputes in informal areas but noted that with the rapidly changing demographic of urban 
areas in recent years, many settlers do not feel adequately connected to these local 
mechanisms. 

2.21  The upcoming National (Urban)/Rural Vulnerability Assessment (NUVA) of 
2005 offers a valuable opportunity to systematically capture qualitative and quantitative, 
representative data on many aspects of urban land tenure relevant to the issue of 
regularization. These include the distribution of tenure classes in these settlements; the 
types of property documents available; specifics of tenure (how is land acquired, 
allocated, defended, alienated, leveraged and protected); specific aspects and causes of 
tenure insecurity; the proportion of households facing property disputes; the share of 
these typically resolved at the community level, official levels etc.; the proportion of 
these and other informal decisions that are usually recorded and the form and level of 
such records; the number of times households have moved; the average share of income 
on housing; and other areas of interest.  

E.  Issues in Tenure Regularization 

2.22  There are various dimensions to a program of tenure regularization in informal 
settlements which inform its design. Making the appropriate choices depends on adequate 
profile data of the targeted communities (along the lines described above); careful 
clarification of the desired outcomes; realistic assessment of financial and manpower 
constraints; socio-political analysis; stipulations of the existing legal framework and the 
ease with which it can be modified; and an assessment of the level of available 
technology among other things. A range of design elements are outlined below. The 
discussion on each will be enhanced in a later draft of this paper. Subsequent analysis of 
the NUVA data will also allow for a less neutral discussion of the options in the Afghan 
context. 

Property Freedoms 
 
2.23  Land tenure is associated with varying mixtures of property freedoms each of 
which can be experienced to different degrees. For residential plots, these usually include 
the freedoms to occupy, use, improve, leverage, alienate and bequeath the land. 
Regularization programs can target any subset of these freedoms for enhancement. 

Instruments of Tenure 
 
2.24  Depending on existing constraints and on which freedoms are targeted for 
enhancement, there are a variety of tenure instruments which can be employed to convey 
those rights or freedoms. These include conventional tenure forms such as freehold and 
leasehold with or without restrictions, to a range of intermediate instruments. Some 
examples of intermediate instruments and countries in which they are utilized are 
identified below6. They will be elaborated upon in a later version of this paper. It is also 
possible that Afghanistan may need to devise a unique instrument or to utilize a 

6 Most of the listed examples are drawn from a recent review entitled ‘ Land, Rights & Innovation’ edited 
by Geoffrey Payne and published by ITDG Publishing in 2003. 
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combination of instruments in its regularization drive. The proposed collection and 
analysis of land tenure profile information will give greater clarity on the appropriate 
approach. 

• Certificate of Comfort - Trinidad 
• Statutory Lease – many Commonwealth Territories 
• Declarations of Possession - Columbia 
• Future Use rights - Columbia 
• Communal Tenancy – many territories 
• Housing Permits – francophone Sub-Saharan Africa 
• Credit Contracts - Bolivia 
• Certificates of Rights - Botswana 
• Concession of the Real right to Use - Brazil 
• Community Land Trusts - Kenya 
• Temporary Occupation Licenses – India, Kenya 
• Communal Ownership – South Africa 
• Land Rentals – Thailand 
 

Eligibility 
 
2.25  Tenure regularization program needs to have a clear and acceptable basis for 
determining eligibility. Criteria that are typical include a subset of the following: 

• A Cut-Off date - indicates the latest date by which occupation must have occurred 
• Geography – limits the regions of the city or even identifies the specific 

settlements in a Schedule 
• Topography – sometimes used to exclude regularization of settlements on 

untenable land  
• Proximity to Infrastructure – sometimes used because of the limitations of 

expanding from tenure upgrading to services upgrading. 
• Ownership – often regularization policy applies only to State/ Municipal or State 

Owned Enterprise land.  
• Environmental Sustainability – settlements on steep slopes, in flood plains, river 

banks, ecologically sensitive areas etc. are often excluded 
• Public Purpose – land that is informally settled on but earmarked for an 

alternative public purpose is often excluded 
• Poverty – Settlements that are better off financially are sometimes excluded on 

the basis that they should not receive subsidies inherent in regularization 
 
2.26  Any of the above criteria have been factored into the basis for selecting Gozars to 
be upgraded under KURP. 

 

Dispute Resolution 
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2.27  Regularization programs need to determine the modes through which land related 
disputes would be addressed in the program. Some programs rely on the conventional 
courts. Others create devoted Land Tribunals such as the Special Property Court recently 
established in Afghanistan. Still others rely on in-situ application of Alternative Dispute 
Resolution (ADR) mechanisms while in some cases the informal systems are relied upon. 

2.28 Afghanistan the choice is complicated by multiple layers of law including Islamic 
law, customary law and civil and statutory law. The recent JRC initiative to integrate the 
informal justice system with the formal system whereby decisions made in the former 
would be eligible to be recorded in the latter (providing that the decisions were consistent 
with Islamic and civil law) would be an important development of relevance to dispute 
resolution in the context of regularization.  The Chapter 3 explores this issue in much 
greater depth. 

Mapping and Surveying  
 
2.29  The formalization of property claims usually requires some spatial referencing of 
the parcels of land to which the claims or freedoms apply. To this end some level of 
mapping and bounding description (surveying) system is required. Mapping can range 
from simple, field generated sketches of layouts up to large scale (typically 1:2000) base 
mapping derived from aerial photography. In between these two options and much closer 
to the aerial photography derived maps are maps based on satellite imagery which are 
capable of accuracies ranging from 0.6 meters (Quickbird) to several meters. 

2.30  The choice of methodology should be determined by adequate consideration of 
what is already available; sensitivity analyses of different levels of accuracy; the 
existence and likelihood of the parcels being linked into a national cadastre and the 
accuracies required to facilitate that; the end purpose of the mapping; the density of built 
topographic detail; and of course the resources that can be devoted to the exercise.  

2.31  The choice of tenure instrument also influences the level of boundary description 
that is required. Conventional instruments such as freehold and leasehold typically 
require ground measurement and depiction of boundaries through traditional surveying 
methods and plotting. For other, more basic incremental tenure instruments, plot 
referencing by way of a unique identifier supported by attribute description of 
neighbouring parcels may suffice. Additionally point referencing of parcels through one 
coordinated point closest to the centre of the parcel is an option given the increasing 
availability of the Global Positioning System (GPS). Usually, however, boundary 
descriptions that incorporate simple intuitive attribute descriptions are useful because of 
the ease with which individual plot owners/settlers can identify them in social rather than 
technical terms. 

2.32  Kabul and several other areas were recently mapped through satellite images by 
the Afghanistan Information Management Systems (AIMS). These maps are now being 
used by several Ministries and NGOs, however the AGCHO who holds the formal 
responsibility for mapping and surveying contend that they are subject to many 
inaccuracies. The EMG also proposes to consider generating alternative maps possibly 
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through digital aerial photography. This contention about the AIMS’ maps needs to be 
resolved and their suitability for tenure regularization in urban areas determined.  

Registration and Land Administration 
 
2.33  Once property rights or freedoms are assigned to particular parcels of land 
through tenure regularization, some form of registration and administration of these rights 
is necessary. Here, the level of sophistication depends on the instrument of tenure used, 
the level of detail of the parcel description and the capacity that can be sustainably 
deployed toward this exercise. 

2.34  Models vary from one-stop shops to multi-Agency variations where surveying 
and registration functions are separate organizational responsibilities. The level of 
decentralization also varies from highly centralized capital-based systems to those 
decentralized at the provincial levels. Some contend that such systems need to be even 
closer to the settlers if they are to be kept current and therefore advocate district or even 
village level; community based manual land administration using standardized forms and 
procedures. Other models see civic and private sector property associations assuming 
primary responsibility for land administration. 

2.35  The JRC is keen for the choice of model for Afghanistan to be informed by 
review of the efficacy of systems used particularly in central Asian countries. Some 
presentation and analyses of these systems will be undertaken in a later version of this 
paper.  

Institutional Arrangements for Implementation 
 
2.36  This can be seen from the above discussion, implementation of a tenure 
regularization program is a complex and multi-faceted operation. Given its legal 
ramifications, consistency of approach is also paramount. The functions go beyond 
registration and updating of rights but also include mapping, community mobilization and 
engagement, surveying and dispute resolution among others. Moreover, tenure 
regularization is often one component of a broader upgrading program involving 
complimentary interventions in infrastructure improvements requiring expertise in 
physical planning, engineering and community participation among other disciplines.  

2.37  At this point it is not evident that such a combination of expertise exists in any 
one department of Government or institution in Afghanistan. Considerable institutional 
engineering would be required or at least much enhanced coordination among various 
bodies. Currently these include the AGCHO, MUDH, KM, JRC, the Courts and others. 
The case for an entirely new Agency also cannot yet be dismissed. 

Conclusions 

2.38  This draft of a paper on building a policy dialogue on land tenure regularization in 
urban informal settlements has attempted to sketch out the state of play with respect to 
policy and related initiatives in Afghanistan. It has also identified various data gaps and 
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strategies to partially fill them in the short term. A preliminary sketch of the variety and 
complexity of issues to be addressed was also presented. 
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Chapter 3: Resolution of Property Rights Disputes in Urban Areas: 
Rethinking the Orthodoxies 
 

A.  Volume of Property Disputes 

3.1  Formal property disputes in Kabul are numerous, but not as numerous as might be 
expected.  Disputes that have been presented for formal resolution (i.e. to the courts or 
institutional commissions) since December 2001 number no more than several thousand,7

a tiny proportion in a city of around three million people.  Less than two thousand cases 
have been brought to the Special Land Disputes Court set up to address returnee and IDP 
complaints. No more than 10,000 property disputes are formally addressed in the courts 
nationally, also a comparatively low figure for a population of more than 20 million 
people. (Annex 4). 
 
3.2  A significant proportion of property disputes in Kabul pertain to high-value 
properties owned by wealthier persons or public figures, and it is this rather than the 
volume of cases that promotes the high-profile surrounding conflicts. The much larger 
sector of privately-owned middle income and small homes and premises has broadly 
escaped issues of formally contested ownership and occupation, both during and 
following 1978-2001 (Box 3.1). Conflicts over real property exist in these sectors, but are 
mainly among family members or relating to conventional boundary and similar issues. 
Resolution is broadly contained within the household and related informal social domain 
(neighborhood).  Reasons for these differences are elaborated later in this chapter.  
 
3.3  Notwithstanding the above, the potential for significant contestation over property 
in Kabul City is enormous. As outlined below, these relate in different ways to first, the 
massive and still-expanding informal settlement sector where de facto home-owners 
number at least one million.8 In general, these people rarely actively contest property 
rights, either formally in the courts or even informally, but live in a state of suspended 
tenure insecurity. A second large group of conflicts relate to contested legal ownership 
and generally affect better-off households.  
 
(a) Potential conflict arising through genuinely unjust evictions 

 
3.4 Under the terms of existing law, construction of houses on Government land9

without permission is illegal. Key public officials demonstrated willingness to use the 
law to destroy such homes for their own, if not public convenience. The bulldozing of 
houses in Shirpur in 2003 is the best-known example (Box 3.2). A de facto policy of 
regularization of informal settlements suggests such evictions may not become a chronic 
habit but in the still-unregulated environment may nevertheless occur by the hand of 
powerful officials, taking advantage of technically legal procedures that may not 

7 This conclusion is drawn on the basis of data provided by the Maintenance Department of the Ministry of 
Urban Development and Housing, the Property Department of the Municipality, the Supreme Court, the 
Special Property Disputes Court and the Norwegian Refugee Council. 
8 This excludes the many tenants, relatives and friends who may share these premises but who will also be 
indirectly affected by ownership conflicts. Rental issues are covered later. 
9 Also known as Public Land or State Land. 
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Box 3.1 
DEN DONAR  

A CUSTOMARY SETTLEMENT IN KABUL 
Den Donar is a neighbourhood in District 7 (Gozar 614) and which comprises four sub-settlements. Up 
until the 1970s each of these was a traditional sub-urban or peri-urban hamlet, made up of farming families. 
Over 2,000 jeribs were cultivated (400 ha). Each hamlet was founded based on an original clan, with close 
inter-relations among households. Today each of these settlements is still largely of one ethnic group, and 
the greater proportion of who have a long history in the community.  

Describing one of the hamlets, the informant explained how conversion of the village land to urban housing 
was triggered by the drought of the early 1970s. The growing demand for building land by the expanding 
city provided the incentive to sell off at first small parcels of land, and then more and more. The sharp rise 
in values since 2002 has encouraged many to sell off their final fields for building land. Others have 
persistently retained a small field. Land sales have altered the character of the community, but not 
dramatically, given the social stability of the neighborhood. Especially in former years, sales were 
preferably made to known persons or at least those from the same ethnic group. Strangers have risen in 
number, although slowly, and with their absorption into the community.  

Male household heads still meet routinely in local mosques (there are more than seven altogether in the 
Gozar). The Wakil-e-Gozar is selected by household heads to represent the interests of the community and 
to inform members of development opportunities (e.g. vaccination campaigns, food for work, etc.). The 
Wakil-e-Gozar is always involved as a certifier of documents, both because this is believed to be 
prerequisite to acknowledgement of tenure by Government land Courts, and because he is considered the 
chief elder among elders. He is not paid for these informal notarization services. Less than 20 percent of 
household owners have property documents prepared by the Court (‘legal documents’). “Customary 
documents are sufficient if the details are properly described”.  

During the war years, many people fled from the area, leaving others in charge of their homes and fields. 
The informant could not recall a single case of wrongful occupation during 1978-2001 or since. He 
explained this as a consequence of – 

(a) the overriding ethnic and socio-political cohesion of the community – “no one would have 
allowed a complete stranger to take over one of our houses or build on our remaining fields”  

(b) the low value of the traditional houses, combined with the lack of water and electricity services, 
and which were not appealing to either Government authorities during the Communist or later 
periods, or to individuals or officials who were looking for premises to rent out or sell; “these 
were not houses like you find in Shahr-e-Naw or Wazir Akbar Khan or valuable Macrorayan 
apartments” 

(c) the remoteness of the area from the centre of the city, and 
(d) the absence of any Government land in the Gozar upon which needy persons could settle without 

immediate dispute. 
As to more general disputes, these too are very few in number and mainly related to intra-family matters. 
“Sometimes families need help agreeing who to give the house to when the father dies, but no one goes to 
Court for this. It is resolved in the community” 

Source of Information: G. Jelani, AIMS personal communication 

necessarily accord with principles and practices that are socially just. Should evictions 
reoccur, this could rapidly descend into dramatic conflict with the State, with 
constitutional principles relating to the right to shelter brought potently into play.  

 

(b) Potential conflict arising between old and new members of neighborhoods 
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3.5 There are many areas in Kabul where expansion onto Government land has not 
occurred involuntarily by homeless people and nor has it occurred solely during the 
disturbed war years. On the contrary, some of the most significant occupations have been  

Box 3.2 
THE SHIRPUR EVICTION 

In September 2003, several hundred Police began to destroy the houses of some 30 families (250 
individuals) who had constructed substantial homes on land claimed by a Government Ministry. This was 
Shirpur, a comparatively wealthy neighborhood in downtown Kabul City. Residents were not given the 
chance to collect their possessions ahead of the bulldozers. Not all construction was recent, with some 
‘historical’ buildings also bulldozed. A great deal of local press coverage was given the event. When 
criticized by human rights groups and by a UN Human Rights Monitor,  the Police Chief claimed the 
eviction was based upon an official order to remove the squatters from Government land. A few days later 
the Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission listed 30 officials as instrumental in the eviction 
and planned beneficiaries of the resulting cleared land. President Karzai expressed outrage and ordered a 
commission of inquiry. This reported to him the next month (October 15th 2003).  

The President responded to the findings by firing four key officials including the Police Chief. Clearance 
was halted by a Decree issued on March 27 2004 ordering Kabul Municipality to set prices for plots, with 
reference to open market rates and to collect these fees from the new allocatees. Large houses quickly 
began to be constructed, some owned by top officials.  

Evictions were similarly undertaken in other parts of Kabul during 2004, such as affecting Madan-e-
Hawaye area. On February 17 2004, the local newspaper Erada complained that – 

“Scarcely a month on from the adoption of the new Constitution, the Municipality and Land Distribution 
Commission has been distributing the lands of the locality of Ayub Khan Mena, like the area of Shirpur, to 
the benefit of powerful people and not in line with the law. The residents of Ayub Khan Mena say they 
want ownership of their lands to be defined in a legal manner. They want ownership of their homes and 
lands on a legal basis, according to the current local rates. This is one aspect of the problem. But the other 
aspect is whether the homeless people in the Municipality’s files will be treated as deserving cases, 
compelled to live in various parts of the city for so many years and forced to pay high rents to those high-
ranking people to whom plots have been distributed…. Recently, the people of Golbagh and other adjacent 
areas have shown their solidarity for the people of Ayub Khan Mena. They have warned that if the 
Municipality and Commissions do not stop allocating luxurious plots to powerful people in return for more 
money and if they do not recognize the inheritance of properties in a legal way, they will fight the case with 
Government”(as translated and cited by BBC, 17 January 2004). 

directly engineered since 2001. Nor were the objectives of these invasions solely to assist 
homeless or poor people to find a place to live; instead, Government land was 
deliberately invaded with money-making in mind. Box 3.2 provides an example relating 
to what was once peri-urban pastureland. As often, wilful invasion has occurred above 
well-established neighborhoods on steep hillsides. Box 3.2 also illustrates the case as 
relating to widely-acknowledged occupation since 2001. Those protesting against 
construction – from local elders and Wakil-e-Gozar to District Police, Municipality 
officials – have often been threatened, or bribed.  
 
(b) Potential conflict arising during regularization 

 
3.6 Even should majority tenancy be regularized (as is the de facto policy of the 
Administration), the nature of entitlement is yet to be negotiated (e.g. leasehold, right of 
occupancy, freehold, permission to occupy?). A host of disputes may be expected to arise 
in the process of adjudication. Family members may battle for valuable entitlement, 
neighbors will frequently argue about ill-planned boundaries and who should surrender 
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footage for public access, and those who have bought plots or houses from land 
developers may find themselves facing claims that they have not fully discharged their 
debts. The greatest of care and testing will be needed to ensure that tenure paradigms are 
sufficiently innovative and flexible to properly deliver preferred modes of tenure (e.g. 
spousal title, family title, partnerships, and group ownership of shared compounds as well 
as individual entitlement), and to be able to respond sufficiently flexibly to situations to 
avoid regularization repeatedly coming to a halt. Award of provisional title is already 
being informally mooted as a useful instrument. The integration of entitlement with 
rationalized land use planning, to remove at least the main bottlenecks of rights of way 
access, will be essential.  
 
3.7 In all Gozars sampled where unplanned settlement has arisen since 1978 and 
especially since 2001, a very large body of intra-community disputes arises over matters 
such as one house invading the privacy of another, footpaths being ruined with waste 
disposal, and snow being cleared from one compound to another (Annex 3). While 
comparatively minor, these disputes generate a great deal of heat and argument as to 
boundaries. A basic requirement will be development of procedures which enable 
disputes to be resolved in ways that are fair and lasting as well as practical and cheap, and 
which are able to integrate compromises as to boundaries and access. Wakil-e-Gozar and 
local mosque councils already play an important role in resolving such conflicts 
whenever called upon to do so (Annex 3) Community-based conflict resolution 
mechanisms will almost certainly be the most viable route to first explore.  
 
(e) Potential conflict from rent-seeking 
 
3.8 Another source of likely heightened property disputes arises in the better-off socio-
economic sector, the seeds of which have already been planted in a strikingly rapid rise in 
property values in Kabul (up to ten times since 2001(Annex 3), and a dramatic increase 
in property dealers. While aspirations to a vibrant land market have from the outset of 
post-Bonn planning been a positive objective, this exists however within a socio-legal 
environment that is still distant from effective rule of law. Rampant rent-seeking is 
already producing a host of illegal property dealings that are illegal or otherwise lacking 
legitimacy and may be expected to give rise to a steady increase in disputes over 
ownership and subordinate property interests, particularly including tenancy.  Rent-hikes 
de-securing mass occupancy of housing are already the norm.  Based on analysis of 
current disputants thus far, there is no reason to expect that these disputes will be 
confined to the business community; intra-family competition for ownership is amply 
evident, often driven by no more than the lucrative benefits of ownership in an 
excessively attractive sale and rental market. Opportunities for personal gain are 
reportedly abundant, particularly affecting those who have been absent and/or are absent 
owners. 
 

(f) Potential conflict stemming from mismanaged and complicated allocations 
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3.9 A smaller body of property disputes is also waiting to happen in the form of unmet 
promises of land. and attempts to establish ownership rights on land were there is 
established occupancy or ownership. This exists, for example, in the waiting lists of an 
acknowledged minimum of 26,000 persons who have paid significant sums for the 
purchase of numbered building plots from the Municipality, allocated on land which the 
Municipality appears not yet to own. (Annex 4). The real number could be larger. Some 
plot allocations are not only on land that is already privately-owned, but also occupied 
with well-established houses, some of them decades or even one hundred years old. Other 
private properties have been allocated on farmland, of which there is a surprisingly 
significant residue within greater Kabul. Attempts by those who have purchased the plots 
to construct homes meet with protest, sooner or later. Both parties are aggrieved; those 
whose properties are being invaded and those who have paid good money for plots.   
3.10  Three years after Bonn, the number of property cases being brought to the Courts 
is still rising.  By no means all property disputes in Kabul or other cities reach the courts; 
it is possible that these comprise the minority (see below). However, even within the 
normal court system property cases are rising both in number and as a proportion of total 
cases. 
 
3.11  The normal court system (Primary District Courts and Provincial Appeal Courts) 
receives cases involving persons who are not returnees. Whereas in 2002 only 16 percent 
of filed cases in these courts were property related, Supreme Court records for the March 
2003 – March 2004 year show 62.4 percent of all cases were property related (see Table 
3 in Annex 4 for breakdown of cases). Fifty-four percent of cases investigated by the 
Kabul Attorney-General’s Office during 2003-04 were property related (Annex 6). 
 
3.12  The Special Land Disputes Court (SLDC) established in 2002 to resolve cases 
brought by returnees has seen a similar rise.10 In the first six months of its operation the 
Special Court received some 300 submissions (Annex 7).  This subsequently doubled, 
with an average of 255 cases every quarter during March 2003-March 2004.  By Decree 
in late November 2003, the workload of the Court was subdivided between a Kabul 
Province Court and another Court dealing with claims from the rest of the country. The 
Kabul Court inherited 258 cases and over the following five Quarters (up to end 2004) 
received an average of 145 new cases. The total cases so far received by the Special Land 
Disputes Court is under 2,000 and the vast majority relate to property in Kabul Province 
(Tables 1 & 2). The extremely limited capacity of the ex-Kabul section of the court to 
travel and deal with cases is a major reason for this continued skewed receipt of cases. 
Even those that arise outside Kabul tend to be urban-related, and mainly submitted in 
Mazar-i-Sharif, which the ex-Kabul Court has periodically visited. 
 
3.13 While the rise in cases is not surprising, it is a salutary fact that by no means all of 
these disputes derive from the civil war period but are being created daily – and disputes 
thrive in an environment of weak governance.  The orthodoxy is that property disputes 
stem from the disorder of 1978-2001.  Review of cases and policy thus far suggest that at 
least in respect of Kabul (but not necessarily elsewhere) the Mujahiddin period (1992-

10 The mandate of the Court may also include IDPs; the relevant article on this is ambiguous. Refer Annex 
8 for relevant Decrees relating to the Court. 
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1996) was particularly damaging upon security of ownership. Both the Communist 
regime before this (1980s) and the Taliban regime afterwards (1996-2001) saw more 
official appropriation. Thus, for example, ownership of an estimated 900 Macrorayan 
apartments was cancelled given that they were absent and/or had not paid more than the 
down payment of purchase of 10 percent (Annex 6). Formal policy today (and in fact 
since 1989) is for restitution of ownership to rightful owners. Returns since December 
2001 predictably produce a significant body of disputes.  
 
3.14 As of January 2005, 78 percent of those formally assisted by UNHCR to return to 
Afghanistan have settled in Kabul.11 Voluntary return records collected by UNHCR show 
that 39 percent of these people owned homes or lands (86,270 families) and where these 
have been wrongfully occupied or sold, may be expected to take formal or informal 
measures to retrieve those properties.12  Virtually all unassisted returnees owned 
properties and may be similarly expected to seek restitution where these properties are no 
longer available to them. Numbers affected are not known,13 but current rates of dispute 
submission suggest the restitution claims of returnees they may be much fewer than 
originally assumed.  
 
3.15 Meanwhile lack of provision for housing plots or apartments for the 61 percent of 
assisted returnees to Kabul who had no homes of their own (47,000 families in January 
2005, and rising monthly) is placing pressure on the rental market and also helping to 
drive construction of new houses in unplanned areas and in public spaces, sowing more 
seeds of future conflict. In addition, sudden demand for accommodation and office space 
created by the expanding international community from January 2002 has stimulated 
further illegal occupancy and/or construction in the higher-value property sector, 
producing new dispute. Rent-seeking and criminality in an environment which is still 
afflicted by limited rule of law may be expected.  
 
3.16 Of most concern however is the finding that a significant proportion of disputes 
have their origins in post-Bonn malfeasance. This ranges from alleged corrupt or 
nepotistic allocation of building plots or apartments since 2001 (see Annexes 5 and 6)
providing fake documentation for clients, or, allegedly, at least turning a blind eye to its 
production, to being bribed to ignore construction on Government land– an apparently 
widespread occurrence in the so-called informal property sector as exampled in Box 3.3 
and largely affecting Government lands.  While by no means all Government employees 
are involved, these allegations have led to the institutions themselves are as a whole 
being held in low repute. 

11 Data provided by UNHCR Kabul Office, January 2005. 
12 Many others returned to find their houses in Kabul destroyed, but this is not a dispute issue. 
13 This information could be forthcoming from the planned National Urban Vulnerability Assessment 
exercise in mid 2005. 
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B The Subject of Property Disputes 

3.17  The focus of urban property dispute is the family home. Over half the cases 
brought to the Special Court concern private homes (Annex 4). This is less strongly the 
case in respect of clients assisted by Norwegian Relief Council (NRC) in Kabul, among 
who are just as many who bring disputes concerning open land or building plots in the 
city (Table 4). Commercial buildings, individual shop premises, car parks and public 
buildings are also the subject of dispute, but at much lower levels. NRC’s data is 
particularly revealing as it encompasses cases which are handled through both formal 
(courts) and informal means (by bringing the disputants together or with the help of 
community members and elders).  
 
3.18 The outstanding issue at dispute is contested ownership of the property. The most 
common case is where a returnee finds his home, apartment or building plot occupied by 
another, and who may be the third or more in a line of owners. The NRC caseload shows 
that 71 percent of its clients have this complaint (Annex 4). Almost the same proportion 
of cases heard by the Special Court is categorized as ‘wrongful occupation’ (Table 1), 

Box 3.3 
THREAT & COLLUSION IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW HOUSING 

 
One Gozar visited represents an established settlement from 1951 but where relations have been 
disturbed since 2002 with the conversion of pastureland in the area into 50 new houses, with more 
planned. It is alleged that these were built on the basis of illegal sales of plots by a Kuchi who claimed 
an old title deed for pasture from Zahir Shah’s time. This title is alleged as counterfeit by older 
residents. The Wakil-e-Gozar claims that the Kuchi offered him 200,000 Afghanis to endorse the plot 
sales, and when he refused to do so, turned to several local police, with whom he is alleged to still 
collude. Very high prices have been paid for the plots. Plot-owners say they are also forced to pay 
bribes to the police during construction: “Those who did not pay the police had their houses destroyed 
during the night”. The Wakil-e-Gozar noted two recent cases. One involved a widow who refused to 
pay more bribes.  

“What the Kuchi did was to bribe the district police and during the night brought bulldozers and 
destroyed her house. In the morning, while the woman was running up and down to the police and the 
court, the Kuchi began building a new house on the ruins. After less than one month the new house was 
built and a new family settled. No one knows what happened to the widow”.  

The Wakil-e-Gozar also alleges that several police officers now also have land in the area and make 
business selling houses. 

Three of five Gozars visited had seen rapid expansion since 2001 through settlement over which 
existing residents have no control. One Wakil-e-Gozar reported: 

 “More than 500 new houses have been illegally built in my Gozar since 2001, on Government land
above the old settlement. These were built illegally. The individuals involved have no deeds or orders 
issued by any authority, but they took the land and developed it. They even occupied the grounds of the 
school and built around 40 houses on it. The graveyard was also not left free. When people went and 
asked them not to build there, they responded with guns. When the local elders went to ask them not to 
build there and to not let the waste run on the graves, they beat the elders. We complained to the 
district police and they came to stop them building but faced their guns also. ISAF came and stopped 
them from setting fires. They do not have any Wakil or representative and we do not recognize their 
existence here. We have complained to every place we think could do something but no one could do 
anything. 
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although this represents only a quarter of cases nationally (Table 3). Among NRC clients, 
cases brought in response to claimed wrongful eviction by officialdom represent around a 
quarter of cases – not reflected in the Special Court data as that court does not deal with 
cases where Government is the defendant (these are handled by the Ministry of Justice).  
 
3.19 Wrongful occupancy or other disputes relating to ownership are not limited to 
persons unknown to each other. Intra-family disputes over ownership are common, and 
account for 36 percent of all NRC cases. This compares with the 29 percent of 
inheritance and pre-emption cases in the courts nationally (Table 3 in Annex 4).  Often 
the trigger to these disputes is the suddenly heightened value of the property, in which 
siblings of descendants wish to access a share. 
 
3.20 Corruption and related governance ills are reported to lie at the heart of many 
property cases.  Malfeasance is reportedly commonly at play in cases. Judges in the 
Special Disputes Court referred to the many cases where relatives or private persons have 
allegedly falsified both documents and identifies, claiming to be returnees, heirs of 
absentee or deceased persons, or those acting on behalf of absentees, presenting 
themselves as holding notarized power of attorney. There are allegations that officials are 
often involved, either directly or by being bribed to collude. More than one fifth of 
NRC’s cases are reported to involve blatant or more subtle corruption by officials (Table 
6 in Annex 4). Falsification of documents is common. It is alleged that bribery is 
commonly attributed to Police, Municipality officials and Ministry officials. 
 
3.21 Urban property disputes differ from those in rural areas and have different 
implications for interventions.  In general terms, similar ills and insecurities afflict rural 
and urban properties. There are important differences, however. In rural areas for 
example, privately-owned properties such as houses and farms are not necessarily the 
main focus of property dispute. Many more disputes relate to common properties, such as 
pastureland and related dual use pasture/rainfed farming lands (Alden Wily 2004a & 
2004b). Whole communities may be involved. Competition for resources between arable 
and pastoral land use add fuel to these disputes. Inter-ethnic bitterness due to historical 
dominance by one tribe over another raises the heat of disputes further. Underlying these 
disputes are less active disputes with the State, in terms of contested definition of land 
which belongs to the community or to the State, as government or public lands. 
 
3.22 This contrasts with the finding that in urban areas disputants are more often 
individuals and the properties at issue, mainly private properties such houses, apartments, 
shops and urban and peri-urban gardens and farms. Historical considerations are minor. 
Determination of the authenticity of evidential deeds (customary or otherwise) is an 
essential element of urban dispute resolution, whereas in rural areas, issues of history and 
justice come into play. Most urban disputes have origins that extend no earlier than 1992 
and a significant number have arisen in the post-Bonn reconstruction period. Ethnic 
tension is not absent. However, wrath is less directed to new beneficiary occupants than 
to the powerful individuals who reportedly engineered these public land occupations to 
their own benefit, and to the Administration for failing to halt these developments or to 
rein in the culprits.  
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3.23 Arguably, issues of bribery and corruption and counterfeiting of documents are 
more prominent in Kabul and other city environments than in rural areas and where 
contestants are challenging the status quo and how it was arrived at, more than the 
documents themselves. In addition, as outlined above, a significant number of urban 
disputes have their origins in the unjust, if technically legal, decisions of government 
officials or bodies, such as relating to allocation/cancellation/reallocation of building 
plots and apartments (Annexes 5 and 6).  
 
3.24 Rural dwellers also appear to rely upon community based mechanisms more 
frequently than their urban counterparts, to whom courts are more accessible (but 
probably more expensive to utilize) and where community institutions may be weak. 
There are clearly many disputes which are addressed at neighborhood level (Annex 3)
but it could be that this is limited to Gozars such as visited by this study (and limited to 
Districts 2, 6,7 & 8) and where a long history of occupation exists for the core of the 
community. Agencies like UN-Habitat and surveyors in Kabul report that in many other 
districts, social relations are too fragmented for community-based networks and authority 
systems to consolidate.14 Beall and Esser (2005) in particular comment upon the many 
neighbourhoods, both rich and poor, where home-owners do not even know their 
neighbours. 
 
3.25 The broadest distinction in disputes relating to real property in Kabul is between 
those which inhabit private and public land.  Insecurity of tenure is mainly the issue 
confronting the latter, while private owners may be dogged by a range of disputes 
relating to wrongful occupancy while absent, contested ownership among family 
members, disputes relating to purchases and sales and payments, and disputes relating to 
the position of boundaries. 
 
3.26 Among those who have built homes illegally on Government land, the non-
existence of either embedded customary or legal entitlement means that disputes are 
suppressed and rarely enter the formal domain because of this. This is especially so for 
the many thousands (and possibly millions) of people who have newly built or acquired 
houses since 2001. Because militia commanders have allegedly been the major actors in 
this development, and for rent-seeking rather than benign reasons, the main dispute 
should in theory be between the state and these commanders, but in practice the 
administration has been unable or reluctant to act..  Disputes between commanders and 
those to whom they sell land for building or houses, are allegedly rife. Due to the 
illegality of settlement overall, these are kept out of the formal domain, with even Wakil-
e-Gozar refraining from endorsing occupancy or transactions (Box 3 4). A further main 
divider among disputes is socio-economic status as outlined below. Table 7 provides an 
overview of the typology of disputes.  
 

C. Effect of Socio-economic Status 
 
3.27 The frequency and nature of property disputes correlates with socio-economic 
status. In general terms, this review found that: 

14 Hunte (2004), Shutte (2004), Grace (2004) and Beall and Esser (2005). 
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• formal property disputes are the privilege of the rich, and chronic insecurity of 
tenancy, the fate of the poor;  

• the more valuable the property, the more vulnerable it is to wrongful occupancy 
and transfer by both State and private parties, and eventual dispute as to its 
ownership; and 

• while disputes among family members about shares or ownership of inherited 
property afflict all classes, it appears to be the case that the more valuable the 
property/wealthier the owners, the higher the likelihood of disputes.  

Homeless 
 
3.28 The number of completely homeless, persons with only tent or otherwise flimsy 
shelter is comparatively low – the vast urban squatter slums of many warmer capital 
cities do not exist in Kabul. UNHCR attempts to keep track of the homeless and as of 8 
January 2005 identified 22 distinct temporary settlements of more than six households in 
Kabul (UNHCR 2005). Thirteen of these “spontaneous settlements” are located in public 
buildings or their premises, three on public land and two within the walls of destroyed 
private buildings. The total number of persons affected is less than 17,000, or less than 
0.5 percent of the total Kabul population. It is known that many others possibly smaller 
settlements exist. Grace (2004) referred to an estimated 16,000 households living in open 
spaces and destroyed housing during last winter.  

Homeless tenants 
 
3.29 A very high proportion of people in Kabul live in the homes of relatives or 
landlords. By virtue of not having the means to own houses over which to dispute, the 
very poor are not directly party to formal or informal disputes over ownership. Instead 
they may have to move frequently in the face of rent hikes. Or they may have to move 
out under duress in the overcrowded homes of relatives or friends, with whom they have 
lodged. 

Home owners on land they do not own 
 
3.30 As recorded above, by far the greater proportion of Kabulis are those who have 
constructed or purchased homes of varying size and quality in unplanned settlements and 
on land to which they are not legally titled (mainly Government land, with some private 
lands affected).  
 
3.31 In the case study of Gozar in District 8 illustrates (Annex 11) even those settled as 
long ago as 1989, do not typically engage in formal disputes as to ownership and when 
problems arise, are obliged to resolve these within the community and often without the 
assistance of Wakil-e-Gozars. Few Wakil-e-Gozar accept the occupancy of newcomers 
who have not been formally granted title by Government (Annex 3). Most of these 
conflicts appear to centre not on actual entitlement to the house or even the land upon 
which it is built but upon boundary issues and related rights of way. Social behavior 
problems caused by the unplanned nature of these settlements, such as where a house 
directly overlooks another and deprives female residents of essential privacy, or where 
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waste moves into the yard of another, are common triggers of property related dispute in 
these areas. Tenurial conflicts do periodically do arise with Municipal or other 
government authorities or their agents (Police, Military) but do not reach the Courts even 
where evictions occur, such as most publicly exhibited in the Shirpur case. This is 
because occupation is technically illegal. More commonly such conflicts are resolved on 
an ad hoc and recurrent basis with payments to officials disputing settlement. This 
particularly occurs during construction. 
 
Home owners in unplanned but recognized settlements 
 
3.32 Upgrading of existing settlements has only partially occurred within the original 
Master Plan area. Private ownership of houses and shops and the land on which they exist 
is recognized. However, these areas have fewer disputes due to - 

• the lower value of the houses due to their comparatively smaller size, the 
traditional nature of their construction and the absence of running water, 
electricity, drainage and sewage; this has made them unappealing to wrongful 
occupation or reallocation by Government; 

• most such areas have origins as rural villages and today’s owners are descendants 
of stable social and often mono-ethnic communities. Even though thousands left 
their homes during especially the Mujahiddin and Taliban periods, neighbors and 
relatives who remained, protected those vacant properties. This was the case in 
Den Donar (Box 3.1) and Sai Sang (Box 3.2). Although homes were bombed, 
looted and destroyed in other Gozars sampled, especially during the Mujahiddin 
period (1992-1996), in only of five cases were houses wrongfully occupied, and 
these people fled with the arrival of the Taliban (Mula Buzorg, District 7). 
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Table 3.1: Typology of Property Disputes in Kabul
Dispute Type Causes and Triggers Parties Typically

Involved
Typical Wealth Group
of Claimants

City Area Where
Most Common

Usual Evidence of
Ownership

1 Contested private
house ownership by
unrelated persons

a/ Forcible occupation of empty houses during
civil disturbances

b/ Counterfeit claims of ownership in absence
of owner

c/ Formal reallocation by Communist or later
regimes

Private persons

Militia commanders

Returnee rich and better
off who own large houses
worth co-opting

Planned and
serviced areas.
High income areas.

Court issued
Deeds, genuine or
counterfeit

2 Contested private
apartment
ownership by
unrelated persons

a/ Reallocation by Government in absence of
owner and installment payments

b/ Counterfeit claims and establishment of
ownership

Beneficiaries of
officials

Militia commanders

Returnee medium or poor Planned and
serviced areas

Court issued
Deeds, genuine or
counterfeit

3 Contested building
plot ownership by
unrelated persons

a/ Failure of Municipality to Acquire Plots that
has allocated

b/ Private owners

Private persons

Municipality

Existing Owners

Wealthy or better off in
order to pay for plot

Proposed planning
areas

Allocation Letters
from Municipality

4 Intra-family
disputes concerning
private house or
apartment

a/ Return of family members while one
member has maintained the property

b/ Resentment of economic gains from sale or
rent of the property giving vibrant rental and
sale market induced mainly by international
community housing and office needs

Siblings

Spouses

Descendants

All classes All areas Legal and
Customary
evidence of
subdivision at
inheritance
depending upon
wealth of family
and value of
property
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Dispute Type
cont’d.

Causes and Triggers Parties Typically
Involved

Typical Wealth Group
of Claimants

City Area Where
Most Common

Usual Evidence of
Ownership

5 Eviction of house
owners from
Government land

a/ Eviction due to pressure from those with
means or power

Private persons

Influential persons in
positions of authority

Militia commanders

Poorer households Unplanned areas

and

Customary deeds
of purchase or
inheritance

Or no evidence

6 Eviction of land or
house owners to
make way for
planned
developments

a/ Building plot projects, roads, etc. Municipality

Private persons

Poorer households Unplanned areas Customary deeds
of purchase or
inheritance

7 Boundary, Right of
Way and Privacy
Disputes

a/ Informal settlements allegedly randomly
settled or allocated by militia commanders

Neighbors Middle to poorer people
who have built their own
houses

Unplanned areas No documents of
ownership. Over
time some
customary
documents of sale.

8 Inter-Community a/ Illegal occupation of Government lands
above or next to well-established settlements;
the support of influential persons

Old settlers and new
settlers

Militia commanders

Militia commanders are
wealthy, plot or house
buyers, middle income

land No documents
other than bills of
sale, rarely
endorsed by Wakil-
e-Gozars
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Home and apartment owners in wealthier, serviced central areas of Kabul 
 
3.33 It is these properties which have been and remain the target of wrongful occupation, 
formal cancellation of ownership and reallocation, and intra-family disputes. 

D.  Official and Unofficial Documentation in Disputes 

3.34 Most evidence of ownership is by customary means.  Evidential documentation of 
ownership falls into three categories: 

• Those with documents prepared by the courts (‘legal deeds’); these are usually 
held by wealthier owners and in respect of better quality buildings15;

• Those with documents prepared at local level with witnesses recorded and 
generally countersigned by the Wakil-e-Gozar (customary deeds); these tend to be 
held by middle to poor income families, in respect of unserviced, traditional or 
small houses, and usually take the form of bills of sale or subdivision at 
inheritance; and;  

• Those with no documentation, or documentation which is not countersigned by 
Wakil-e-Gozar or another official; this is currently commonly the case for those 
buying plots or houses constructed illegally on Government land. 

 
3.35 Among neighborhoods visited, the majority hold customary documents of title 
(Table 8). Although these areas were in one small part of Kabul, it is likely that the vast 
majority of written entitlement elsewhere in Kabul is by informal means. Wakil and 
residents interviewed were uniformly dismissive of ‘legal documents’, saying this was 
‘not customary’, ‘expensive’, ‘unnecessary’ or ‘as good as legal deeds’. 

Table 3.2: Entitlement Documents in Sample Gozars by Percentage 
 GOZAR (Neighborhood) Qabala Sharia 

Legal deeds  
Qabala Orfi 
Customary 
deeds  

Informal  Deeds 
or No Deeds 
 

1 Den Donar in District  7 < 20% 80% 0 
2 Siah Sang in District 8 7% 63% 30%  

(post-2001) 
3 Chel Soton in District 7 30% 70% 0 
4 Sar-e-Tapa in District 7 5% 60% 35%  

(post 2001) 
5 Mula Bozorg in District 7 28% 42% 30%  

(post 2001) 
6 Naw Abad Deh Afghananan District 2 75% 19% 6% 
7 UN-Habitat Project site in District 6 ‘few’ ‘most’ 0 
8 UN-Habitat Project site in District 7 

 
‘some’ ‘most’  

Sources: Wakil-e-Gozar and/or Residents  

 

15 The originals of these deeds (Konda) are kept in the Kabul Province Registry/Archives (Markhzan). 
While it is now known that there are 6,332 books relating to property (Safar 2003), it is not known how 
many properties are in each book. 
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3.36 Strictly speaking, by statute, customary documents are admissible evidence of 
tenure if they were prepared prior to 1978 (Box 3.4). However even the legislation is 
ambiguous, in at the same time accepting that local testimony as to the truth of the 
claimed tenure, is sufficient. Nor do judges necessarily follow statutes, but their own 
interpretation of Sharia or the common law as based upon Hannafi Sharia, and recorded 
in the Civil Code. This gives implicit support for customary prepared documentation and 
in fact rarely refers to documentation at all; the emphasis is upon local testimony as to the 
truth of occupation and rights, and an important article of the Code assures owners 

Box 3.4 
STATUTORY EVIDENCE OF PROPERTY OWNERSHIP 

Article 4, Law on Land 
Under Decree 57, in Gazette Issue Number 795, 2000 

 
Documents representing or demonstrating rights of land ownership include: 

(1)  Document in accordance with Shariat as issued by a court for the purchase, ownership, gift, 
distribution, exchange of land, surrender letter, correction letter, and the document of the final decision 
of a court based on the issue of an ownership document, and which will be valid under the following 
conditions: 

(a) where there is an original copy in the court. Documents that are not registered in the court will be 
considered legal only after approval of the court; 

(b) where there are documents demonstrating a right where there is no evidence against its legitimacy; 
and 

(c) land where there is a valid taxation certificate. 
 
(2) Purchase documents issued by order of the Emirate and the Prime Minister will be valid under the 
following conditions: 

(a) Where the document has been issued by the correct authorized body or department; 
(b) Where the land is registered under the taxation department. 
 
(3) Tax paying documents are valid under the following conditions; 

(a) As set out in (2) above; 
(b) Where the land is noted in the original book of registration and taxation; 
 
(4) Documents of haqaba [water rights] are valid under the following conditions; 

(a) where there is no evidence against their legitimacy; 
(b) where the land is shown in the registration book of ownership and taxation; 
 
(5) Urfee [customary] documents will be valid under the following conditions; 

(a) the seller of the land must have the appropriate document acknowledging sale; 
(b) the customary document should have been prepared before the 15th of Asad 1354 [1975] and the 

buyer should have filled the declaration form and after approval by the neighboring landowners, 
submitted the document to the concerned department before the year 1357 [1978].  

 
In areas where the declaration form had not been distributed prior to 1357 or it was distributed but the 

registration book has been fully destroyed, if there is no dispute concerning the ownership of the 
land and the purchase and occupation of the land is recognized as valid by neighbors and the area’s 
state department, then the documents will be accepted as valid. 
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security where they have lived “for a continuing period of 15 years and possessed (the 
real estate) without any dispute and objection (Article 2779). 
 
3.37 The type of documentation underpinning ownership and conflict levels are linked - 
but in opposite ways to the expected.  This review found that the more formal the 
documentation the more vulnerable it is to dispute – and to its alteration. This is a 
function of the fact that more valuable properties are those most likely to be wrongfully 
occupied, and evidence corrupted in support of this occupation. The more valuable the 
property, the more likely it is evidenced by a deed prepared by the court, endorsing 
inheritance, purchase, gift or other transaction. The smaller, poorer and least serviced the 
property, the less attractive it is to wrongful occupation. Such properties are also likely to 
be owned on the basis of customary entitlement. This takes the form of bills of sale or 
subdivision at inheritance, in hand-written statements, witnessed by neighbours or elders, 
by thumb prints.  
 
3.38 Wakil-e-Gozar are routinely asked to countersign customary transactions and do so 
for all those they acknowledge as members of the community. That is, newcomers who 
have located themselves on public lands adjacent to the settlement in recent years and 
through purchase of plots from warlords, are often not accorded status as community 
members. Several Wakil interviewed, refuse to countersign those transactions. All Wakil 
consider one of their main functions to be the countersigning of documents.  
 
3.39 The content of a court-prepared deed of ownership and a customary deed is not very 
different. Both describe the property under transaction and list witnesses with thumb-
prints and dates. Photos of parties to the agreement and witnesses are appended to court 
documents and sometimes now to customary documents. However it is the nature of the 
customary document as merely written testimony to an agreement that is known in the 
community and can be easily checked up on, from neighbours, relatives, mosque leaders 
and the Wakil-e-Gozar, that makes it less easy to counterfeit or challenge than documents 
prepared by judges and with witnesses who may not be known in the community. That is, 
it is less the document that keeps customary land agreements protected from routine 
corruption, but the fact that the transaction is embedded in a community context. 
Disputes surrounding customary ownership are accordingly fewer. 
 
3.40 In these circumstances, it is therefore not surprising that most formal disputes deal 
with court prepared deeds. This was indicated as the situation in regard to claims put 
before the Special Court. NRC records that legal deeds are involved in 69 percent of its 
cases.   

E.  Governance Efforts and Issues 

3.41 A high proportion of property disputes are caused or facilitated by poor governance 
or alleged corruption on the part of civil servants.  Although in different ways from those 
found in rural areas, the hand of officialdom in urban property disputes is highly evident. 
This occurs first in the legacy of policies of the conflict period 1978-2001. This ranges 
from expropriation of the urban estates of wealthy persons during the Communist 
administration during the 1980s (such as the subdivision of one of the King’s estates in 
the city into building plots, now under restitution claim), to unconsidered speedy 
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cancellation of both building plot allocations and especially provisional apartment 
ownership by absentee owners during the Taliban.  
 
3.42 More potent has been related maladministration or abuse of process. Thus officials 
in the Department of Shelter admit to still following the Taliban regulation that 
ownership of an apartment is cancelled where only the first ten percent deposit has been 
paid and where the owner has been absent for more than a year. Only one month from 
issue of Notice of Intent to Retrieve the Apartment is given for the owner or his relatives 
to make good further instalments, to stall loss of ownership. One official calculated that 
at least 10 percent of owners have lost their apartments since 1992, and that this 
continues right up until the present (Annex 6). Cancellation of ownership of building 
plots by the Distribution Department of the Municipality may be at similar rates – and 
also continued well after December 2001. There are also allegations that members of 
distribution committees, past and present, favor reallocation of plots and apartments to 
relatives, friends or themselves. Meanwhile the illegal ownership of multiple plots and 
apartments is rarely pursued.  
 
3.43 Many more disputes are triggered initially by private persons who generate false 
testimony, impersonation of owners, and even claims to be heirs of deceased persons 
later found to be alive and well. Misuse of powers of attorney for Afghans living overseas 
has proven particularly common in the Special Disputes Court. However, once again the 
question frequently arises as to why a certain official or even judge approves a 
submission, allocation, reallocation, request for legal certificate or like document, without 
checking its validity.  
 
3.44 In dealing with the disputes that eventually result, the Special Land Disputes Court 
finds that ‘most’ cases have elements of corruption  NRC more bluntly observes that 
every case it mediates has an element of corruption (Table 6). 
 
3.45 Efforts to limit the rise in disputes have been made by the Administration but with 
weak effect. The post-conflict Administration has not ignored the demands for property 
restitution of returnees. The outstanding practical intervention has been the establishment 
of the dedicated Land Disputes Court for returnees (see below). While this is an 
important and necessary service, it remains a fact that it serves a limited and better-off 
sector – those who owned properties in the City before and during the disturbances. 
Much less attention has been given to assisting the many more citizens who left 
Afghanistan homeless – and return homeless. 
 
3.46 Significant policy changes have also been instituted since 2003. The most notable 
has been the de facto restraint (with periodic lapses) upon eviction of thousands of 
households who have constructed or purchased houses on Government land. Possibly a 
million or more poorer people have benefited from the blind eye turned to continued new 
occupation of open spaces in and around the city. The benefit has been many times 
greater for rent-seeking elites, including militia commanders have during the 2002-2004 
period, appropriated large areas and sold plots or houses to beneficiaries. 
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3.47 In terms of dispute resolution and much-needed restoration to rule of law:  how to 
regularize the occupancy of the needy majority, encouraging further corrupt and rent-
seeking behavior or further unplanned occupation of Government land is a challenge for 
the new Government. 
 
3.48 An identifiable policy of the post-Bonn Administration relating to urban tenure has 
been to restore control over Government lands and limit revived post-Taliban allocation 
of these by officials (Boxes 3.5 & 3.6 and refer Annex 10 for list of all property 
legislation relevant to Kabul). The freeze upon sale of new building plots by the 
Municipality was important and in the main followed by the Municipality after a change 
of leadership in March 2004 – but not by individuals who continued to develop various 
Government land areas in the city right up until the end of 2004. How far this is 
continuing beyond the election of the President and appointment of a new Cabinet will be 
seen in 2005.  

 

3.49 Unsuccessful efforts have also been made to limit rent hikes, reviving existing 
regulations (e.g. Law on Rents, 1999 in Gazette 794). Liberalization of restrictions upon 
the land market have also been attempted, but less in ways which protect the majority and 
limit racketeering and speculation than in measures designed to encourage private 
investment in land and housing based enterprises, including a new constitutional 
provision that foreigners may lease if not own land (Box 3.6). Investors have also been 
given the legal opportunity to access surplus Government land for approved 
developments. 

Box 3.5 
THE LEGAL DEFINITION OF GOVERNMENT LAND (STATE PROPERTIES) 

 
• All lands for which the Government has paid compensation and for which there is related 

documentation; 
• All lands for which the Government has paid compensation and where, if the relevant 

documentation has been lost from Government offices, there are sufficient witnesses to testify 
that the estate is Government property, or where there is evidence of public development or 
structures; 

• Lands registered as Government land with documentation, even though compensation may not 
have been paid;  

• Lands that have been under the control of Government since 1965 and developed by 
Government;  

• Water channels that are not under proven private ownership and the lands irrigated from these 
channels; 

• Land designated for housing in urban areas that has been allocated, but where no construction 
has taken place within the specified time limit; 

• All Government properties sold to the private sector by municipalities of other Government 
departments without written statement of transfer;  

• All Government lands that were distributed from April 1978, but where no subsequent 
development was undertaken and where no documents of transfer were issued. 

 

Sources: Law on Land 2000 and Decree With Regard to Properties, No 83, 2003. 
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Box 3.6 
NEW LAWS SEEKING TO CONTROL ALLOCATION OF STATE PROPERTIES 

 
Decree of the President of the Interim Administration Forbidding Distribution of Unutilized and Intact 
Government lands, Decree No. 99, 4.2.1381 (2002. This prohibits distribution of unutilized and intact 
lands for housing or other purposes and orders Loy Saranwali (Attorney-General’s Office) to ensure 
there is no deviation and to report offences. 

Presidential Order of the President of the Interim Administration on Non-Allocation of Government 
lands Contrary to the City Master Plan, Order No. 830, 11.2.1381 (2002). 

This forbids municipalities to allocate Government land for any purpose contrary to the orders in a 
Taliban regulation on the distribution and sale of residential/commercial plots and multi-story 
Government buildings in Kabul City (Gazette 794, of 10.7.1421 (2000). 

Decree of the Head of the Transitional Islamic State of Afghanistan With Regard to Properties, 
Decree No. 83, 18.8.1382 (2003). Inter alia, this decreed that:-

• Properties that have been under the control of the State since 1978 should be deemed to be State 
property (Government land); 

• Land and plot numbers allocated by Municipalities that have not been built on within the stipulated 
period, shall revert to the State; 

• Properties that have been appropriated (with witness that compensation was paid) by previous 
regimes for public benefit (e.g. roads, housing schemes) and have been implemented shall be 
regarded as Government land even if the original owner has legal evidence of ownership; 

• Land that has been distributed by Government since 1978 within the urban plan area and developed 
by the recipient in accordance with the map and plan, will be considered his legal property, 
provided the land has been paid as fixed at the time; where no development has taken place or not 
as agreed, the land shall revert to Government with payments returned, unless the owner promises 
to build in accordance with the official plan and with time specified; 

• Government that has been sold by municipalities or other State agencies in the name of companies 
or institutions shall be invalid if there is no written evidence; 

• No sub-renting or leasing of Government properties is permitted (e.g. apartments); 
• No new survey and mapping shall be permitted without express order of the President; 
• No information about Government lands may be distributed publicly (to limit occupation); 
• Where it is known that Government land or properties have been taken by persons or State agencies 

and no action has been taken, this may be pursued by the Ministry of Justice. 
 
Decree of the Head of the Transitional Government Regarding the High Commission for City 
Development, Decree No. 3860, 16 September 2003. This prevents all but a special commission from 
distributing plots of land for houses and high rise buildings, and warns Vice Presidents against 
becoming involved, including in the absence of the President. 

Decree on Domestic and Foreign Private Investment, Decree No. 134 of 2 Sumbula 1381 (2002) in 
Gazette 803. This permits foreign investors to lease land for 10, 20 and 30 years, only for the purposes 
of investment. Compensation will be paid at open market values should the property be required for 
public interest. 

Decree Regarding the Transfer of Government Property, Decree No. 89 of 8. 1382 (2001). This 
defines surplus State Property as property not currently being used by the Ministry or agency and/or not 
formally granted to that agency, and which will be made available to the High Commission for 
Investment for allocation to investors, as a matter of priority. No minister or agency may sell, lease or 
rent out those properties. 

Order of the Head of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan on the Identification of Grabbed State Land 
in Deh Sabz District of Kabul Province and its Registration to an Urban Project for Distribution to 
Homeless People, Order No. 21 of 22.4.1383 (12 July 2004). This ordered the restoration of this stolen 
land through false documentation and directed the Ministry of Urban Development to plan the area and 
hand over to the Urban Development Supreme Commission to allocate to returnees and homeless 
persons. 
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F. The Special Property Court 
 
3.50 The Special Property Disputes Court was instituted specifically to deal with 
property restitution claims of returnees and important changes have been made to its 
operation since it was instituted by the Supreme Court in 2002.  The Court began with 
three Judges but due to the rising number of claims, now operates with 18 judges in two 
Courts, one receiving cases from Kabul Province and the other dealing with restitution 
claims from the rest of the country, although still located in Kabul. A further important 
addition has been establishment of a second-level court for appeal within the overall 
Special Court. Annex 7 provides details and Annex 8 provides the decrees issues in its 
regard since 2002. The creation of the special court has a high profile and represents so 
far the most active initiative in property relations by the Interim and Islamic Republic of 
Afghanistan.  
 
3.51 Nonetheless the Special Court is failing to deal swiftly or effectively with claims.
Overall, progress is very slow. In the first instance, immediate access to the Court is 
limited with most grievances being first addressed or investigated by other agencies, 
including the Police. Surprisingly few cases are brought to the Court directly, but pass 
through other official agencies, including other courts (Table 9). (Also refer Annex 6). 

Table 3.3:  Source of Cases Brought to Special Land Disputes Court 
Source Number Percent 

1 Case was referred by Hoquq 
 

54 26.5 

2 Case was referred by Saranwali 
 

18 8.8 

3 Case was referred by NRC or another NGO 
 

0 0

4 Case was brought directly by claimant 
 

3 1.5 

5 Case was forwarded by other agencies (e.g. Municipality, Ministry 
of Housing, State Security, Secretary of State, Security Command 
Headquarters, Kabul Appeal Court) 

129 
 

63.2 

Total 
 
204 

 
100 

Source: Special Land Disputes Court (Kabul only) with 1st Quarter 1383 cases only as sample. 

3.52 Once in the Court, progress is even slower. As shown in Table 2 earlier, less than 
five percent of registered cases have been resolved. This is despite the statutory 
requirement that cases are resolved within two months. A significant number of cases are 
dealt with only to the extent that they are referred to other offices or courts for 
investigation and do not necessarily return to the Special Court. Many others are simply 
withdrawn by the claimants who have tired of returning weekly or sometimes daily to 
hear its status.  
 
3.53 Enforcement of decisions by the court is also problematic. Judges estimate that only 
a minority of their rulings are acted upon, as many require a level of cooperation from the 
Police which has not been forthcoming. Even where the decision does begin to be 
implemented, the process is laborious, such as where a property has passed through the 
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hands of three or four owners and each has to seek compensation from the former before 
the matter is finally closed. In addition, since the establishment of the right of appeal, an 
astounding 80 percent of cases are returned by the party who lost the case, suggesting 
either acute dissatisfaction with the ruling or frivolous litigiousness.   
 
3.54 Judges in the court explain these failings as the result of too few Judges to review 
cases, too little investigatory assistance, and insufficient incentive in the form of decent 
salaries to work the long hours required. Nor has the court been provided with transport 
to see disputed properties for themselves. They complain of constant time-wasting caused 
by the inability or unwillingness of local police to bring defendants to court when they 
are summoned to appear. Instances were mentioned where defendants who are alleged 
wrongful occupants of houses and who may be making large sums of money through 
renting out the properties to international agencies, are believed to be paying the police 
off weekly to claim the occupant cannot be found. To remedy the weakness of support, 
the Supreme Court asked the President to order the Ministry of Interior to provide a 
Special Police Corps. This was done a year ago but has not yet been implemented (Annex 
7 and 8). 
 
3.55 Judges also note that review of cases is time-consuming, particularly as many 
claims are based upon disputed documentation and documents need to be sent to the 
Documents Registry in the Supreme Court (Markhzan) for authentication. Or, where one 
disputant or witness claims the thumb print or signature on a document is not his own, 
comparisons have to be collected and sent to the Criminal Department of the Police for 
authentication. The two-month period is often insufficient for these and related steps in 
investigation to be taken. Judges also explain that the Sharia requirement that no fewer 
than two judges and a senior judge decide a case, limits the number of cases that may be 
decided in one month as the Kabul Court has only one Senior Judge and he is able to 
meet only once a week with each of the five pairs of assisting Judges. Those claimants 
casually met with outside the court confirm the frustrations of repeated visits and lack of 
progress. One person for example who has returned from Iran said that the person who is 
wrongfully occupying his house had made a very rough ownership deed by hand, and 
which is “clearly a fake to anyone who looks at it” and he could not understand why it is 
taking the court so long to confirm this. He has meantime spent eleven months “running 
up and down to the court while the man is living happily in my house”. 
 
3.56 Some clients using the Court offer other explanations for shortfalls. The most 
common claim being made is that no case will be swiftly heard or resolved without 
paying bribes. This is a very serious allegation but one that is so common that it is 
difficult to ignore. Obstructionism is the alleged mechanism, with applicants returning 
repeatedly to the Court and waiting long hours to see the two Judges assigned to review 
the case and then being sent away on a minor pretext. It is of note that NRC specifically 
emphasized that although it too hears these complaints, it has not experienced these 
difficulties in the one third of cases it helps clients bring to the Special Court. NRC finds 
that the cases they support are generally heard within the two months specified and 
furthermore, no bribe taking is involved. It believes that this may be partly because much 
of the case preparation is undertaken by itself, thus saving the Court’s time and partly that 
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the Court feels itself under international scrutiny when dealing with NRC-facilitated 
cases.  
 
3.57 Other problems noted as inhibiting performance by the Court include the fact that 
the Judges are generally elderly and that they have limited legal education beyond Sharia. 
Nor does there appear to be a sufficiently comprehensive and systematic procedure for 
investigating, collecting, recording and evaluating evidence, which, clients say, is often 
ad hoc at best. The effort may be extensive in one case and extremely limited in another, 
possibly depending upon the appellant. The use of statutory instruments to guide 
decisions is limited, with religious rules and regulations providing guidance (Box 3.7). 
 

G.  Formal versus Informal Mechanisms 

3.58 The distinction between formal and informal property dispute resolution is not 
clear-cut. Many owners consider both the customary and court-based dispute resolution 
to be formal mechanisms and informal mechanisms to be those where no formal 
institutions, officials or persons of locally-acknowledged status such as the Wakil or 
Mosque leader are involved. Informal dispute resolution in these circumstances is 
considered as cases where two private individuals resolve the dispute with the help of 
mediators or witnesses of their choice, but not the above, and/or where no customary or 
legal documentation exists.  Mediation is an instrument used both formally and 
informally. 
 
3.59 A more useful distinction through which to classify disputes may therefore be as 
between official and community-based procedures. Even the courts, formal institutions 
and dispute commissions prefer complainants to keep their grievances out of the courts 
for as long as they able. As shown earlier, many of the cases that they address are in 
practice resolved through their mediation. For example, the Attorney-General’s Office in 
Kabul Province mediates around one third of all submissions itself and only one quarter 
of cases accepted for investigation are eventually forwarded to the quarters (Annex G). 
The actual purpose of Hoquq in the Ministry of Justice is mediation. Even judges in the 
Special Disputes Court make mediation between parties their first objective. This is both 

BOX 3.7 
LEGISLATION USED BY THE SPECIAL LAND DISPUTES COURT 

 
Religious Law: 
Religious Rules and Regulations1 
Compiled by Mohammad Osman Zhobal, Religious Scholar, Supreme Court, Kabul, 
1381 (2002) 
Volume I:  Preface, Prices, Leases 
Volume II: Power of Attorney, Mortgages, Occupation, Destruction of Property, Counterfeiting
Volume III: Types of Partnership 

Civil Law: 

The Civil Law of the Republic of Afghanistan 1977 
Articles 1,900 to 2,412 
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in accordance with Sharia and to limit the problems associated with enforcement of an 
unpopular ruling (so far unsuccessful, for as recorded earlier, 80 percent of cases are 
returned to the Court’s Appeal level).  
 
3.60 The two independent Norwegian Refugee Council Legal Aid Centres in Kabul 
provide an over-arching facilitating service for both informal and formal dispute 
resolution. Like other agencies, they aim to keep as many cases out of the courts as 
possible and attempt to bring the disputants to agreement as to the resolution of their 
dispute. In practice, the two Centres find they are only able to mediate one third of cases 
through bringing disputing parties together under the guidance of an appointed NRC 
Counselor. One third of cases require a relevant shura of elders to be called to help 
mediate the dispute. In the remaining third of issues, NRC assists the complainant take 
the case to court. Cases which involve returnees are guided directly to the Special Court. 
NRC helps the client prepare documentation relating to the case, and accompanies the 
client to the court as Counsel. No other assisting legal aid agencies were identified. 
Bodies like the Independent Human Rights Commission raise concerns about cases but 
do not formally provide legal aid facilitation. 
 
3.61 At the community level the mechanisms for property dispute resolution are three-
fold; firstly, in decisions arrived at with the help of neighbours and elders; secondly in 
those arrived at with the help of the Mosque Council (generally comprising 
representatives of each Mosque in the neighborhood), and thirdly those arrived at with 
the help or endorsement of the Wakil-e-Gozar. Often all three sources of mediation and 
resolution are utilized through the aegis of the Mosque Council which calls relevant 
neighbours and elders to discuss the case and whose chair is the Wakil-e-Gozar. 
Documentation is almost always prepared upon agreement. 
 
3.62 An important feature of these mechanisms is that actors are not always the same, 
and none of those carrying assisting in resolving the dispute, are paid. The composition of 
the meeting, large or small, varies according to the case in hand. No permanently 
standing council for dispute resolution exists. NRC considers this its strength; 
participants cannot become institutionalized and accordingly require salaries. This 
informal status also makes them less vulnerable to bribe-taking. 
 
3.63 Community level dispute resolution is preferred.  Although the brevity of this 
review meant that interviews directly with disputants were extremely limited, the 
reported balance of favor is upon localized, informal resolution of property disputes. The 
conduct of the forthcoming National Urban Vulnerability Assessment (NUVA) should 
provide a statistically sound assessment of this. The reasons have been elaborated earlier. 
The most common relate simply to questions of time, cost, trust and enforceability. 
Poorer people usually lack the knowledge, time, connections, confidence and funds (to 
pay anticipated fees or bribes) to bring grievances to formal institutions, or the courts. 
Nor are they confident that case will necessarily be fairly heard and adjudged, or the 
decision enforced. In addition, those who lose the case are highly likely to appeal. 
 
3.64 Other factors limiting the bringing of disputes into the official arena include anxiety 
that the case will trigger a worse effect, such as in respect of properties which have been 
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acquired or constructed on land known to be Government land. This is so even where the 
house is bulldozed or their private space otherwise invaded, for fear of eviction. Even 
where this has occurred with consequent public outcry, the technical illegality of their 
occupation in the first instance does not normally result in the restoration of houses or 
alternative accommodation to those evicted (and despite clear evidence of undisturbed 
occupation for fifteen or more years, at which point the Civil Code and Sharia favor the 
occupant). In general, the aggrieved person or community will avoid taking any issue to 
the courts where the State or its agencies are the defendants or where the land base 
belongs to Government. They do not wish the case to trigger investigation as to how the 
property was obtained or reveal payable tax upon transactions or rents, evidence that 
more than one apartment is owned, or the like. Where malfeasance within the institution 
is alleged, such as relating to allocations, it may also seem futile to fight the case through 
the courts. In contrast, even bitter family feuds over the ownership of a house on 
acknowledged private land (by legal or customary documentation) may reach the courts, 
including the Special Disputes Court, where the complainant is a returnee.   
 
3.65 Not all cases are solvable through localized mechanisms.  Not all disputes are 
suitable however for local mediation. In the first instance, the dispute may centre around 
legally-prepared documentation and which requires official procedures of one kind or 
another for authentication, and upon confirmation of which the agency itself (e.g. Police, 
Attorney-General’s Office) may prosecute the accused wrongdoer and/or forward the 
case to the court. Intimidation may also be a factor. The outstanding reason however why 
property disputes are not, or cannot be dealt with locally stems from the nature of the 
local community. For local procedures to bring result, both parties to the dispute need to 
agree to submit to the will of the advisers. Social coercion is also required for the 
decision to be acted upon. It is predictably the case that where community identity and 
force are weak, disputants are less bound to submit to decisions. Weakness of this sort 
occurs at two extremes: first, in wealthy and developed suburbs where home-owners 
often do not even know their neighbours, let alone the elders, mosque leaders or Wakil-e-
Gozar. Some of these may not even exist, or exist largely in name only. In contrast, 
where informal settlements are being rapidly developed and have no particular ethnic or 
other community-driven cohesion, very poor people may also not know their neighbours 
or local leaders to the extent of being able to rely upon them. Or, as reported earlier, 
Wakil-e-Gozar may refuse to assist disputants where they consider both parties to be 
acting illegally, such as where settlements have been established recently on Government 
land. Or the disputant may find that local actors do not possess the authority to resist the 
dominance of the defendant, such as where a commander or other notable is involved.  
 
3.66 There are in any event instances where a particularly aggrieved individual may 
decide to pursue or re-open an issue through official channels and eventually the courts. 
A common first stop is a visit to the District Woluswali, who will normally call the 
Wakil-e-Gozar for comments. He may then refer the complainant to the Municipality 
Property Office (Amlak) for action, or to the Provincial Ministry of Justice Office 
(Hoquq) for mediation or to the Provincial Attorney-General’s Office (Saranwali) for 
investigation. In due course the case may be referred to the Primary Court or to the 
Special Property Disputes Court where the complainant is a returnee seeking return of 
private property. 
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3.67 Official/formal property dispute resolution may represent the tip of the iceberg.
The numbers of formal court cases relating to property and those disputes handled by 
government institutions like Commissions and Saranwali have been recorded earlier as 
surprisingly few in number. The limited nature of this review means that an accurate 
grasp of the number of so-called informal disputes, has been difficult to gauge. Such 
information as collected suggests that these too are not as numerous as might be 
expected, and are at a very low level in suburbs which are well-established, whether 
within or outside the City Master Plan aegis. Most informal disputes that do arise are 
broadly dominant in informal or new settlement areas, and prominently concern classical 
boundary and access disputes, most prolific in randomly allocated, unplanned and settled 
zones. There is also likely a great deal of contestation between sellers, buyers of plots or 
homes in these areas and their tenants, but which never reaches the formal status of 
dispute in either the formal or informal arena, due to status of the land as belonging to 
Government land the subordination of occupants to powerful persons. A mass of 
simmering grievance likely exists throughout this sector and which will crystallize into 
tangible disputes in the future, should security of tenure or occupancy be further 
threatened.  
 
H Conclusions and Policy Implications 
 
3.68 In considering interventions, insecurity of tenure and conflicts need to be treated 
separately16. Formal dispute has been shown to be relatively limited and largely the 
preserve of the better-off, given the nature and location of properties that tend to be 
involved and the time and costs involved in pursuing justice through formal means and 
especially the courts. In contrast, chronic insecurity of occupancy is tangibly the fate of 
the majority, the poor. In Kabul this primarily takes the form of fear of eviction. This 
may be due to (a) the fact that homes and shops have been constructed over the last 15 
years on Government land and without the formal permission of Government; (b) 
inability to pay rising rents to landlords; (c) the need to eventually leave the homes of 
relatives and friends due to over-crowding and (d) involuntary expropriation of private 
properties due to upgrading plans for roads or services.  Regularization of informal 
settlements through private entitlement exercises is the most promising route forward. 
However the regularization process itself may trigger multiple disputes between 
developers and house owners which will need to be carefully managed. 
 
3.69 A pro-poor strategy should underlie regularization of informal settlements. 
This means that while poorer households should be given the opportunity to secure 
formal ownership of their homes on Government land, those who originally stole 
Government land in order to make money out of plot and house sales, should be brought 
to book.  

16 While it may be appropriate to treat dispute settlement and regularization/formalization separately, at 
least at this point, it will be important to see that they function in a complimentary fashion. If they clash, it 
will cause more insecurity. Sporadic titling, especially if carried out by institutions subject to corruption, 
can be a major source of insecurity for those without clear legal rights to occupy land. The informal users 
in a state of “suspended tenure insecurity” often find it becomes real and urgent when someone turns up 
with a legal deed from a court or land registry (Peer reviewer). 
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3.70 Conflict resolution strategies in rural and urban spheres should be considered 
separately. Most urban property disputes concern individually-owned properties and 
especially houses. This contrasts with rural disputes where common properties like 
pastures are at the centre of many disputes and involve whole communities. Moreover, 
while community-based resolution will ultimately be essential to close many rural land 
disputes, informal mechanisms in cities are less potent, especially where disputants are 
unknown to each and where legal documentation (counterfeit or otherwise) is at stake. In 
these cases court resolution is needed. One lesson from the current wave of disputes is 
that legal documentation (i.e. deeds prepared, endorsed or accepted by courts) have 
proved no more resilient to abuse than customary documentation and have the added 
advantage of community reference as a source of testimony. Future titling exercises, such 
as will be carried out in the regularization of informal settlements, should take this into 
account and experiment seriously with localized and locally accountable and accessible 
systems.  
 
3.71 A strict conceptual or strategic distinction between formal and informal 
property dispute resolution is to be avoided. In practice both formal and informal 
processes are essential foci of action. There are no grounds for supporting the 
improvement of one form of dispute resolution over the other. Both have a role to play, 
determined by a complex of factors such as the nature of the case, its location, and 
resolvability. Some disputes are simply unsuitable for community-based interventions 
while many others are unnecessarily brought to officialdom or the courts – and which 
bodies would, in any event, direct that the matter is resolved locally (e.g. boundary 
disputes, right of way access) or by local actors (e.g. inheritance matters). In other 
respects, the nature of the case is not at issue, but the extent to which satisfaction and 
enforcement may be secured. Disputes that are first sought to be resolved at local level 
may eventually end up in the courts. Overall, the inter-relationship of the formal and 
informal (or official and community-based) mechanisms is close and usefully upgraded 
together. Public confidence in achievable justice in the courts is in practice an important 
backdrop to successful community-level dispute resolution. 
 
3.72 The realities of the interrelationship are already entrenched in policy and guiding 
legislation. Sharia, the Civil Code and the Civil Procedures Code as well as relevant state 
laws share an emphasis upon procedures which in practice blur the distinctions of formal 
and informal process. In the first instance, mediation towards reconciliation is invariably 
the preferred first-line mechanism and in the second, local bodies such as shuras and 
local leaders are advisedly involved. Long-standing acknowledgement of the existence 
and authority of local shuras permeates public process in all spheres. Under the new 
Constitution will be delivered into more formally instituted elected local governments at 
village/neighborhood and district levels (Article 140). Meanwhile, the Judicial 
Commission has begun drafting a ‘Peace Councils Law’. Although this allegedly began 
life as a mechanism to formalize local shuras in their dispute resolution roles, the current 
version of the proposed law restricts these to district and provincial levels and with 
membership that includes elected persons from formal institutions - Hoquq, Saranwali 
and the Court itself (Article 15). The stated objectives of these new institutions are to 
assist reconciliation among the disputants, to assist courts to settle disputes through 
peaceful means and ‘to reduce waste of time and the wandering and distress of disputing 
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parties’ (Article 1). The members of these jirgas would be unpaid (Article 19). They 
would assist disputants to reconcile their differences, taking into consideration local 
norms, human rights, laws and Islamic values (Article 7). While the proposal requires a 
good deal more thought and development, it could represent a significant link between 
formal and informal spheres of dispute resolution. 
 
3.73 Improving court procedures, performance and public accountability in the handling 
of disputes will be an essential step not just for dealing swiftly and fairly with existing 
disputes but for limiting the rising number of new disputes. Formal litigation is currently 
broadly the preserve of the better-off, mainly because of the type of properties involved, 
and likely to remain so. However, given the dramatic rise in urban property values since 
December 2001, rampant rent-seeking, and lack of public confidence in the capacity of 
official agencies to detect or prosecute wrong-doing, combined with suspected collusion 
on the part of some civil servants including some in courts, a further rise in such 
ownership disputes is likely to arise.  
 
3.74 The logical target for both procedural and governance support is the Special Land 
Disputes Court which is a manageable and usefully discrete unit with which to begin 
reform. Professionally planned and executed support and monitoring which significantly 
raise its success rate, and in ways which the public identify as honest and fair, will have 
an impact on public confidence in the State and rule of law that far outweighs the 
numbers of its cases it actually handles. Depending upon performance, consideration 
could usefully be given to widen its mandate and incrementally, its loci, to embrace all 
property disputes cases which involve disputes over property rights, not just those 
affecting returnees. 
 
3.75 An additional useful target for public governance reform will be those municipal 
and ministerial commissions which have the power to allocate building plots, housing 
and apartments. The important political transformations currently taking place launched 
with the democratic election of the President, offer an important window of opportunity 
for re-examining procedures and players, with transparency firmly in mind. New and 
more publicly available systems of record-keeping will be key elements of reform. 
 
3.76 Local institutions and actors in property dispute resolution are worthy of 
support. The evidence from this short examination of disputes suggests that localized, 
community-based mechanisms are both widely operating and indispensable instruments 
for not just keeping cases out of the over-clogged courts but also for resolving disputes in 
cheap, available, less heated and more peaceful, and lasting ways. Building upon what 
exists seems logical and essential. This needs to be accomplished in ways that avoid their 
formalization to an extent that jeopardizes the very advantages of being local, at the 
grassroots and essential informal. 
 
3.77 Lack of formal documentation of title as compared to informal entitlement is not the 
cause of disputes and formal titling will not on its own resolve or eliminate property 
disputes. Those with most security of tenure seem to be not those who necessarily hold 
legal deeds of ownership but those living in middle to low-income properties in older, 
unplanned (unserviced) but established settlements in the city. An essential factor in this 
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is that first, most have acquired and still sustain their rights customarily (customary deeds 
of inheritance or purchase) and second and related, live in socially-intact environments, 
in which local leadership and respect for local norms and social sanction systems are 
effective. In contrast, although it is the appeal of more valuable properties that has 
engendered possible corruption of process and forging of documents, and thence dispute, 
the promised sanctity of title deeds (legal deeds) has broadly not been upheld. There are 
few grounds at this point for claiming that issue of legal title deeds is indispensable to 
security. There are however, grounds for claiming that security of tenure is primarily 
premised on local cohesion and social stability.  
 
3.78 Customary norms provide an excellent platform upon which to build accountable, 
reliable and trusted systems of evidencing ownership and which will be more readily 
available to the mass of urban owners.  The majority of city-dwellers are living today on 
Government land and therefore have no legal surety of tenure (by customary evidence or 
rightful acquisition or otherwise). It does not necessarily follow that this surety may only 
be granted through acquisition of either court prepared entitlements or the conduct of 
expensive cadastrally-based survey and registration of house plots. Practically speaking, 
the scope for advancing cheaper and more localized community-based systems for the 
issue and maintenance of evidence is very high. Such a system could build upon the 
existing customary traditions of evidencing. An essential feature of its modernization 
would be to retain the centre of evidencing at the local, community level and involving 
community actors. This could not only heighten reliability and accountability of records 
but enable thousands of families to secure their occupancy cheaply and in relatively short 
periods. 

Suggestions for Action 
 
3.79 In broad terms, the rise in property disputes in Kabul reflects the weak rule of law 
in the post-conflict state and insufficient supply of organized and legitimate shelter to 
meet the needs of thousands upon thousands of homeless families  General requirements 
to limit property disputes include actions to –

• Limit further informal occupation of Government land in the City, including 
bringing primary culprits to book; 

• Regularize existing occupancy as swiftly as possible, in at least those areas where 
environmental damage is not excessive; 

• Strengthen the practice and raise the legal status and support for informal 
machinery for resolving disputes; 

• Support and reform the judiciary in ways which dramatically speed up the 
resolution of property disputes and public confidence in decisions; 

• Encourage provision of autonomous legal aid services; 
• Reform of policies and procedures in the public sector which allow pro-rich 

injustices in housing and land allocations, and private speculation and 
racketeering in public property (Government lands) to continue unabated; and  

• Impose new transparency measures to bring reduce corruption and collusion on 
the part of decision-makers in the property and housing sector, including formal 
procedures for routine accounting in the public domain. 
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3.80 In short, most requirements to bring order and justice to property relations in the 
City are necessarily basic good governance measures. Only with such changes will public 
confidence in the State and the rule of (property) law have a chance to be restored.  
 
3.81 Government is not in a position to pursue all desirable interventions simultaneously 
but even a limited number of modest but solid interventions will lay a foundation for 
incremental improvement. The following are suggested as priority actions. 

Target the Special Property Disputes Court for Concentrated Improvement and 
Expansion 
 
3.82 Public confidence in any part of the court system is at an all-time low but not all its 
services can be successfully overhauled at once. The concept of a court with special 
responsibilities is sound and given the proliferation of property disputes, a concerted 
focus to improve the performance, capacity and accountability of the Special Property 
Disputes Court is an appropriate first target for reform. Raised confidence in this court 
will go a long way to improving public demand and confidence in the judiciary in 
general. Many of the recommendations of the Judicial Commission for the overhaul of 
the Judiciary could be specifically implemented as a first step in regard to this Court. 
 
3.83 To this end, the Supreme Court should be provided professional legal development 
advice from experts experienced in the establishment of restitution courts and legal 
service development. Among others, these actions should be considered - 

• The expansion of the remit of Special Court to allow it to handle all property 
disputes relating to claims of wrongful possession or ownership, not just those 
deriving from refugees or IDPs who have lost properties in their absence;  

• The expansion of its service to the community through establishment of staffed 
branches in different zones of the country; 

• The appointment of more senior judges in the Kabul Province Court to allow the 
existing ten assisting Judges to form three separate teams/courts t speed up review 
and rulings; 

• Provision of more clerical support to speed up investigation, review and 
preparation of cases; 

• Provision of transport (and for ex-Kabul cases, per diems) to enable Judges to 
hear cases in situ including taking testimony from neighbors; 

• Implementation of the Presidential Directive that the Ministry of Interior provide 
the Court with a Special Police unit, made accountable for identifying and 
bringing summoned defendants to Court and enforcing rulings; 

• Extension of the statutory time within which a case must be heard from two to 
three months; 

• Provision of training courses for Judges to ensure they are at the very least fully 
familiar with the legislation beyond the Religious Rules and Regulations 
including the Civil Procedures Code and all land related state laws and upgrades 
their skills in the collection, recording and analysis of evidence; 
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• Limitation in the recruitment or posting of more Judges to those with modern 
legal training and qualification;  

 
3.84 The above recommendations should be strengthened with a public accountability 
plan.  Such a plan would: 

• Require Judges to account for failure to resolve submitted disputes within the 
stipulated time; suspends judges who have failed to do so in a stipulated number 
of cases within each quarter; maintains complete records of proceedings, and 
makes these available on request to an established Monitoring Unit; and which 
establishes an agreed system for collecting and recording evidence; 

• Oblige the Court to make the full text of Decisions available to the public on 
request; 

• Oblige the Court to prepare and publish a Code of Practice for the Court and 
makes this available to every District Office as well as being posted outside every 
branch of the Special Court, and which includes public information of how 
attempts to collect fees or bribes or other complaints are to be reported; and 

• Require the Chief Justice to establish a Monitoring Process to spot-check 
performance of the Court and to publish an Annual Progress Report in the public 
press. 

 
3.85 Help limit the number of disputes entering the court, through providing public and 
practical support to informal mechanisms.

• This would be best launched and tested in selected Districts and would target 
Wakil-e-Gozars, Mosque Councils and other informal institutions like committees 
formed at community level. This could occur in conjunction with establishing 
new localized land administration procedures that may be piloted in upgrading 
schemes or where informal settlements are regularized. Establishment of new 
permanent institutions may not be advisable as these may in due course require 
unsustainable support and/or encourage rent-seeking by the members. However, 
articulation of clear procedures which community members, committees and 
leaders may adopt to maximize fair resolution of conflicts will help raise the 
status and authority of informal mechanisms. Training in basic legal principles 
and mediation and reconciliation process would be helpful. Manuals could be 
developed for this Public guidance could be more widely given through radio, 
television and press. Simple systems for the recording and reporting of 
reconciliation or decisions should be developed and consideration given to 
straightforward means through which such decisions may gain the weight of law.  
• Development should also be continued to find the right forms for already 

proposed district level jirgas or peace councils, which have the potential to 
integrate community and formal mechanisms, and to further limit the 
introduction of cases into the courts.  

 
3.86 Assist the new post-election leadership and staffing of the Ministry of Urban 
Development and Housing to take action to tighten up and monitor the implementation of 
social housing policy with targeted subsidies which disallow any individual to acquire 
more than one government-built or Municipal allocated housing plot, by –
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• Establishing independent review capacity of the plot and apartment records of the 
Municipality and Maintenance Department (MUHD) with systematic 
expropriation pursued of those who were allocated more than one such asset; 

• As a basis of this provide the Shelter Department of MUDH with computer 
assistance to computerize each and every Block Register Books, which is kept up 
to date by hand annually. This will enable owners to be quickly identified and 
those who own (or whose wives or families own) more than one apartment to be 
identified; 

• The establishment of publicly accountable procedures and reporting of the 
decisions of such allocation authorities as well as the decisions of internal 
complaints commissions in the Municipality and Ministry; and,  

• Systematic investigation and prosecution of officials found to have acted 
corruptly since December 2001 in respect of apartment and building plot 
allocations, and public land appropriation and developments 

• In the long term, move towards the privatization of Government-built housing by 
selling off to willing buyers, thus shifting responsibility of maintenance to owners 
and generating a supply of capital to invest in servicing urban land 
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Chapter 4: Conclusions 
 
4.1. This report outlines the problems and challenges that the Government faces in 
advancing the management of urban land in Kabul, and by extension, in other urban areas 
of the country.  The challenges are formidable given the lack of capacity in the concerned 
institutions and the vested interests which will pursue the maintenance of the status quo. 

4.2. The chief challenges include modernizing attitudes and behaviors to the way 
urban land is managed.  This means moving away from centralized urban planning to 
more dynamic approaches involving careful monitoring of the land and housing market to 
determine the direction in which urban development should evolve.  It means confirming 
the economic and social value of existing informal residential settlements and to build on 
these assets to create improved standards of living through the provision of basic 
infrastructure services.  It means creating a more conducive institutional environment to 
encourage the private sector to both service land and construct economic housing in the 
city, leaving the provision of social housing to the public sector.  It means creating a 
regulatory system operated at the municipal level which ensures that quality of 
construction is adequate. 

4.3. The challenge extends to the subject of creating appropriate systems for secure 
tenure in informal residential areas.  Data pertaining to the nature and extent of land 
tenure insecurity and irregularity need to be collected and analyzed.  The lessons learned 
should be used to design appropriate systems of land tilting which are cost effective and 
inspire trust in the Government institutions responsible for land matters.  The overall 
system of land management must include reaffirming informal methods of property rights 
dispute resolution and the strengthening as well as improving the efficiency of formal 
court systems.  Standards of transparency and accountability need top be raised in both 
fora. 

4.4. The achievement of the reform agenda is a large and complex undertaking that 
will require a resolve by all parties to make the changes which, in the long term, will 
serve to make Afghanistan’s urban areas better engines of economic growth and healthier 
places for the growing proportion of the country’s population choosing to dwell in cities 
and towns. 
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ANNEX 1: THE HOUSING TYPOLOGY OF KABUL 

1. Because of the fast growth of Kabul in recent years, and the understandable 
preoccupation of the municipality with solving day-to-day crisis, there is no detailed land 
use breakdown for the city, or detailed population census data. However, using 2 sets of 
Ikonos satellite images17 taken in 2002 and 2004, a rough estimate of the population of 
Kabul and its spatial distribution was made. The distribution of land use between 
residential and non residential, and finally a residential typology differentiating between 
formal and informal housing and further differentiating within these two types according 
to house design and the percentage of plots already occupied on each site was also made 
(Table 2). 

Table 1: Kabul – Land use and population 

 
2. The residential areas occupy about 104 km2 or about 74% of the total built-up 
area of Kabul.  This residential area has been divided into a “tree” typology. The first 
category concerns the type of settlement and is divided into 2 settlement types: formal 
and informal (see Table 3). Each settlement type is divided among 5 dwelling types 
(apartments, townhouses, detached dwellings, courtyard dwellings and houses on slopes), 
each dwelling type divided into 3 subtypes depending on the percentage of plots occupied 
within the settlement. It was necessary to establish this last subtype because so many 
areas in Kabul are in the process of being developed, and it is therefore important to 
evaluate their additional absorption capacity with time.   In addition, because the 
typology is used to calculate densities, it was necessary to differentiate between 
settlements that had not reached their full density capacity. 

17 Ikonos Satellite images have a resolution of 1 meter, i.e. it is possible to clearly identify individual 
houses and even partition walls between properties. These images could become an source of very 
important data for the future development of Kabul. 
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Table 1: Kabul - Housing Typology 

One housing type is missing from Table 1: the tent settlements of refugees estimated at 
about 10,000 people in Kabul in 2004. These settlements are difficult to identify 
accurately on the satellite image. Their absence in the typology does not mean that they 
do not represent an important social issue which should be solved soon. However, it 
should be noted that if refugees had waited to be allocated land legally in formal 
development instead of building spontaneously informal settlements, the population 
living in tents would be much larger than what it is now, probably reaching the millions. 
One should therefore acknowledge that the construction of informal settlements has acted 
as an effective safety valve.  Table 4 shows the distribution of housing area per type.  Of 
the 17 types identified in the typology, only 14 are represented. There are no courtyard 
houses in formal settlements. 
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Figure 5: Map of detailed typology corresponding to categories in Table 3 

Table 2: Kabul -distribution of the Housing Stock by types and Sub-Types 
(2004)
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Calculation of densities 

Table 3: calculation of densities derived from the typology 

 

Calculation of Housing stock capital value 
Table 4: Calculation of the capital value of the Housing stock 
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Calculation of additional absorption capacity of existing housing stock 

Table 5: Calculation of the additional absorption capacity of the housing stock 
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ANNEX 2: TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE PREPARATION OF KABUL DEVELOPMENT 

PLAN 

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR PLANNING FOR AFGHANISTAN’S CITIES 
 
Background 
 
1. The Government, through an IDA/IBRD loan from the World Bank, is preparing 
plans and feasibility studies for the future development of Kabul, Jalalabad, Herat, Mazar 
and Kandahar.  The Ministry of Urban Development and Housing is thus seeking the 
services of a qualified firm/s to assist it and the targeted municipalities prepare such plans 
and begin a process of institutionalization of a planning process in the cities of 
Afghanistan.   
 
2. The last plan for Afghan cities was one prepared for Kabul in 1978.  Since the 
preparation of that plan, the city has seen 23 years of war with the destruction of most of 
the city’s infrastructure and its economy, and tremendous population growth consisting 
largely of marginalized refugees and displaced persons and numerous Government 
changes.  Most recently, that Master Plan has been suspended by the Ministry of Urban 
Development and Housing as a planning tool for the municipality; thus leaving a vacuum 
in operations.   
 
3. The status of planning has had several negative effects on urban management and 
development.  Most importantly, it currently acts as a barrier to secure tenure. Currently, 
many settlements fall outside the Master Plan of Kabul or fall within areas not identified 
as residential according to the Master Plan.  Most often, these areas house poor residents, 
IDPs and returnees.  The lack of recognition of these areas is also a barrier to the 
provision of services by the municipality.  Additionally, settlement is occurring on 
untenable land that will be impossible or expensive to service in the future. 
 
4. Clearly, a new plan is necessary. However, the current framework is a Master 
Planning one which is unable to cope with the demands of a rapidly changing 
environment. Overall, the Master Planning methodology is currently considered outdated 
worldwide for the following reasons: it is cumbersome, top-down, it lacks flexibility, 
people do not feel ownership, and it requires too much analysis and data gathering.  By 
the time the Master Plan is ready, usually 2-3 years later, the urban reality is no longer 
the same, resulting in a poor implementation record.  Subsequently, the planning field has 
made significant changes in the way that city plans are prepared to focus on strategy, and 
priorities and also the implementation of the plan through the identification of actions, 
projects and required investments and human resources.  
 
5. But moving towards the new planning framework, and indeed formulating a new 
plan, will prove difficult given the current level of skills and capacity within country and 
also existing conceptions of planning.  Regarding the latter, the plan and planning is 
viewed currently in Afghanistan as ‘graphic design’ and not as ‘strategy’.  Furthermore, 
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the idea of linking planning to budgeting at the municipal level is also non-existent partly 
because capital budgeting does not occur at that level.  An almost 30 year vacuum of 
outside engagement has led to a concurrent vacuum in skills necessary for plan 
formulation.  
 
6. Finally, institutional confusion in responsibilities between the Ministry of Urban 
Development and Housing and the municipalities stymies efforts to formulate a new plan.  
 

Purpose of Exercise 

7. It is against this backdrop that plans for the major cities needs to be formulated, 
covering a period of 7 years.  These would need to encompass a more long term strategy 
for the cities as well as short term investment plans including identified projects and 
subsequently feasibility studies.  However, the absence of a modern planning system in 
Afghanistan, the vacuum in skills and capacity require these exercises to go beyond mere 
plan formulation, but should also address these issues in some way.   
 
8. Subsequently, the exercise will: 

• Develop an Interim Land Use Plan for the identified cities to replace the 
existing Master Plan18; 

• Identify a development agenda for the identified cities including needed;  
• Infrastructure, housing, economic development, social facilities and a 

subsequent development plan; 
• Identify clearly the respective role of the private sector and the Government in 

the development of cities; 
• Identify the impact on various part of the population of current Government 

policy and regulations and proposed; 
• Identify the actions and resources necessary for the success of such a plan; 

thus identify projects and an investment plan for the identified cities. 
• Develop feasibility studies for key investments including projected impact on 

the welfare of different income groups; 
• Identify the human resources necessary for the success of such a plan; thus 

formulate a capacity building plan for planners in the identified municipalities 
and in the Ministry of Urban Development and Housing; 

• Clarify some roles and responsibilities of the municipality and the ministry in 
a future planning system; 

• Start a process to institutionalize a participatory planning system in 
Afghanistan.   

 
Description of Services 
 
9. The successful firm will work directly with planners and engineers from the 
Department of Planning in the Ministry of Urban Development and Housing and with the 

18 The interim land use plan will provide the basis for development decisions.  This will be adjusted after 
the adoption of an appropriate Land Use Management System. 
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planners in the identified municipality to formulate the development plan, feasibility 
studies, capacity building programs and some instruction to the institutionalization of 
planning. 
 
10. The development plan will be produced in a participatory manner taking into 
account the development needs at the community/neighborhood level, the district level 
and the municipal level.  The development plan will focus on land management and in 
projecting the spatial distribution of the future population of Kabul in the next 5 years. 
The development plan is not a substitute for the sectoral planning made within line 
agencies, like public works, water, sewer, health, education, etc. The development plan 
including a projection of the spatial distribution of the population becomes an input and 
document of reference in the planning exercise conducted by the line agencies within 
their own sector. It is futile for the planning department to project for instance the 
location of schools, size of classrooms etc. This is better done by specialized line 
agencies that are better aware of their own constraints in manpower and budget. 
 
11. It is envisaged that the planning process will include several phases. 

Phase One: identification of National and Municipal Government objectives. 
 
12. The consultant will consult with various level of government to express 
Government priorities objectives concerning urban areas and the welfare of the urban 
population. These priorities will be ranked and cover access to land, housing, 
infrastructure and social services and the quality of the urban environment.  
 
13. During the course of the study the consultant will regularly consult with 
Government to discuss the implications of objectives on the development of the city in 
light of new data which may arise. 
 
Phase two: Data Gathering and Data Analysis. 
 
14. During this phase, the consultant will review existing data, conduct field visits, 
hold discussions with relevant stakeholders to collect information necessary for the 
formulation of the Kabul Development Plan. The availability of Ikonos satellite imagery 
at 1 m resolution for 2002 and 2004 will greatly facilitate spatial data gathering and 
processing. All data collected by the consultant will be spatially referenced and integrated 
in GIS form to allow further analysis and the development of time series by the ministry 
and the municipal Government. It would be useful if the consultant divided the city into 
homogenous neighborhoods or planning zones following the administrative boundaries of 
Districts and Gozars. The consultant will avoid burdening the report with long descriptive 
parts. Most data will be presented in the forms of tables and graphs followed by succinct 
interpretation and analysis.  
 
15. Needed data includes, but will not be necessarily restricted to:   
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• A review of current urban population estimate for Kabul by various institutions, 
average household size. Identification of the current natural growth rate and 
hypothesis for rate of migration toward Kabul for the next 10 years.  

• A detailed existing land use map of Kabul. It is expected that this analysis will 
identify: 

a. A typology of neighborhoods/districts of the city. It is expected that needed 
data for this assessment will include land use (commercial, residential etc), 
type of housing, density (dwelling units/ha, people/ha, floor area ratio) range 
of households’ income, land tenure, price range for land, cost of construction 
per m2 and rents, cost of water per m2 in various housing types.  

b. The location of primary schools, secondary schools, dispensaries and hospitals 
• A map of population densities . The consultant will make an evaluation of current 

population and densities based on already existing neighborhood survey and on the 
typology developed above. Additional spot check may be needed to increase 
reliability. 

• Evaluation of daily population movements from residential areas to place of 
employment. This will be based on existing traffic counts completed by spot surveys. 

• A map of current land values, and rents per m2 
• A map of Kabul showing the areas of land belonging to the Government

differentiating municipal land from land owned by various branches of Government 
• Current economic and social data in Kabul including: 

a. Household’s income distribution and % of income spent on rent. Consistency 
between housing typology and income distribution;  

b. Ratio of School age population and attendance by gender. Consistency 
between school attendance and number of schools identified in the land use 
map;  

• Current infrastructure  network and current planned investments including: 
a. Community and social facilities, particularly schools and health clinics 
b. Coverage and capacity of the following networks: water supply, sewage, roads 

and transportation, electricity, telecommunications and solid waste. 
Infrastructure network in preparation by line agencies and already budgeted. 

• A Basic Priority Needs Assessment from Communities based on Neighborhood and 
District Level consultations. 

 
Phase Three:  Formulation of a spatial strategy: 

16. Based on the data collected and analyzed above, the consultant will identify the 
current spatial development trends of Kabul for population, jobs and retail distribution.  

17. Based on the Government land data analyzed above, the consultant will 
recommend a strategy concerning the densification of existing neighborhood, the 
expansion of the city in new areas.  This strategy will be concretized in the following 
documents: 
 
Land Use Regulations and Housing Standards

• A zoning map showing the existing areas and new areas likely to be developed in the 
future 
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• A set of land use regulations corresponding to the various zones, which would include 
when relevant: use restrictions, plot sizes, set backs, floor area ratios, street width. 

• A proposal for new land subdivision regulations including the same parameters as 
above with different standards dependent on topography and households income 
groups. For each type of subdivision, the resulting cost for land and on site 
infrastructure per m2 of usable land will be calculated. Subdivision regulations will 
be used in conjunctions with real estate market prices and local infrastructure costs to 
calculate the minimum income required to afford the standards proposed. The 
corresponding minimum income map will complement the zoning map for new areas 
to be developed.  

• An affordability test of the new proposed zoning and land subdivision regulations.
Based on current land and construction prices the consultant will calculate the 
minimum household income required to afford a plot and a minimum house in each 
residential zones and in new land subdivisions. Iterations may be made to adjust 
standards so that 90% of households could afford a dwelling in formal subdivisions.  

• A map of projected densities and population per neighborhoods. This map and 
corresponding tables will be provided to the various Municipal and National line 
agencies to allow them to plan their investments in social services and infrastructure. 

 
Assessment of required Primary infrastructure investments:

18. The consultant will assess the need in primary infrastructure investments to 
service the needs of the projected population, taking into account the level of services 
affordable in various neighborhoods. This will include roads, water supply, storm 
drainage, sewers, and electricity. The consultant will provide a calculation of necessary 
capacity per neighborhood, a preliminary layout of the primary network and indicate the 
approximate costs of the main infrastructure investments needed. The consultant will 
make an estimate of the cost of the share of the cost of the primary infrastructure network 
per neighborhood, per ha of land developed and per household.

Additional investments 
 
19. The consultant may identify the location and costs of additional investments 
related to the development of the city, such as need for gardens, park, tree planting, 
restoration of historical monuments, etc. 
 
Capacity Building 
 
20. The planners in the MUDH and the Municipality will receive on the job training 
and capacity development through the process of preparing the plan.  
 
21. A training program in current planning techniques consisting of a series of study 
tours, seminars, lectures and on the job technical assistance will be developed for the 
planners of the Kabul Municipality and the MUDH.  Suggested seminar topics will 
include: 
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• Concepts in Planning – an examination of structure planning, integrated development 
planning, land use management, functioning of real estate markets. 

• Tools for Planning – including GIS systems, data collection systems and 
methodology. 

• Processes for Planning – including participatory planning.    
 
22. Towards the Institutionalization of Planning. Some clarification of the roles 
and responsibilities of each of the agencies will emerge, through the preparation of the 
plan. These will be documented and submitted to the MUDH for consideration. 
 
Outputs and Deliverables 
 
1. An Inception Report outlining the Consultants detailed approach, timing of individual 

Consultants inputs, counterpart requirements will be prepared and submitted within 2 
weeks of the commencement of the study.  

2. Phase 1 report: “identification of National and Municipal Government objectives” 
delivered within 1 month of the commencement of the study. 

3. Phase 2 report: “Data Gathering and Data Analysis.” will be prepared and submitted 
within 3 months of the commencement of the study.  The report will include all 
necessary maps, texts, charts, table diagrams, etc to support the plans 
recommendations and to respond to the scope of work outlined earlier.   

4. Phase 3 report: “Formulation of a spatial strategy”. (items 12 to 21) This report will 
be presented in draft form within 5 months of the start of the study. The consultant 
will organize a 2 days seminar during which the findings and recommendations of the 
report will be discussed. The Government will review it and provide comments 
within 3 weeks of the date of the seminar. 

5. Following the review and comment on the Draft Spatial Strategy a final Spatial 
Strategy report reflecting the comments submitted by relevant stakeholders will be 
submitted within 1 month of the receipt of such comments.  

6. Five hard copies of each report will be submitted to Government in addition to 5 
digital copies on DVDs containing all report and background information.   

7. Presentation of data used during the preparation of the report. All data used during the 
preparation of the report, including all tables and maps will be prepared using off the 
shelf spreadsheets and GIS software ARCVIEW compatible.  All documents will be 
submitted in digital form on DVD disks. 
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Needed Skills 
 
23. It is expected that a variety of skills will be needed throughout the duration of the 
project.  These are outlined below.  
 Team Leader/Urban Planner 7

Municipal Engineer 5
(Kabul) Social Planner 3

Economist/ Financial Analyst 3
GIS specialist 3
Other Specialists 4
Local Staff 36

sub-total  61 

Team Leader/Urban Planner 4
Municipal Engineer 3

(1 Provincial Town) Social Planner 1
Economist /Financial Analyst 1
GIS Specialist 2
Other Specialists 2
Local staff 24

sub –total  37

TOTAL - Kabul and 4 Towns  209
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ANNEX 3: COLLATED INFORMATION ON FIVE SAMPLE GOZARS IN KABUL CITY

SAMPLE INFORMATION
FROM FIVE GOZAR IN
KABUL CITY

1 2 3 4 5

Name of Gozar Siah Sang Chel Soton Sar-e-Tapa Kart-e-Naw Mula Bozorg, Wasel
Abad

Naw Abad Deh
Afghanan

District 8 (Zone 1, Section B) 7 (2nd phase) No. 2 7C 7 2

Services Was a new settlement in
1960s but not planned.
Water and electricity for
Zone A.

Planned with 48 tap
stands & electricity.

100% unplanned streets.
Had electricity in past,
not now.

Planned and serviced
with public tap
stands and electricity
before war, and new
transformers being
installed.

Water taps but not
enough water; only
mosques and 20
houses low on
mountain have water.
Traditional
settlement, no
planned streets

Sanitation Books (Ketabcha
Safaie)
Electricity Books (Ketabcha
Barq)

All old settlers (1960s)
hold Electricity and
Sanitation Books. No
those from 1989

80% Electricity Book
80% Sanitation Book

45-50% hold Safaie
books
50-60% houses near
road have water tap
access but very low
pressure/none

All old settled have
books

100% have Safaie
books

Settlement type Mixed Private and
Government land

Private Land.
Originally all arable
land, and lack of
irrigation, esp.
Taliban period,
caused steady
conversion to
housing

Government land
But 5% have legal docs
from King’s time. 50%
area was pasture, sold to
settlers.

Private Land
Used to be farmland.

Was Government
land but now
effectively legalized.
A very old
settlement, going
back 200 years.

Year Wakil-e-Goazar appointed 1989 1981 2001 2001 1999
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SAMPLE INFORMATION
FROM FIVE GOZAR IN
KABUL CITY

1 2 3 4 5

Status Wakil-e-Gozar Father was Wakil Living in Kabul
1981, no other data

Educated, works for
NGO. Living in area
since 1980.

Lived in area 40 yrs Several generations
in area. Worked 18
yrs for Hoquq during
1970s and 1980s.

No. households (HH) 470 accepted + 200
squatters

1,751
(c. 11,000 people)

1,200 1,680 590
(c.5,400 people)

Age of settlement 3 periods and zones
A 1960s
B 1989-2001
C after 2001

1946-51
Returnees rebuilt
houses after 2001

2 periods:
A 1951
B 1983
+ c. 50 houses since
2001

3 periods:
A 1950
B 1973-1978
C 1986-1992
D 2001

200 years

New houses built since 2001 Est. 200, illegally on
Government land above
old settlement by private
individuals

Handful only, on
agricultural land of
owners by customary
transfer

Est. 50, illegally.
Bought Government
land from especially one
Kuchi who claimed
ownership of
pastureland, bribed
district and municipality
officials.

500 houses built on
upper half of hill
since 2001, Also
built 40 houses on
school grounds, and
houses on
graveyards.

36 new houses, built
above old settlement
on hill...

Reason new construction Apparently Commanders,
force.
Disputed by Wakil.

Private demand Kuchi allegedly sold on
basis false title deed

Apparently
Commanders, force
Under extreme
dispute: Wakil will
not recognize new
HH

Apparently
Commanders

Size of house plots 100m2-500m2 300m2 – 600m2
(some 1000m2

300m2 – 4000m2 300m2 – 1000m2 200m2 to 300m2

Est. % HH hold legal deeds of
ownership

7% (regularized 1960s) 30% 5% but all built illegally 28% 75%

Est. % HH hold customary
documents

63% self-allocation
1989-2001), not stamped
by Wakil

70% (all signed by
Wakil)

60%, stamped by Wakil 42% 19%
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SAMPLE INFORMATION
FROM FIVE GOZAR IN
KABUL CITY

1 2 3 4 5

Est. % HH have no documents 30% (commander-led
occupation since 2001)

Few, as no illegal
occupation

35%. Mostly bribe
Police to let them build.

30%
500 Panjsheris,
occupying Mula
Bozorg & Bereshna
Kot

6%
(36 households only)

Est. % HH left during 1978-
2001 (War Period)

‘Many’ 80% 100% 95%, esp. during
1992-95.Most
returned with
Taliban.

90%

Effect on houses Minimal. 80% houses damaged
by bombs and
looting.

Looted and destroyed
During Mujahiddin
period

Looted and
destroyed, especially
by Hizb-Islamy
(Gulbuddin),
occupied houses
during 1992-1995

Looted and destroyed
during Mujahiddin
period

Effect on tenure Minimal to none.
Some minor intra-family
disputes on return

No wrongful
occupation

Only 1 wrongful
occupation by Pashtun
Talib who fled in 2001.
Reason so low wrongful
occupancy is because
people returned rapidly
on collapse of Taliban.

Wrongful occupation
during Mujahiddin
but fled when
Taliban came (1996).
Very stable during
Taliban period & no
empty houses for
warlords to take after
2001

No wrongful
occupation because
people returned
during Taliban
period.

Disputes on return Low, some intra-family
disputes. Many disputes
caused by bad planning;
lack of access, waste
problems, etc.

Few, only
reconstruction.
Some intra-family.
No boundary disputes
as old and clear. But
many planning
related disputes
caused by problems
with toilet waste,

Mainly relating to
access rights (paths too
narrow), privacy
(windows onto other
houses. One inheritance
dispute involving
returnee.
Winter snow disputes
this year 2004-05 as

None after 2001
except the 500
Panjsheris issue
(major conflict).
Main problems relate
to waste disposal,
water, boundaries,
“youngsters having
problems”

Only 2 inheritance
cases.
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SAMPLE INFORMATION
FROM FIVE GOZAR IN
KABUL CITY

1 2 3 4 5

streams from houses,
snow being chucked
on others properties,
etc.

high snowfall.

Disputes taken to which body Wakil - Wakil.
- High Court of
Mosques (4 members
& Wakil is Chair.
Fines levied
Only robbery &
murder to Police

Wakil
Mosque Council (reps
from 12 mosques, with
Wakil as Chairman.
Fail to resolve, then to
Police, or parties take
there on their own.
Only 1 case taken to
court since 2001, not
accepted because no
legal docs

Wakil
Mosque Council
Elders (10 mosques,
Wakil is Chair).
No cases since 2001
referred to District
Police.

Wakil
Mosque Council (15
Mosque reps)
If unsolved, to
District Police,
although rare.

Preferred avenue for dispute
resolution by members of
community

Informally to Wakil Informally to Wakil
& Council
No bribes, also time-
consuming ‘running
up and down to the
courts’

Informally, to Wakil &
Council because-
Cheaper, no bribes
Do not have legal titles
Faster

Informally, to Wakil
& Mosque Council

Informally, to Wakil

Type of disputes Wakil easily
able to solve

Most which stem from
planning over paths waste
etc. Wakil refuses to hear
boundary or other tenure
disputes where no
customary or legal deeds
of ownership.

All those involving
people from the
Gozar. Only go to
court when Wakil or
Council cannot get
resolution.

All except could not
defeat the corruption of
the Kuchi who got
Police on his side to sell
land to 16 people but
they have no Wakil
stamp on purchase, ‘so
invalid’

All, except Panjsheri
case.

All cases, except
relating to the 36 new
houses

Est. % sales since Wakil in post Low in oldest area, higher
in middle and new areas.
Wakil is Property Dealer
for most.

Under 3 % since
1981 (c. 40 houses of
1,751 HH)
Property Dealers

10-15 houses sold since
2001 (c. 1.25%).
Often Property Dealers
now involved.

30 houses only sold
since built ((2.5%).
Often Property
Dealers now

Only 1 sale in 6 years
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SAMPLE INFORMATION
FROM FIVE GOZAR IN
KABUL CITY

1 2 3 4 5

often involved. involved.
Est. % have sold farmland 0 Most as area all

farmed until 1980s.
Remaining
cultivation lands
stand empty.

50% of area
pastureland, now houses

Area originally
farmland and pasture
and now mostly sold,
due to water
shortage. Irrigation
was by Bala Joy
Stream, dried up
during conflict.

None, and very old
settlement

Price rises since 2001 Dramatic Not significant Dramatically, by 10
times

Risen by 4 times Five times rise.

Main factor in differences in
price

Demand Not appealing area to
rich

Demand Demand Demand

Current prices Old roadside with
services: 18 lakh
Middle zone, no services:
3.5 lakh
New very large houses:
>35 lakh, even without
services

Land prices vary
according to distance
from main road:
30-40,000 Afghanis
per beswa if far from
road
80-100,000 Afghanis
per beswa if near
road.

4,400,000 Afs for recent
sale, but no legal dead
only document saying
promises no other title
holder.

100m2 = 50,000 Afs
in 2001, now
200,000 Afs.

The one sale was for
400,000 Afs old
currency

Effect of legal entitlement on
sales

Not as important as
services & size

Nil as all ownership
is legal by custom

None, as sales continue,
and for high prices.

Nil. None – same for
customary and legal
deeds

Est. % renting out houses ‘many’ 15% 12% (also some have
mortgaged houses)

30-40%. 70%, but with owner
and tenant usually
both on premises

Rent rises since 2001 ‘Dramatic’ (partly
because no rents paid
until 2001)

Not significant High, because no rents
paid until 2001

High, owners paid
people to stay in
their houses during
Taliban

High
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SAMPLE INFORMATION
FROM FIVE GOZAR IN
KABUL CITY

1 2 3 4 5

Rent rates currently High 2-4 room house:
1500-30000 Per Mth.

Varies according to
distance from road; 1
room is 1500-2000 Afs.
Per mth
Some 12000 Afs. Per
mth

1 room = 500 Afs
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ANNEX 4 ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY DISPUTE CASES 

Table 1: Property Cases in the Special Land Disputes Court (all branches) 
21 March 2003 – 20 March 2004 (1382) 

DISPUTES OVER THESE ISSUES No. Percent 

1 Disputed Ownership at Sale or Purchase 88 5 

2 Disputed Ownership through Falsification of Documents or 
other ‘Inversions and Trickeries’ 
 

448 
 
26 

3 Wrongful Occupation (Disputed Ownership of Occupant of 
the Property) 
 

1,175 
 
69 

Total 
 
1,711 

 
100 

Source: After Alden Wily, 2004b, based on data provided by the Special Land Disputes Court, December  
2004.  Note: Most of the cases relate to Kabul City and environs (see Table 2 below). 

 

Table 2: Number of Cases in the Kabul Court of the Special Land Disputes Court 
Period Cases 

Carried 
Over from 
Previous 
Quarter 

New Cases 
for the 
Quarter 

Cases 
Solved 

Cases 
Referred to 
Other 
Courts, 
Agencies or 
Withdrawn 

Outstanding 
Cases 

2nd Quarter 1382  258 Nil Nil   
3rd Quarter 1382  73 13 245  
4th Quarter 1382  284 6 331  
1st Quarter 1383 120 194 16 159 139 
2nd Quarter 1383 139 211 11 173  
3rd Quarter 1383  143 10 130  

Totals 
 

1,163 
 
56 

 
574 

 
533 

Source: Special Land Disputes Court, Kabul Branch, January 2005.Note: Blanks represent No Data 
provided 
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Table 3: Property Cases in all Courts in Afghanistan March 2003-March 2004  
DISPUTES OVER THESE ISSUES NUMBER PERCENT 

1 Inheritance of Property (Ownership issue) 2,499 25.8 
2 Wrongful Occupation (Ownership issue) 2,332 24.0 
3 Land Sales & Purchases (Ownership issue) 1,898 19.6 
4 Farm Water Rights (Irrigation) 690 7.1 
5 Rents & Mortgages 541 5.6 
6 Houses/Building Sales & Purchases (Process) 431 4.4 
7 Pre-emption (right to purchase ahead of others) 341 3.5 
8 Awarding Possession 313 3.2 
9 Inheritance (Moveable with Immovable Property) 279 3.0 
10 Custody over Lands 207 2.1 
11 Advance Payments Against Purchases & Sales 85 0.9 
12 Boundary Disputes  66 0.7 

Total 
 
9,682 

 
100 

Source: After Alden Wily 2004b, based on data provided by the Supreme Court Kabul June 2004. 

 

Table 4: Property at Dispute by Percentage 
Type of Property NRC Cases 

Jalalabad Town 
N = 13 

NRC Kabul City 
Cases 
N = 65 

Special Court Cases 
in Kabul Only 
N = 194 

1 House 
 
61.5 

 
33.8 

2 Apartment 7.7 13.8 

 
51.5 

3 Shop 0 6.2 0.5 
4 Land 30.8 46.2 38.1 
5 Other  0 11.9 

Percent 
 
100 

 
100 

 
100 

Sources: NRC January 2005 and Special Land Disputes Court, January 2005. 
Note: NRC cases include some cases which are resolved informally, not taken to court. 
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Table 5: Location of Cases Mediated by the Norwegian Refugee Council in Kabul  
ATTRIBUTE Percent 

(N= 65) 

1 Land is Private 
 

86 
2 Land is Government 14 
3 Property is within a serviced area  69 
4 Property is in an un-serviced area 31 
5 Case relates to wrongful occupation 71 
6 Case relates to eviction by Government/agency/official 

 
29 

Source:  Jacob Reimer, NRC, January 2005, using a 33% sample of cases handled by one Legal Aid Centre 
in Kabul 

 

Table 6: Actors in Disputes Mediated by Norwegian Refugee Council 
Categories Percent 

1 Cases involving land grabbing  
 

13 

2 Cases involving disputes with Government officials, people from political 
parties, or Court Judges 
 

16 

3 Cases of  alleged corruption, e.g. involving bribery by Municipality or Court  
 

7

4 Cases resulting from eviction by Municipality for development projects 
 

13 

5 Unclear/ mixed/client has not returned or case not concluded 15 
 

6 No officials involved: cases involve two personal parties, or family members 
 

36 
 

Total 100 
 

Source: After Beall & Esser 2005 based on information provided by NRC for 2004. 
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ANNEX 5:  ACQUISITION OF BUILDING PLOTS 

1. One of the founding powers and responsibilities of Kabul Municipality is to 
acquire private property (at open market rates) and reallocate this to persons able to 
construct their own houses. Historically, the price of these plots has been deliberately 
kept below the open market rate, to enable poorer persons to acquire building land and to 
ensure that construction falls within formally planned areas (projects). Currently, a 
minimum of new Afghanis 25,000 – 35,000 ($500 - $700) is payable to acquire a plot 
number (for a 100 sq meter plot), and a fee of $1,050 for provision of services (roads, 
water, drainage, electricity etc). Although not technically illegal by the terms of the law, 
the Municipality should not accept payment by applicants for such plots until it is assured 
of the means to purchase and develop the intended areas it has planned for development. 
There has been no such possibility for some time now (although supposedly the 
substantial funds earned through up-front payments should have contributed to this).  

2. Since the Mujahiddin period (1992-1996) Municipal officials estimate that a 
minimum of 26,000 plots have been paid for and allocated on land which the 
Municipality is yet to purchase or develop. One official intimated that the true number 
could be double this figure. The following table collates some of the cases. 

Examples of Number of Plots Allocated by Municipality on Already-Owned Land 

 PROJECT No. of Plots  
 

1 Khushal Khan District 5 No data 
2 Khair Khana District 11 Project 5 (1995-96) 2,100 
3 Ahmand Shah Baba No data 
4 Arzan Qimat  District 12 9,000 
5 Qala Zaman Khan District 16 7,000 
6 Rahman Mina District 8 5,500 
7 West of Kabul Airport District 10 1,000 
8 Ayub Khan District 7 

 
‘several thousand’ 

3. Officials acknowledged that the Municipality continued to accept payment for 
plots and award owners plot numbers up until March 2004, when a new Mayor was put in 
position. Often the land on which the plot numbers are indicated is already privately-
owned land. Sometimes houses already exist on the land and are occupied by their 
owners. Needless to say, this produces plenty of fuel for heated disputes between the 
existing owner of the land and the allocatee, who may proceed to construct a house on the 
private land. Since March 2004, the current Mayor has resolved around 5,000 of what are 
estimated as around 14,000 disputed plots. This was achieved through purchase of other 
land and reallocation.  

4. The routes through which plots have been formally acquired are reportedly 
heavily tainted with what current officials now say was outright corruption. Many plots 
were sold for which there was simply no real plot. Others were indicated on land that is 
already occupied and owned. In addition to the fees lost to applicants, bribes often had to 
be paid, doubling or tripling real costs. 
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5. Quite outside the official project-bound plot planning and allocation of land 
which is not in the power of the Municipality to allocate, are allegedly a host of other 
cases where plots have been acquired, and legal letters of allocation and court entitlement 
issued, in respect of plots which fall well beyond planned areas. Kabulis cite a common 
practice and effective right up until at least March 2004, in which an influential 
individual secured allocation of State Land plots directly from the leadership, or simply 
through force. Such persons are reported to have used their military might to construct 
houses and offices on such properties, and allegedly coerced or colluded with others to 
secure court documents evidencing title. Municipality officials have by no means always 
colluded in these developments: on the contrary, some key officials have received violent 
beatings when attempting to challenge building activity on such sites (see Box 3.3 on Sai 
Sang, District 8). 

6. The Municipality has allegedly also been party to at times unjustified cancellation 
of building plot allocations. Again, as is the case with the Ministry in respect of 
constructed apartments, there are legal conditions which officials may manipulate to 
corrupt and unjust ends. The outstanding requirement has been that failure to build upon 
the plot within one year can result in loss of the plot allocation. This condition is 
perfectly common and justified in non-conflict situations but not in conflict situations 
where it is obviously difficult for owners who have fled to start construction. Officials 
indicate that most cancellations occurred during the 1992-2001 period, but that 
cancellations did also continue up until March 2004. ‘Some’ cases of alleged wrongful 
cancellation have been submitted to the Property Department since March 2004. Those 
who benefit may not be those at the head of the waiting list; this now runs at more than 
50,000 households. (It is not clear whether this list includes only those who have paid for 
plots or includes some who have merely put their names down as plot applicants). 

Self-Allocation on State Land 
7. A significant estate within the City (original Master Plan limits) is owned by 
Government, and variously made available to the Municipality to plan and allocate. 
Estimates of 1,000 ha are given, with several thousand additional hectares of State Land 
(or Government land) falling outside the original Master Plan area. It is in these areas that 
most unauthorized self-help housing has taken place, including on steep hillsides. Most of 
this construction has been entirely illegal. Accordingly, house owners risk eviction and 
insecurity of occupancy pervades such areas. Many, perhaps a million or so, poor people 
are affected.  

8. However, as indicated above, there are a number of cases, where technically 
illegal construction of houses has been carried out with the collusion of senior officials, 
including Ministers. There are other cases where leaders of these developments have 
managed post-fact to gain formal entitlement to their properties. Nor are all beneficiaries 
poor. A not uncommon case is where a commander has appropriated a land area and 
proceeded to sell one beswa plots, at ever-inflating prices. Once the house is constructed, 
owners frequently in turn sell the house, and for significant sums. The Sai Sang Wakil-e-
Gozar reports that the price doubles with each sale. A chain of evidential documentation 
of purchase is set up, removing the original land developer from detection without 
determined pursuit of the case. No trustworthy Wakil-e-Gozar will witness these 
transactions, although neighbors in similar situations readily do so.  
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9. While disputes at transaction or post-transaction may arise in such cases (for 
example where a brother of a family home has not been party to the sale), these disputes 
do not enter the formal arena (courts or even the Wakil-e-Gozar). This is because even 
the most recent buyer of the house is perfectly aware that their occupancy is illegal given 
the status of the land as belonging to Government. However the fact that prices 
nonetheless soar suggest that there is widespread confidence that their occupancy will in 
due course be regularized. Should this not be the case, then literally thousands of cases 
will result, in this instance, launched by Government seeking restitution of its properties. 
The fact that by no means all house owners are poor, or without choice, gives pause for 
thought. There are, that is, a significant number of owners who build speculatively (for 
sale) and/or build to rent out, not to provide themselves and their families with 
desperately needed shelter. They are however, numerically a minority. 
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ANNEX 6: ACQUISITION OF GOVERNMENT BUILT APARTMENTS 

1. Since the 1960s, Government has taken responsibility for constructing houses for 
mainly civil servants and other deserving groups like war widow (the Nadir Shan Mina 
Estate was the first, with legislation regulating construction and distribution of some 23 
block apartments in 1968).19 This responsibility falls to the Shelter and Maintenance 
Department of the Ministry of Urban Development and Housing. The Ministry has 
constructed and allocated an estimated 15,000 apartments, mainly in the Macrorayan 
Estates (c.11, 000 apartments in four developments). In addition the Ministry of Interior 
independently constructs, allocates and manages several thousand apartments (Sarandoi)
for Police and military staff. 

Government Allocated Apartments 

 Estate  No. Blocks No. 
Apartme
nts 

No. Now 
Fully 
Privately 
Owned 

No. Still 
Owned 
By 
Ministry 

Rented 
Out by 
Owners 

1 Sera Mina No data     
2 Tahia Maskhan No data     
3 Nawad Yak Family 87  1,235 871 364 291 
4 Shahahra Project No data     
5 Macrorayan Estate 1  67 2,088 Est. 2088 * c.500 
6 Macrorayan Estate 2 57 2,606 2,546 60 c. 500 
7 Macrorayan Estates  

3 & 4
60** 5,000 4,985 15 c. 800 

* ‘A small number’ are owned but without title deeds yet, and some of these are disputed properties. 
** Seven blocks are for administration, not residential purposes. 
 

2. Allocation of apartments has been and remains a function of the Distribution 
Committee (Commission Tawze) of the Ministry’s Shelter Department. The procedure is 
regulated by the Municipalities Act (first promulgated in 1957 and last amended in 
2000)20 and related decrees and subsidiary legislation (regulations).21 The Commission 

19 Decree No. 2662 19 Qaws 1347 (1968) Regulations for the Distribution and Selling of the 23 Block 
Apartments of Nadir Shah Mina; Decree No. 570 7/3/1349 (1970) Regulations for the Distribution and 
Selling of Low Income Housing in Khair Khana Mina; Law of Acquisition of Khoshal Khan Mina Land 
Projects Decree No. 463 29/3/1354 (1975); Statute on the Running and Controlling of the Construction of 
Nadir Shah Mina. Decree No. 2300, 22 Hoot 1356 (1978). 
20 Law of Municipalities 16 Jadi 1336 (1957), Law on Municipalities, Gazette 794, 25/06/1421 HQ (2000). 
21 Ratification No. 147 Regarding Approval of Regulation on Distribution of Residential Houses, 
Government lHouses and Plots of Land in Kabul City Gazette Issue No. 14, Serial No. 593, 30 Mizan 1364 
(1985); Ratification No. 90 Regarding Adjustment of Some Articles and Appendix of Regulation 
Concerning Distribution of Government lResidential Houses and Land in Kabul City Extraordinary Issue of 
Gazette, No. 613 22 Asad 1365 (1986); Decree No. 241 of 1/3/1367 Concerning Procedures for Selling 
Micrarayan Apartments of Shahrara and Parwan (1988); Decree on Selling of Apartments. Gazette 668, 
31.3 1367 (21 June 1989); Regulation on the Procedure for Distribution and Sale of State Residential 
Apartments and Land Plots in Kabul City 1368 (1989) Gazette No. 355; Law Prohibiting Hoarding 1368 
(1989); Law on Shelter, 2000 Gazette 794; and Regulation for the Distribution and Selling of Government 
lApartments in Gazette Issue 798 (2001). 
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is chaired by the Minister, with the Directors of Planning, Maintenance and Shelter as 
members, together with a representative of the President. Since December 2001, around 
4,000 applications have been received and are still pending. Although originally limited 
to civil servants, this is no longer the case and any Kabuli of 18 years or above may apply 
to purchase an apartment.  
 
3. The outstanding and still-existing condition is that the applicant does not own 
another house or apartment in Kabul, and to this end s/he must secure written 
confirmation of homelessness from all 22 district authorities. A Sawabegi Be Sarpanahe 
(Certification of Homelessness) is eventually issued to this end. Those selected deposit 
the ten percent down payment with the Bank of Afghanistan, and then pay an annual 
instalment on the balance over a long period, originally up to forty years, now thirty 
years. Only when the full balance is received, does the Ministry issue confirmation of 
tenure, which the owner takes to the Primary Court for issue of a formal entitlement deed 
(Qabala Sharyee).  
 
4. Fewer than five percent of all apartments remain technically the property of the 
State. The vast majority have secured deeds from the courts, with a small proportion 
having not yet acquired the deeds given that a Taliban Decree placing a freeze on the 
issue of deeds for these properties has not yet been lifted. Its reason was to limit sales of 
apartments in the open market, an occurrence that is now normal practice, but which does 
constrain acquisition of formal legal deeds of transfer – unless of course, these may be 
obtained from the courts by other means. Even though the 1992 and re-issued Taliban 
restriction is still in place, it is generally ignored. Sales of apartments through Property 
Dealers have become very common since 2001 with Certificates or Receipts of Sale 
issued as evidence of transfer, and the buyer and seller failing to register the change of 
entitlement in a Court document. Avoidance of transfer tax is a likely additional incentive 
to by-pass the legal requirement to resell to the State (and in fact was the main reason for 
requiring owners to sell to the State in the first instance). It could well be the case that 
currently registered owners in the Registers of Blocks held by the Maintenance 
Department are no longer the de facto owners. 
 
5. The Ministry has always possessed powers of cancelling provisional occupancy, 
particularly in these circumstances: (a) when the provisional owner has paid no more than 
the founding ten percent deposit on the property and (b) when the provisional owner has 
been absent for more than year. This has continued to apply even though many have been 
in exile and obviously unable to pay instalments. Even now, the Shelter Department 
allows no more than 30 days at least from summons (by letter to the owner, to his/her 
relatives, or to past employer) to appear to make payment and/or clarify the situation. An 
estimated 900 or so provisional ownership rights were cancelled in this manner by 
Mujahiddin or Taliban Administrations (1922-2001) and reallocated. At least 200-250 
rights have been cancelled since December 2001 and (the Acting Shelter Director was 
reluctant to specify). The scope for angry dispute on the part of owners or their 
descendants when they return is obvious. 
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6. The Ministry runs a Dispute Commission (Commission Barrasi) to which such 
ownership complaints are submitted. This is chaired by the Planning Director of the 
Ministry, with the Directors of the Maintenance and Shelter Departments participating, 
along with the Ministry’s Legal Adviser and Director of Audit. Data on exactly how 
many complaints have been received and/or dealt with since December 2001 were not 
made available, with only samples of cases provided. The Shelter Department files and 
prepares complaints for discussion. The Head of the Department indicated that around 
20-30 disputes had been amicably resolved by the disputing parties (original owner, 
current ‘owner’ and sometimes several interim owners) and that ‘only a few’ remain to be 
resolved. This does not seem plausible and the officer may have misunderstood the 
query. Another official indicated that complaints run into thousands. Another said that the 
Commission meets weekly and may address up to ten cases a session. Since 2002 this 
indeed could amount to well over 1,000 complaints.  
 
7. Problems with rent hikes are legion in the apartment sector as much as in any 
other housing sector in the city and generate the greater number of disputes between 
landlords and tenants. However, due to avoidance of tax upon letting (a tax which is 
generally passed on to the tenant who has to pay one month’s rent to the Maintenance 
Department), such disputes are kept within the Block. Wakil-e-Block are often called to 
calm the dispute between rent collecting landlord and tenant.  
 
8. Other than complaints as to unjust cancellation, most complaints reaching the 
Commission Barrasi relate to contested ownership between first and current ‘owners’, 
with sales frequently having occurred in the interim and complicating the dispute. Where 
the Commission in unable to resolve such disputes, it forwards the case to the Attorney-
General’s Office in the Ministry to investigate (Saranwali Nizarat). Some of the cases 
where the Commission has been able to resolve the dispute have been where the second 
owner moves out, recognizing that the first owner has the primary right and that he was 
wrongly allocated the apartment (often during the Taliban period). The dispossessed is 
then placed at the head of the waiting list for a new apartment. 
 
9. In summary, roots of conflict in relation to government-constructed apartments 
include - 

• Cases where provisional ownership has been formally cancelled by one or other 
Administration between around 1993 up until the present day and the apartment 
reallocated. While this may be legal, the scope for injustice is considerable as is 
scope for nepotistic or otherwise unfair choice of new allocatee. One official 
estimated that upwards of 80 percent of reallocations even since 2002 were unfair, 
with queue-jumping and favoritism rife; 

• Cases where an apartment has been wrongfully sold on by an occupant without 
requisite consultation with siblings or wife, often occurring at the point of 
inheritance; 

• Cases where an apartment has been wrongfully sold on by a person posing as 
original owner (often with false documents) or as acting with his or her power of 
attorney; 
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• Cases where powerful persons, including Mujahiddin leaders from 1993-2004 
have coerced or otherwise intimidated tenants of owners and evicted them, or 
taken over empty apartments. It is of concern that some of these cases appear to 
have been ‘regularized’ by Ministry officials or by the courts. How far this is in 
turn through intimidation or by bribery is unclear. Strictly speaking the court 
should not issue new tenure without clearance from the Ministry that the claimant 
is in fact the registered and rightful owner. 

 
10. Scope for corruption on the part of private persons is considerable, with 
counterfeiting of documents (with or without the collusion of officials) a not uncommon 
attribute of a case. Instances where a person sells the property and the family objects, 
generally do not appear before the Ministry Disputes Commission, but are taken straight 
to the Court, or to the Attorney-General’s Office in the Provincial Governor’s Office. 
 
11. Opportunity for institutional injustice and malfeasance are ample, a fact of which 
the new administration in the Ministry is well aware of and anxious to minimize. A quite 
avoidable injustice occurs, for example, where the time limit for original owners to 
reclaim their apartments is patently too short and/or the search for the owner or his 
descendants is too cursory. Nepotism in the award of apartments which do come up for 
reallocation, by fair means or foul, is widely alleged, including since December 2001. 
Even where private individuals have wrongfully acquired or sold on apartments, it is 
quite possibly the case that Ministry, District Office or Court officials have colluded. At 
the very least, key officials in one or other stage of acquisition have failed to verify 
documentation sufficiently and/or adhere to conditions such as requiring surrender of 
apartments by those who own other properties in the city. It is widely alleged that not 
only do many apartment owners possess other homes in the city; some own more than 
one apartment, under the names of various family members.  
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ANNEX 7: THE SPECIAL LAND DISPUTES RESOLUTION COURT 

1. The Special Property Disputes Resolution Court was initially created by Decree 
136 of 2002 and reconstructed a year later by Decree 89 of 2003 (refer Annex F for 
legislation).  From the outset, claims to this court have been restricted to private persons 
who are returnees or internally displaced persons (Article 1 of Decree 136) and who seek 
to retrieve private properties (land, houses, apartments, shops, commercial premises) of 
which they have been unwillingly deprived during the period since 27 April 1978. 
Neither Government nor its agents could use the Court to seek restitution of non-private 
property. 

2. In its first six months of operation the dedicated Court dealt with just over 300 
cases and a small percentage of which were fully resolved.22 The court operated only in 
Kabul and the cases concerned Kabul properties, all but one or two being large homes of 
wealthy returnees. Bias, corruption and other ills were alleged in the handling of cases. 
Initially the Court was provided with an investigation branch (Disputes Resolution 
Commission). This began life originally under the aegis of Kabul Municipality. Under the 
2002 legislation there was no appeal against the decision of the Court.  

3. Within a year the new Decree was issued to reform the Court. An important 
change was provision for appeal to a second level court. In addition, appeal from this 
court could proceed to the President, through the recommendation of a Supreme Court 
Revisions Committee The Court itself was made into two branches, one to deal 
exclusively with cases brought in Kabul City and Province, and the other to hear those 
from elsewhere. All cases are to be decided within a two month period from submission, 
and may be extended by ten days only in exceptional cases.  

4. Further decrees have since been issued to improve performance. A year ago 
(January 2004, Order 4794) the Minister of Interior was ordered to provide the Court 
with a Special Police Force to facilitate in the bringing of defendants to court hearings 
and to help enforce decisions. The Ministry of Finance was also ordered to assist in 
finding salaries for the needed judges. While the Police corps has not been provided, 
many more judges are now serving the Court; there are now a total of 21 Judges, up on 
the original three provided for in 2002. The First Level Court for Kabul Province has ten 
Judges and a Senior Judge, the ex-Kabul Court has six Judges and a Head Judge and the 
Second Level (Special Land Disputes Appeal Court) is served by two Judges and a 
Senior Judge, who also serves as overall Director of the Court. 

5. Nonetheless, none of the three Courts are able to keep up with the caseload, with 
a minority of cases decided within the statutory two month time-limit. By far the greatest 
load is upon the Kabul Court, and where most cases still relate to better-off Kabulis. As 
shown in the text, very few cases have been decided. Since provision for appeal has been 
made, an astounding 80 percent of cases are resubmitted to the Appeal Court of the 
Special Land Disputes Court.  

22 Alden Wily 2003a. 
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6. Judges in the Courts identify several reasons for slow passage of cases. A great 
deal of time-wasting occurs when defendants refuse to appear in Court. They claim local 
Police do not actively search out defendants and are likely paid off by wealthy 
defendants, sitting on properties which they do not wish to return to original owners. One 
case was cited in which a defendant was making so much money from renting out the 
property to an NGO, that he was able to bribe the Police on a weekly basis to fail to bring 
him to Court. The failure of the Ministry of Interior to provide a dedicated Police Force 
to assist the Special Court is considered a major constraint. Another factor is the slowness 
with which documentation, finger prints on documents and other document-related 
searches are conducted, variously by Hoquq (Mediation Department in Ministry of 
Justice, with Provincial branches), Saranwali (Attorney-General’s Office with Provincial 
branches) or the Supreme Court’s own Registry of Documents (Makhzan), and within 
which some 6,332 Books directly relate to property ownership.23 A further delay is 
caused by the requirement under Sharia (Islamic Law) that no decision is made by less 
than three Judges. Therefore the ten Judges of the Kabul Special Land Disputes Court, for 
example, are divided into five teams of two, each of which meets once a week with the 
Senior Judge, in order to decide a case. The Senior Judge has proposed that at least two 
or three Courts be formed out of the one Court, to speed up decision-making. 

7. Other changes have been suggested by the new Director of the Special Court. 
These include a request that a Commercial Branch to the Special Land Disputes Court be 
formed to deal with cases where refugees seek repayment of years of lost rent for 
commercial properties occupied by others or approved tenants. The Court would also like 
higher priority access to the Criminal Department of the Police which determines the 
authenticity of signatures, thumb prints and documents, given that such a high proportion 
of cases involve counterfeit documents. The Judges report that fabrication of documents 
is increasing. It is not unusual for a defendant or even claimant to have prepared a false 
Power of Attorney for a person residing outside the country, and to have on this basis 
occupied and/or sold a property. In several cases, fake Death Certificates have been 
discovered. Illegitimate heirs have presented themselves as rightful claimants of 
substantial properties, and then proceeded to sell these or rent them out to international 
agencies. On their return, the living owners face long battles to retrieve their houses, 
buildings, or in one case, a car park, by which point the estate has passed through several 
hands. The Court is also seeking additional capacity to be legally and practically able to 
pursue and prosecute the counterfeiters who support these crimes, not one of which has 
apparently been brought to book. 

8. Judges in the Court observed that customary documents are less easy to 
counterfeit than documents prepared by the Courts. Those forging documents try to make 
them look as official and court-derived as possible. Local witnesses to customary 
transactions can easily be traced, and the Criminal Department is able to assess the 
similarity of thumb marks with those forcibly provided by the defendant. Relatively few 
customary documents are brought to Court; by far the majority are legal documents, fake 
or otherwise. Most of these may be checked against originals in the Markhzan. From time 
to time cases do arise where it the evidence suggests that a court official or Judge has 
colluded in the production of fake court-issued deeds.  

23 Refer Safar 2003. 
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9. Some clients speak of the Court’s efforts less charitably. Accusations of 
obstructionism are frequently made, believed to be a means of encouraging bribes. 
Stories circulate as to how claimants are asked for payment and if they refuse or cannot 
pay, the defendant is then asked, and accordingly wins the case. The truth of such 
allegations is not known; not a single measure is in place which could limit the 
temptation to seek or receive bribes. No monitoring or spot inspection of case process 
and decisions is made. And indeed, three Judges have been relieved of their positions 
over the last six months for alleged corruption, including the original Director in charge 
of the Court. All Judges complain bitterly of their low salaries, which they say should be 
high given the responsibilities of their mandate and their seniority in the community.  

10. Other problems in performance are mentioned. All the Judges are elderly and 
many do not spend normal hours in the office. Nor are they as familiar with the complete 
corpus of law as they should be. ‘Common sense’ and religious rules and regulations are 
the sources commonly used to arrive at decisions. None of the three Judges interviewed 
mentioned referring to the many statutory enactments, edicts or decrees on the subject of 
property ownership. It is as if state law has bypassed this core institution.  

11. Office space is limited, computers few, and all eleven Judges of the Kabul branch 
of the Court use the one room for examining and hearing cases. No transport is available, 
which mainly inhibits the work of the ex-Kabul Court, which is unable to cover its costs 
of travelling and staying outside the City. Virtually no visits outside the capital are made, 
and it is virtually unheard of for the Court to visit the properties that are subject of the 
dispute, or to have the chance to interview neighbors or local leaders. The new Director 
of the Court has proposed to the Chief Justice that the ex-Kabul Court be expanded and 
sub-divided into three Courts, in  Kandahar, Baghlan and Kabul, respectively covering 
eight, ten and 14 Provinces. 

12. The Court acknowledges that especially in Kabul City cases, the claimants to the 
Court are usually educated, employed and possessing of means. The properties they wish 
to reclaim are generally large, many-roomed homes or business premises. The greatest 
proportion of cases concern contested ownership and occupation. The second largest 
category relates to family disputes, where one member of the family has entrenched his 
ownership, in the absence of other members. An important trigger to disputes over this is 
the sharply rising value of urban property and the considerable rent that may be made 
from letting to foreign agencies.  
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ANNEX 8: DECREES RELATING TO THE SPECIAL LAND DISPUTES COURT AND ITS 

CLIENTS, RETURNEES 

DECREE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE AFGHAN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION   

NO. (297) OF 13.03. 1380  
ON THE DIGNIFIED RETURN OF REFUGEES  

December 2001 
 
The Afghan Interim Administration, confident that the Bonn Agreement on 
Afghanistan dated 14.09.1380 (5 December 2001) has laid down the foundation for 
lasting peace, stability and social and economic progress in Afghanistan, safeguards the 
right and freedom of all returnees, observes the freedom of returnees to establish 
residence, to participate in the process of reconstruction, consolidation of peace, 
democracy and social development, AIA guarantees their safe and dignified return, 
expresses its gratitude and thankfulness to the countries that have given them refuge in 
the very difficult and hard days Afghanistan experienced, and expects that in conformity 
with the principle of voluntary repatriation, Afghans will be given the opportunity to 
decide freely to return to their country, and declares the following: 

Article 1. Returning Afghan nationals, who were compelled to leave the country and 
found refuge in Iran, Pakistan and other countries of the world, will be warmly welcomed 
without any form of intimidation or discrimination.  

Article 2. Returnees shall not be subject to harassment, intimidation, discrimination or 
persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality and membership of a particular social 
group, political opinion or gender, and will be protected by the State. 

Article 3. All returnees, irrespective of their political affiliations, are exempted from 
prosecution for all (with the exception of individual criminal accusations) criminal 
offences committed up to 01.10.1380 (22 December 2001), prior to, or in exile against 
the internal and external security of the country, according to enacted laws. 

Article 4. The provisions of Article 3 of this decree will not apply to those returnees who 
have committed acts constituting a crime against peace or humanity, or a war crime, as 
defined in international instruments, or to acts contrary to the purpose and principles of 
the United Nations.  

Article 5. The recovery of movable and immovable properties such as land, houses, 
markets, shops, sarai, apartments and etc. will be effected through relevant legal organs. 

Article 6. All returnees will be guaranteed the same human rights and fundamental 
freedoms enjoyed by other citizens. 

Article 7. The implementation of the provisions of this decree is the responsibility of the 
Ministry of Repatriation; law and order organs are obliged to assist the Ministry of 
Repatriation in this task.  

Article 8. UNHCR and other relevant international agencies will be allowed to monitor 
the treatment of returnees to ensure these meet recognized humanitarian law and human 
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rights standards, and to ensure that commitments contained in this decree are 
implemented.   

Article 9. This decree is valid as of 1.10.1380 (22 December 2001) and will be printed in 
the Official Gazette.   

 
DECREE ON THE ESTALBISHMENT OF A LAND AND PROPERTY DISPUTES 

COURT, DECREE NO. 136 OF 2002 
Circular Letter No. 4035 of 1381/6/19 

Decree No. 136 dated 13.6.1381 of President of Islamic Republic of Afghanistan of 
Afghanistan contains the following: 

Based on the need for studying complaints of our refugee and displaced compatriots, who 
want to obtain their properties, a special court has been established according to the 
following Articles within the structure of Supreme Court: 

Article 1  
In this decree, ownership includes land, residential houses, apartments, shops, 
commercial warehouses and other real estate. 

Article 2   

Solving disputes of properties is limited on possession, which has taken place in the 
absence of the owner from 7 Saur 1357 (27 April 1978) until the establishment of Interim 
Administration.   

Article 3    

This court is unique and centralized. If it is needed its delegation may travel to various 
provinces in order to study the relevant cases. Assigning this delegation takes place by 
the proposal of the chief judge of the special court and on the approval of the chief 
justice.  

Article 4 

This court shall have three judges. 

Article 5   

Relevant cases to the Special Court of Property Dispute are to be investigated by the 
Dispute Resolution Commission before being studied in the court; and the special court 
issues its judgment after receiving the view of commission as experts and juries.  

Article 6 

Investigation of property dispute cases will be performed on the direct request of 
individual’s real person and body corporate or by referral from relevant Governmental 
departments.  

Article 7 

The decision of the court is final and must be observed. Parties to the dispute cannot 
appeal against the court decision. The reviewing of the court judgment is the 
responsibility of President of the Afghanistan Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. 
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Article 8 

The chiefs of police in Kabul and provinces are responsible for the enforcement of the 
court judgments.  

Article 9   

Identification of forged documents is the responsibility of this court and forgery cases are 
referred to the competent authority for further follow-up and prosecution.   

Article 10 

Governmental departments are responsible for the implementation of this decree.  

Article 11  

Personnel for the structure and budget of this court are submitted by the Supreme Court 
and will be approved by the President of the Afghanistan Islamic Republic of 
Afghanistan.  

Article 12   

Special courts on property disputes are active for as long as disputes on property exist.  

Article 13   

This decree is effective after its signature and must be published in the official gazette.   

 
DECREE 89 REGARDING THE CREATION OF A SPECIAL PROPERTY DISPUTES 
RESOLUTION COURT 
1382/9/9 (30 November 2003) 

Article 1: 
Based on the grave necessity for looking after returned refugees in Afghanistan and 
addressing their complaints, as well as to hasten the process of resolving property 
disputes, a Special Property Disputes Resolution Court (the “Court”) shall be created 
within the framework of Supreme Court on the terms contained herein. 

Article 2:  
(1) The Court will consist of two levels (primary and appellate).   
(2) The Court at the primary level will be divided into two courts, with one focused on 

cases involving real estate located in Kabul Province and one focused on cases 
involving real estate located in provinces other than Kabul Province.  Both of these 
courts are located in Kabul. 

(3) The court focusing on disputes involving real estate in the provinces may, with the 
permission of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, travel to the provinces to hear 
certain of these cases in accordance with the provisions of this decree. 

(4) The Court at the appellate level (the “Mahkamae Nehayee”) may review cases 
heard at the primary level involving real estate located in either the provinces 
outside of Kabul Province or within Kabul Province. 
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Article 3: 
(1) For the purpose of ensuring justice, decisions or judgments of the Court’s 

appellate level (Mahkamae Nehayee) can be reviewed, according to the 
provisions of Article 482 of the Civil Procedure Law, published under Official 
Gazette No. 722, dated 31 Asad 1369. 

(2) Revising and rehearing of decisions or judgments of the Court’s appellate court 
shall be based on a proposal of the Supreme Court High Council in accordance 
with Paragraph (1) of this article and an order of the President to send the decision 
or judgment to a Revision Committee. 

Article 4: 
(1) The Chairman and judges of the Court’s primary and appellate courts shall be 

appointed on the recommendation of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court 
chairman and with the approval of the President. 

(2) The Chairman and judges of the Court’s appellate court, which constitutes three 
persons, shall be from among the members of the Supreme Court and appointed 
through President. 

(3) The Revision Committee consists of three persons from among Supreme Court 
members who are appointed by the President. 

Article 5: 
Property or real estate in this decree includes land, residential areas, apartments, shops, 
Mendavi (market) and other immovable properties. 

Article 6: 
Property disputes covered under this decree include and are limited to those which took 
place in the absence of the owners from the date 7th Saur 1357 (27 April 1987). 

Article 7: 
(1) The Court’s primary court (both for cases in Kabul Province and for cases outside 

Kabul Province) is obliged to decide on all filed cases within two months from the 
date of being filed. 

(2) The Court’s appellate court (Makamae Nehayee) is obliged to decide on all filed 
cases within one month from the date of being filed with it. 

(3) The two-month deadline in Paragraph (1) of this article may be extended by up to 
ten days in special and exceptional situations (i.e., complicated cases). 

(4) The Revision Committee shall review submitted cases within a one-month period 
after receiving the President’s verdict regarding such submitted cases. 

Article 8: 
Proof of forgery of property documents submitted under this decree, and the annulment 
thereof, is within the authority of the Court. When property documents submitted under 
this decree are determined to be forged, for the purpose justice, the matter may be 
referred to the relevant authorities. 
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Article 9:  
(1) Possession of property based on forged documents is illegal and the ownership of 

such property shall belong to the entitled person as based on the final decision of 
the Court.  The cost of producing any new deeds any other related expenditures 
may be charged to the forger in accordance with the provisions of law. 

(2) When illegally possessed or occupied property is, based on the final judgment of 
this Court, returned to its actual owner, compensation from the date of such 
illegal possession or occupation until the date of this Court’s order for the actual 
owner to recover such property shall be given from the illegal possessor or 
occupier to the actual owner.   

Article 10: 
Cases of property disputes result from the direct application of natural persons and 
entities, and such cases may be referred to the Court, through relevant Governmental 
authorities. 

Article 11: 
This Decree is not applicable when one side in the dispute is a government 
administration.  Such cases are reviewed in accordance with relevant laws and with the 
authority of the relevant court. 

Article 12: 
Judgments and decisions of the Court’s appellate court are generally obligatory and 
enforceable, with both parties and relevant authorities obliged to ensure their 
implementation. 

Article 13: 
The Revision Committee is obliged to timely review claims prescribed under Article 
Seven hereof and report on the implementation of decisions made to the Office of the 
President. 

Article 14: 
(1) The Ministry of Interior is specifically obliged to implement the final judgments 

and decisions of the Court, whether at the primary, appellate or highest level. 
(2) Other relevant Governmental authorities are obliged to implement this Decree 

and to cooperate with the Court.   

Article 15: 
This Decree, from the date of promulgation, is enforceable and should be published in the 
Official Gazette.  From the date of this Decree, the dispute resolution commission 
referred to in Article Five, Decree No. 136, dated 19/6/1381, published under Official 
Gazette No. 804 is repealed, and such Decree No. 136 dated 19/6/1381, published under 
Official Gazette no.804, Decree no.161 dated 30/8/1381 regarding the amendment of 
Article 2 of such Decree 136, and the decree creating the dispute resolution commission 
referred to above in this Article, are annulled. 
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PRESIDENTIAL DECREE 112 ON REVISING THE JUDGEMENTS AND RULINGS OF 
THE SPECIAL PROPERTY COURT 
2003 [Date: 3/12/1382] 

In order for a better approach on evaluating the judgments and rulings  
of the special property court established by the Decree No. 136 dated  
13/6/1382 and to sort out the conflicts of the cases that should have been  
revised in accordance with article 7 of the decree, the following are to be put  
in place: 
 
Article 1: 
Pursuant to the presidential order no.482 of Civil Procedure Code and  
clause 2 of article 3 of presidential decree no. 89 dated 9/9/1382, revising  
the judgments and rulings of the former Special Property Court after  
proposal of the Supreme Court, and approval of the President of the Islamic 
Republic  
of Afghanistan, is hereby allowed. 
 
Article 2: 
The High Council of the Supreme Court shall in accordance with law, take  
action for the petitions and documents of those who have asked for revision. 
 
Article 3: 
This decree shall be enacted from the date of approval and shall be published in 
official gazette. 

 
PRESIDENTIAL ORDER CONCERNING THE SPECIAL LANDS DISPUTES 
RESOLUTION COURT, R. NO. 4794 9/9/1382 (2003) 

1. In order to provide security for the Special Land Disputes Court Judges, the 
Interior Ministry must provide effective support. 

2. In order to better implement their decisions, the Special Land Disputes Court 
must be assisted with Special Forces. 

3. The Supreme Court is compelled to appoint professional and skilled personnel. 
The Ministry of Finance must be consulted in any matter of financial concern in 
order to better decide upon a case. 

4. The Judicial Commission is charged with responsibility to train the judges of the 
Special Land Disputes Court. 

5. In consultation with the Civil Service Capacity Commission the Ministry of 
Finance must make the necessary salary and special force services available to the 
Special Land Disputes Court so as to enable cases to be properly executed and 
decisions of the Court enforced. 

6. This Decree must be acted upon by the relevant Ministries indicated.
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ANNEX 9: SARANWALI, THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S OFFICE IN KABUL PROVINCE 

1. Every Province has a branch of the Office of the Attorney-General, a body that is 
by constitutional law autonomous of both Government (Ministry of Justice) and the 
courts (Chief Justice). The mandate of the Attorney-General is to protect the rights of the 
public and ensure that the judicial institutions perform their duties in accordance with the 
law. Members of the public bring complaints and the Office investigates the case.  

The Kabul Office (Saranwali Madanee wa Hoqooq Ama –e –Wilayat Kabul)  
2. The Kabul office is staffed by one head counselor and nine investigators for this 
purpose, all of whom are lawyers. Property cases traditionally are among the complaints 
received by the public but the Head reports that these have risen dramatically since 2001. 
Most complaints received are investigated by Saranwali following the taking of 
references for the complainant and confirmation that his/her complaint has substance. 
Saranwali endeavors to keep as many complaints as possible out of the courts through 
assisting the disputing parties to come together and agree a solution. These were 
described as ‘around one third’ of total complaints. 

3. Around eighty percent of cases accepted for investigation in the 2003-2004 year 
(21 March 2003- 20 March 2004) were property-related. Prior to this an unspecified 
number are resolved in the office simply by bringing disputants together. Some of those 
which enter the books are eventually forwarded to other institutions to investigate or deal 
with. Only a quarter are sent to the courts following provision of information collected by 
Investigators. Only 12 of these 35 cases went to the Special Land Disputes Court, as they 
either did not involve returnees or involved breech of contractual agreements which the 
Commercial Court is considered better equipped to handle. 

Accepted Caseload of the Attorney-General of Kabul Province (Saranwali) 2003-2004 

 Status of Case 
 

No. Percent 

1 Cases sent to court 35 25.5 
2 Cases referred by other institutions 1 0.7 
3 Cases investigated and then forwarded to other Offices to 

deal with (Police, Municipality, Justice etc) 
8 5.8

4 Cases under investigation  12 8.7 
5 Cases for which Saranwali is providing representation for 

one party due to his/her absence or death 
27 19.7 

6 Cases for which Saranwali provides a representative for 
enforcement of a decision  

54 39.4 

Total Cases Accepted for Investigation 
 
137 
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Almost all the complaints received and followed up by Saranwali relate to the city rather 
than the rural districts in the province. Some concern returnees trying to trace the 
occupants/past occupants of their houses or shops. Others are family law issues centering 
upon property issues (e.g. in divorce cases). Saranwali investigations include document 
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searches, visiting the properties concerned and finding those who are accused of 
wrongdoing and witnesses.  

 

List of General Statutory Legislation Relevant to Kabul City 

Under Zahir Shah Administration 1933-1973

• Law for Appropriation of Property for the Public Welfare in Afghanistan, 1314 
(1935) 

• Law of Survey and Taxation of Land (1956) 

• Law of Municipalities 16 Jadi 1336 (1957) 

• Land Survey and Statistics Law 31 Jawsa 1344 (1965) 

• Decree No. 2662 19 Qaws 1347 (1968) Regulations for the Distribution and 
Selling of the 23 Block Apartments of Nadir Shah Mina. 

• Decree No. 570 7/3/1349 (1970) Regulations for the Distribution and Selling of 
Low Income Housing in Khair Khana Mina. 

 
Under President Daoud’s Administration 1973-1978

• The Civil Law of the Republic of Afghanistan 1977 
• [Articles 1900-2416 relate directly to property] 

 
• Law of Acquisition of Khoshal Khan Mina Land Projects Decree No. 463 

29/3/1354 (1975) 

• Decree No. 367 26/3/1355 (1976) Law of Land Development Tax 

• Decree No. 692 20/5/1355 (1976) Regulations for Organising the Affairs of 
Accommodation of Residents, Accomplishment of Detailed and Expenditure 
Plans for 25 year State Projects in Kabul City 

• Decree No. 718 30/5/1355 (1976) Law of Survey, Settlement and Registration of 
Lands. 

• Civil Code of Afghanistan, 1976 (1355) 

• Statute on the Running and Controlling of the Construction of Nadir Shah Mina. 
Decree No. 2300, 22 Hoot 1356 (1978). 

After the “Saur” Revolution 1978-1979
• Law on Compensation and Selling Kabul City’s Detailed project Lands based On 

the Master Plan of 1357, Gazette Issue No. 3 Serial No. 426, 15 Thawr 1358 
(1979) 

• Issue No. 426 May 5 1979 Concerning Acquisition and Sale of Land 

• Decree No. 2 on Land of Revolutionary Council in Gazette Issue No.4 Serial No. 
427 of 31 Thowr 1358 (1979) 
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Soviet Period 1980-1989

• Issue No. 514 22 August 1982 The Law of Acquisition and Sale of Land 

• Issue No. 517 7 October 1982 Land Regulation 

• Decree No. 8 of Revolutionary Council on Land Issues Gazette 550 29.11.1362 
(18 February 1984) 

• Ratification No. 147 Regarding Approval of Regulation on Distribution of 
Residential Houses, Government Houses and Plots of Land in Kabul City Gazette 
Issue No. 14, Serial No. 593, 30 Mizan 1364 (1985) 

• Ratification No. 90 Regarding Adjustment of Some Articles and Appendix of 
Regulation Concerning Distribution of Government Residential Houses and Land 
in Kabul City Extraordinary Issue of Gazette, No. 613 22 Asad 1365 (1986) 

• Decree No. 81 dated 30.2.1366 Regarding Approval of Land Compensation Law, 
Extraordinary Issue Gazette 10, Serial No. 639 of 10 Saratan 1366 (1987) 

• Ratification No. 224 dated 19.08.1366 Regarding Adjustment to Article 2 of 
Regulation on Urban Projects for the 25 Year Plan of Kabul City, Gazette No. 19 
Serial No. 656, 15 Jadi 1366 (1987) 

• Ratification No. 244 dated 26.08.1366 Regarding Regulation on Land Leases 
Gazette  No. 22 Serial No. 659 30 Dalwa 1366 (1987) 

• Regulation on Land Rents Gazette Issue 659 (1987) 

• Decree Concerning Return of Properties of Returnees 1366 (1987) 

• Decree Concerning Remission of Tax on Land, Shops of Individual Merchants, 
Companies, Rent of the State Owned Shops and Related Fines 1366 (1987) 

• Law of Land Expropriation 1366 (1987) 

• Statute of Micrarayans Maintenance Enterprise 1366 (1987) 

• Decree of Revolutionary Council for Exemptions Relating to Land for Returnees, 
Gazette Issue 637, 14.3.1366 (4 June 1988) 

• Decree of Revolutionary Council on the Exemption of Land, Shops, and Other 
Taxation of Returnees Gazette Issue 632, 25.1.1366 (14 April 1988) 

• Decree on Distribution of Land to Returnees. Gazette Issue 643, 12.5.1366 (2 
August 1988) 

• Decree No. 237 dated 24.02. 1367 Concerning the Law of Cadastral Survey in 
Gazette No. 12 Serial No. 674 of 31 Sumbula 1367 (1988) 

• Decree No. 332 dated 06.04.1367 Regarding Law on Land Taxation, Gazette 
14/676, 29 Mizan 1367 (1988) 

• Law Relating to the Organization of Land Relations 1366 (1988) 

• Regulation of Land Leases 1366 (1988) 
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• Decree No. 241 of 1/3/1367 Concerning Procedures for Selling Micrarayan 
Apartments of Shahrara and Parwan (1988) 

• Decree No. 332 Concerning Law of Tax on Land 1367 (1988) 

• Decree No. 333 Concerning Tax Exemptions of Private Individuals and 
Institutions in Kandahar Province 1367 (1988) 

Najibullah Period 1989-1992
• Decree on Selling of Apartments. Gazette 668, 31.3 1367 (21 June 1989) 

• Regulation on the Procedure for Distribution and Sale of State Residential 
Apartments and Land Plots in Kabul City 1368 (1989) Gazette No. 355 

• Law Prohibiting Hoarding 1368 (1989) Decree No. 1438? 

• Civil Procedure Code, 22/10/1990. Gazette 722. 

• Decree No. 789 Concerning the Return of Houses and Residential Apartments and 
Land Plots in Kabul City 1369 (1990) 

• Regulation of Applying the Master Plan of Kabul City 1369 (1990) 

• Decree on the Return of Properties of the Returnees, Which are Under the Control 
of Government, Gazette Issue 715, 15.2.1369 (5 May 1991) 

• Decree to Return Houses, Apartments, which are Under the Control of 
Government to the Owners, Gazette Issue 725, 1.7.1369 (23 October 1991) 

• Law of Municipalities 1369 (1991) 

• Decree No. 519 of Amendment, Addition and Repeal of Articles in the 
Municipalities Law 1370 (1991) 

Mujahiddin & Rabbani Period 1992-1996 

• Decree No. 98 Concerning Prevention of Sale of Stolen Properties 1373 (1994) 

• Decree on Prevention of Possession of Others’ Property without Any Reason. 
Gazette 767, 31.5.1372 (22 August 1993) 

• Land Law Gazette Issue 769 

• Decree on Cancellation of Law for Arranging Land Relations Gazette Issue 771, 
15.8.1373 (6 November 1994  

• Law on Property Dealers 1374 (1995) 

• Taliban Period 1996 – 2001 

• Edict on State Lands Gazette 783 dated 1.1.1376 (21 March 1997) 

• Edict No. 108 dated 19.05.1419 In Respect of Non-Intervention in Survey and 
Cadastral Maps in Extraordinary Issue as above (1420) 
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• Edict No. 20 dated 15.06.1420 Regarding Canceling Individual Plans on 
Government Properties and Avoiding the Destruction of Public Properties and 
Assets in Extraordinary Issue of Gazette as above (1420) (1999) 

• Edict No. 21 dated 05.06.1420 Regarding the Properties that have been Surveyed 
but not Yet Settled, in Extraordinary Issue of Gazette as above (1420) (1999) 

• Amendment to Law on Property Dealers, 1376 (1997) 

• Decree No. 577 Re Amendment of Article 6 (1) of the Rent and Podiums Law, 
1376 (1997) 

• Decree No. 37 About Amendment and Addition to Article 6 of the Law of 
Property Dealers 1376 (1997) 

• Law of Considering Applications 1378 (1999) 

• Decree Concerning Exemption of Tax on Government land and Exemption of 
Rent on Government lCars for those Summoned for Military Service 1378 (1999) 

• Decree About Properties, 1378 (1999)  

• Decree About Empty Plots and Properties and Preventing the Loss of Public 
Property 1378 (1999) 

• Decree About Properties that have been Surveyed but Not Clarified 1378 (1999) 

• Law on Municipalities, Gazette 794, 25/06/1421 HQ (2000) 

• City Service Tax Law, Gazette 794 

• Law on Shelter, 1999 Gazette 794 

• Law on Rents, 1999 Gazette 794 

• Law on Maintenance, Gazette 794 

• Law on Master Plan Implementation, Gazette 794 

• Land Acquisition Law, Gazette 794 

• Regulation for the Survey of Land for Housing, Factories in Kabul City, Gazette 
794 

• Regulation of for the Distribution and Selling of Government Apartments in 
Gazette Issue 798 (2001) 

Karzai Period 2001 -2005

• Decree No. 297 on The Dignified Return of Refugees of 13.03.1380 (2001) 
Decree No. 66 of January 26 2002 Abolishing All Decrees and Legal Documents 
Issued and Enacted before December 20 200124 

24 A misleading title; no laws were abolished by this decree; each existing law has to be scrutinized and 
determination made to repeal or amend the standing law. 
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• Decree No. 99 dated 4.2.1381 (2002) On Prohibition on Distribution of 
Government Unutilized and Intact Lands. Gazette No. 802. 

• Presidential Order No. 830 of 11/2/1381 (2002) on non-allocation of Government 
lands Contrary to the Master Plan. Gazette No. 802. 

• Decree of Interim Administration on the Establishment of an Afghan Independent 
Human Rights Commission, 6 June 2002. 

• Decree on Domestic and Foreign Private Investment in Afghanistan No. 134 in 
Gazette No. 803 2002, 2 Sumbula 1381 (2002)  

• Decree No. 136 On Establishment of a Special Property Claims Court, 13.6.1381 
(2002). Gazette 805. 

• Decree No. 161 of 30/8/1381 (2002) Amendment to Article 2 of Decree No. 136 
of 13/6/1381 (2002) on Establishment of a Special Property Claims Court. 

• Decree 17 Regarding the Return of Immovable Properties to the Ministry of 
Defence 30/2/1382 (20 May 2003) 

• Decree No. 83 of 18/8/1382 (2003) With Regard to Properties (Amlak) Gazette 
816. 

• Decree No. 362 Regarding the Illegal Occupation of Government Property, 
19/1/1382 (8 April 2003). 

• Decree for Transfer of Government Property 8/1382 (2003). Unclear if gazetted. 
• Decree No. 89 of 9/9/1382 (29 January 2004) On The Special Property Court, 

Gazette 817. 
• Directive No. 4794 of 9/9/1382 on The Special Land Disputes Court and its 

Support (29 January 2004) 
• Decree 3860 of the Head of the Transitional Government Regarding the High 

Commission for City Development. 16 September 2003 (Gazette date unknown). 
• Decree No. 115 of 4/12/1382 (2003) on the Law for Interim Procedures for Courts 

in Afghanistan. Gazette 820. 
• Decree 112 of 3/12/1382 (2003) on Revising Judgements and Decisions of the 

Special Property Court. Gazette 823. 
• The Constitution of Afghanistan, 1382. 
• Decree on Formation of Provisional Supreme Court, January 2005.  
• Decree on the Adoption of Electoral Law, No. 28 of 27/05/2004 
• Decree of Hamid Karzai the President of TISA on Identification of Grabbed State 

Land in Deh Sabz Wuloswali of Kabul Province and Registering to Urban Project 
for Distribution to Homeless People (12/7/2004 in Council of Ministers Meeting 
No. 21) 

 
Relevant decrees in draft or under consideration by Ministry of Justice 

• Proposed Peace Councils Law, 16/12/2004  
• Amendment to the Civil Procedures Code 1990 
• Customary Deeds Law 
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ANNEX 10 CASE STUDY: PROPERTY MATTERS IN SIAH SANG GOZAR 

Siah Sang in District 8 (Zone 1, Section B) provides an interesting case of different 
tenure situations and conflict scenarios. Siah Sang comprises three zones, extending from 
a main trunk road, lined with shops, and stretching upwards to nearly the summit of 
Marajan Hill. In the past Marajan was well guarded against intruders given that it 
contained an underground armoury (the status of which today is unclear but presumably 
still existing).  

Zone 1: Old Siah Sang 
The origins of Siah Sang are as a roadside residential area of many poorer Government 
land Army officers during the 1960s. Although the owners built their houses without 
permission, their status meant that their occupancy was accepted at the time of municipal 
upgrading of an adjacent area. They received water, drainage and electricity. Their plots 
were recorded and each owner was issued with an ownership document (‘title deed’). The 
settlement comprises three fairly orderly rows of houses from the road-front and is 
inhabited today by some 50 households. Many of the owners also own shops along the 
main road.  

Sales of properties in Old Siah Sang are rare (the Wakil-e-Gozar could remember only 
two sales in his 16 years as Wakil), with many current owners being the sons of the 
original title holders. The main transaction has been subdivision at inheritance, usually 
accomplished customarily with the Wakil-e-Gozar (or previously, his father) as the final 
certifier/witness. Only a few owners get this change endorsed by the Court. Disputes over 
ownership are few, all related to intra-family disputes as to shares in the house or 
inheritance. The Wakil-e-Gozar was adamant that not a single case has ever gone to the 
Court. Although many in the neighbourhood fled during the Soviet Occupation or later, 
those who remained looked after their neighbors’ houses, and not a single case of 
wrongful occupancy resulted.  

Zone 2: New Siah Sang 
Above the road-front settlement are a further 26 rows of houses, with some 420 
households. This occupation took place during the Najibullah regime (1989-1992). 
Settlement was not organized and houses were built in a random manner by individuals. 
None of the house owners hold court-recognized or Government l/ Municipality issued 
acknowledgement of ownership, given the continued status of the land as belonging to 
Government. The community is considered part of the neighborhood, participates in the 
appointment of the Wakil-e-Gozar and shares in social obligations. Some inter-relations 
among the households of the two communities exist.  

Disputes relating to property are common but stem not from contested ownership so 
much as contested control over space, as a result of the poor planning of the 26 rows. 
New arrivals tended to help themselves to land, occupy an expanding space around them, 
until a new arrival and leave no room for access further up the hill. Disputes about access 
have resulted. There have also been disputes over the breaking of the Sharia rule that no 
house may overlook the yard of another (to afford women privacy). Problems with waste 
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flowing down the hill from one house into another have also occurred, and accidents 
occur annually in the winter due to water being carried uphill freezing on the steep paths. 
This causes anger and conflict. Boundary disputes also occur, particularly with the 
construction of walls, with many families elbowing for maximum space and sometimes 
blocking access to higher properties. The Wakil-e-Gozar is frequently called to mediate 
these conflicts and claims to generally succeed. He believes this is mainly due to the fact 
that none of the owners possess legal documentation for their plots and he could engineer 
their eviction. No owners take their disputes to Court, due to the illegality of their 
residence, and costs. 

Despite this insecurity, transactions routinely occur and houses are sold at prices which 
are only lower than those for secure roadside houses because of the lack of water, 
electricity and clean access. The Wakil-e-Gozar refuses to witness sales due to the lack of 
legal tenure. Local elders and neighbors provide this service. Customary documents have 
accumulated. Particularly in the earlier years when construction was going on (from 
around 1989), Municipal officials and Police threatened occupants with eviction “but 
usually went away happy with 20 Rupees”. No serious evictions have ever been 
attempted and the residents believe that in due course their occupancy will be regularized 
and upgrading services provided. Most of the houses are now ten or more years old.   

Zone 3: Karte Panjsher 
This zone comprises some 200 households and who have constructed houses above Zone 
2 since 2002. Well connected individuals enjoying political support appropriated the area 
by force during 2002 and proceeded to offer one beswa plots for sale, starting at $2,000. 
No documents were issued and allegedly receipts for payment often not received. 
Allocation was entirely unplanned, plots being marked out randomly on the ground.  
Some houses were built directly for the purpose of sale. Some are very large and despite 
being high on the hill, un-serviced and without legal documentation, fetched very high 
prices up until the end of 2004.  

One house high on the hill still sold for 35 lakh new Afghanis ($70,000). In contrast a 
Zone 2 house sells from around 3.5 lakh new Afghanis ($7,000), reduced due to lack of 
services. Roadside houses with services could sell for 18 lakh new Afghanis ($36,000) 
but sales are infrequent. Documentation is a factor in the price but on balance, the Wakil-
e-Gozar (who also runs a rental agency and whose son is a registered property dealer in 
another part of town) considers that prices are determined more by the size of the house, 
its materials and whether it has access to water or not, than to tenure documentation. 
Renting is very important in the area today with rents rising monthly. This differs sharply 
from the Taliban years where owners “had to pay to get someone to live in their houses to 
look after them if they were absent”. 

 


